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Trade concern over
three-tier 45s prices
FACED WITH three different
RRPs for the common-or-garden 45
from this week onwards,
independent record retailers
throughout the country are setting
their own price levels. Governing
factors include local competition,
particularly with the High Street
multiples, their own assessment of
what the market will stand, and the
need for price uniformity to avoid
confusion amongst their own sales
staff.
A dipstick survey of dealers by
Music Week finds various prices
operating, but the most common
tags are 65p, 70p and 75p. Few of
Staff, policy
changes in
DJM revamp
byTERRI ANDERSON
AIMING FOR a total revamping of
DJM's image as a record company,
managing director Stephen James
has embarked on staff and policy
changes, and severe cutbacks in the
UK artists rosier.
A major step taken this week was
the closing down of DJM's
international a&r department. This
has meant the redundancy of David
Yeats, who has run the department
for over two years. The move has
come relatively soon after the
company's renewed deal with
Springboard in America, which
TO PAGE 4

those contacted were selling singles
at 80p, the new level recommended
for EMI group releases from
Monday (I).
Said Harlequin's Laurie Krieger,
overseeing the largest chain of
independent record stores in Britain,
"We arc in a ridiculous situation,
because no dealer will be able to
charge 80p for a single while the
multiples arc discounting so much.
It is very unfair on the part of
EMI to put such an RRP on 45s".
Harlequin is retailing the
configuration at 65p (70p for
oldies).
Responded Woolworth's- Bob
Egenon, buyer for the record
branches of the multiple. "We really
don't want to undercut, but we
won't go up unless everyone else
does, because we must charge the
competitive price in the High
Street." Yet he agreed that the
situation is laden with dangers, and
is making it difficult for new artists
to break through. "I would like to
see a decent profit margin on
singles", Egerton added, "instead
of virtually giving them away, but
that won't change until everybody
stops undercutting." The chain is
currently selling45s at 64p.
Observers now question whether
the latest round of price increases,
and the trade's response, is bringing
the UK record industry' closer to an
"artificial" RRP situation, where
manufacturers suggest list prices
beyond realistic levels to maximise
their profit margin, knowing that
retailers — pressured by the forces
of the marketplace — have no
TO PAGE 4
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PHONOGRAM MANAGING director designate Ken Maliphant gives the
thumbs up as the new licensing deal between Mountain and Phonogram is
signed. There to mark the occasion were (left to right): Terry Bart ram.
Phonogram head of public relations; Derek Nicol, Mountain group
managing director; Ken Maliphant and Rod Buncombe, Mountain Records
general manager.
Malipiiant brings back
Mountain to Phonogram
new product from the Mountain
by JOHN HAYWARD
artists' roster, which includes
INDUSTRY SPECULATION was
Nazareth, Sensational Alex Harvey
confirmed this week with the
Band, Martyn Ford Orchestra,
announcement that Mountain
Wales O'Regan, Krazy Kat and
Records has signed an exclusive
traditional Scottish repertoire.
licensing deal with Phonogram.
Mountain was previously licensed
The deal was negotiated between
through EMI, but under the terms of
Derek Nicol, managing director of
the new deal, all existing Mountain
the Mountain Group, and
back catalogue is now available
Phonogram's Ken Maliphant. It is
through Phonogram with catalogue
the first signing for Maliphant since
numbers remaining unaltered, apart
he became managing directorfrom a new series, to be catalogued
designate of Phonogram — an
TOPA, where albums will retail at
appointment he assumes at the end
£3 25
of the year.
- TO PAGE 4
The arrangement will cover all

ILR franchises sought in over 50 areas
by GODFREY RUST
life". She attacked the myth that
local stations operating in Britain.
GROUPS IN over 50 areas of
ILR is a young people's pop music
The Annan Report was published
Britain are seeking franchises to
service, pointing to the fact that the
in March this year, recommending
open Independent Local Radio
over 35s make up over half the
the expansion of local radio but
stations, it was revealed by IBA
national audience and the discovery
calling for a new body — the Local
Chairman Lady Plowden in a speech
that "a more varied diet, with
Broadcasting Authority — to take
in London last week.
emphasis on speech, local
over local radio from both the BBC
information and access is what the
At the same lime the existing 19
and the IBA.
public likes".
ILR companies spoke out in favour
Since then the BBC has mounted
of an immediate and steady
She found the Annan
what has been acknowledged to be
recommendation of a new authority
expansion of the 'network', and
an impressive campaign to hang on
hammered another nail into the
"a depressing conclusion". Quoting
to its local interests. Lady Plowden's
coffin lid of the Annan Committee's
Lord Annan, she noted that "the
speech, to the Media Circle last
proposal to set up a new authority to
benign influence of the IBA" had
Wednesday (27), displayed the
look after local radio in this country.
created a service in which "the evils
IBA's fire-power in its own bid to
The growth of local radio was
control the future growth of radio.
of commercialism have been caged
halted by the Government in 1974
The news that groups in every part
and the virtues of competitiveness
while the Annan Committee looked
of the country are eager to back
and profitability encouraged".
at the whole future of broadcasting.
commercial radio comes as a sharp
The second salvo from the
independent interests last week came
The last commercial station, Beacon
contrast to the situation two years
Radio in Wolverhampton, came on
ago. When the Wolverhampton
in the publication of the "Annan"
submission to the Home Secretary
air over a year ago. The BBC has 20
franchise was advertised there was
from the AIRC (Association of
just one application. It was the lack
Independent Radio Contractors),
of British interest- that brought
Contents
the trade organisation of the existing
about the heavy and muchAugust LP releases 37 & 38.
publicised Canadian investment in
ILR companies.
ralentscene: The other side
The AIRC attacked the BBC's
the later ILR companies.
)f Mike Ball 31. Lions —
figures — quoted in the Annan
Clearly now that the bandwagon
Scotland's winner 33. Taking
report — that a very large station
is rolling profitably there are many
would cost £450,000 to set up and
lisco coals to America 35.
willing to jump onto it. Advertising
£250,000
annually to run.
revenue for the year ending in June
*adio 8 & 10. Europe 14.
From the experience of the current
this year was £16.5 million, up 65
Battle of the giants 16.
stations, AIRC calculates that the
per cent on the previous twelve
Classical 20.
capital costs of a new station would
months,
and
speculations
for
the
Phis week's singles 43.
vary from £474,000 (for a station
year January-January range from
ylarketplace41,44& 50.
serving less than 500,000 people) to
HO to £25 million.
:HARTS: Top 50 49. Top
£2,500.000 for a station in London.
Lady Plowden put the IBA's case
j^s 47. Pull-out Top 60
by outlining what independent local
TO PAGE 4
:olour chart: centre
radio has achieved "in its short

THE POLYGRAM Group, which
embraces the recording activities of
Phonogram and Polydor and
Chappell publishing among its many
interests, boosted its turnover to
DM 1,800 million last year, an
increase of 12 percent.
This is revealed in the Polygram
76 report which is a repetition of the
first issue last year in that it throws
very little light into the workings of
the 31-country group. There are the
usual bar graphs indicating "that
Polygram group sales at retail were
worth DM 2.8 billion in a world
market valued at DM 19.2 billion,
compared with DM 0.8 billion back
in 1967 when the market was worth
DM 8.7 million. It can also be seen
that the group's share of the world
market has grown by 250 percent
since 1967, while the market itself
has expanded by 121 percent. Also
revealed is that Polygram factories
manufactured nearly 272 million
music carrier units (31 million tape
units and 240 million record units,
nearly 30 million more than in 1975).
But no information regarding
profitability is forthcoming, nor is
any meaningful mention of the
progress of the group in America
apart from a brief comment by
president Cocn Solleveld that it
"significantly solidified" its
position there and that an
"intensified relationship" with the
Robert Stigwood Organisation
provided additional operational
impetus.
Solleveld does, however, reveal
TO PAGE 4
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Kessler, Grass
form Barak
with President
A NEW Label. Barak, has been
formed by President Records in
conjunction with the US
management team of Danny Kessler
and Clancy Grass, whose artists
include Johnny Guitar Watson,
Leon Haywood, Papa John Creech,
the Chi-Lites and the Originals. The
deal was set up recently when David
Kassner went to Los Angeles looking
for product.
The first Barak release is a single
called Seven Over From Mars by
Johnny Green and the Green Men
(BAR 1) which has, Kassner reports,
given the label a good start by being
picked up by Radio One. An LP by
the same band is to follow, and so
will product from other early
signings to Barak, including the Billy
Hayes Band and Jackie Payne.
None of the artists managed by
Kessler and Grass will record for the
label at present, but there is Kassner
said, a possibility that if all goes well
some of these artists may eventually
move over.

Tempest to
Chiswick launches Thrust
A MIDSUMMER burst of activity
the back catalogue from bands like
at Chiswick Records will see the
the Count Bishops, Rocky Sharpe
launch of a new label called Thrust
And The Razors and the Gorillas. It
to handle more pop-orientated
is a mid-price offer retailing at
product than is usual for the parent
£2.25.
company
On August 12 comes the first
Launch date is scheduled for
Motorhead LP (WIK 2) which will
August 12, when the debut release
be shipped in the middle of a 24-date
will be a re-make of John Zacherle's
national promotional tour by the
1959 hit Dinner With Drac by new
group and the Count Bishops which
discovery Lee Kristofferson (RUFF
runs through to September 5.
Chiswick is consolidating the push
1).
The first 4,000 copies of the single
with local paper competitions
will come in a special picture sleeve,
offering prizes of albums, rare
and promotion will be concentrated
singles and concert tickets. Sounds
around disco plays and Wilde Rock
will also carry the contest, and local
outlets. Like Chiswick, Thrust will
radio interviews will be undertaken.
be distributed by Anchor.
The last move of the summer from
"Occasionally we get things which
Chiswick is the arrival of partner
arc very good records, but don't
Trevor Churchill back into the
quite fit into the Chiswick style,
company. For the last 15 months the
although they stand a chance of
international product manager at
being hits," said label boss Ted
Phonogram International in
Carroll. "Thrust is unlikely to be as
Hamburg, Churchill takes up the
active as Chiswick, but it is
managing director's post at
something we have been planning
Chiswick and will be involved in
for six months, and has now become
setting up international licensing
possible since our distribution deal
deals for the company in his first few
with Anchor."
months.
Meanwhile Chiswick is working
on two new albums. First on the
LETTERS
market is Chiswick Chartbusters
PAGE 6
Vol. 1 (CH 2), featuring cuts from

Come aboard the

SEASIDE SPECIAL
current album from
The New Edition

More than 8 million
viewers watch 'SEASIDE
SPECIAL' every week.
The theme tune of the
show 'Get A Little
Sand Between
Your Toes' is now
featured on the
album.
Other songs
from the album
are regularly
heard on the
show.

'Get
ftBCtV Served
, the current
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EMI Music g.m.
ROY TEMPEST, until recently head
of BBC Records, has been named
general manager (professional) ol
EMI Music Publishing, rcPort'"8 10
creative director, Terry Slater.
Tempest, four-and-a-half years
with
the BBC and, before that, 15 years
with Philips, will be responsible lor
all the company's professional
activities. The departments
reporting to "him will include those
involved with the acquisition and
exploitation of UK and international
copyrights, the development of the
'standard' catalogue, and the KPM
Recorded Music Library and the
KPM recording studios.
MARTIN LEWIS has joined
Polydor Records in the newlycreated post of special projects
executive. He was formerly
marketing manager at Transatlantic,
and with the company for four-anda-half year. At Polydor, Lewis will
be responsible for the development
of product outside conventional
trading; he reports to advertising
manager. Gareth Harris.
THE PROMOTION department of
CBS Records has been restructured,
with new promotion managers for
the CBS, Epic and custom labels.
All three will be reporting to
national and regional promotion coordinator, Jeff Gilbert.
Louis Rodgers will be looking
after the CBS label in all areas of
national television and radio, as will
Judd Lander on Epic's behalf, and
Phil Holmes for the custom labels.
Reporting to Rodgers, six years
with the CBS promotions
department, are Alvin Jordan, who
has moved to the company's head
office from the Southampton field
promotion team, and Martin
Sunley.
Reporting to Lander, who came to
CBS from Charisma 18 months ago,
are Edward Christie, fresh from a
promotion post at GTO, and Golly
Gallagher, a recent recruit from
Radio Trent.
Reporting to Holmes, who signs
on at CBS from EMI (where he was
lv promotion manager), are Richard
Comben, also from CBS'
Southampton unit, and Chris
Stevens, who joins from RCA's
promotions department.
DAVID HARMER has been
appointed field sales manager for
RCA by Brian Hall, following his
own appointment recently to sales
manager. Harmer, who started at
RCA as a salesman in 1968, has been
promoted from his position as

national accounts manager, and Ken
Rowlands has replaced him there.
Rowlands was previously with
RCA's tape merchandising
department, and before that with
CBS in tape marketing.
MIKE OLIVIER has been appointed
WEA national accounts manager,
reporting to national sales manager',
Mike Heap, and based at Alperton.'
He will have a national accounts
clerk to deal with relevant matters
on a day-to-day basis, while Olivier
spends time in the field. He joined
WEA in 1973, and has recently been
area sales manager for the South
East.
Stuart Eyers has been named
WEA export administrator,
responsible to director of sales, Mike
Hitches, and handling the
company's export service to
associated firms, licensees and
distributors worldwide.
JIM AICHROTH has joined
Chappell International, responsible
for promotion and artists/publishers
liaison, reporting to David
Hockman. In publishing for some
four years now, Aichroth has
worked in Germany for Global
Music and Siegel Music,
ANDREA JACKSON has been
appointed press relations officer at
Mecca Agency International, based
at the company's Shaflesbury
Avenue offices until its move to
Oxford Street. She previously held a
similar post at Badger
Records/George Porter Music.
SALLY SHACKLETON has been
appointed manager, a&r licensing
services, at CBS Records, reporting
to Peter Robinson, manager of
international a&r. She was
previously a&r licensing coordinator for three years.
At CBS Manufacturing, Fred
Whittle has been named manager,
distribution division. Reporting to
manufacturing chief, George
Ridnell, he will be directing the
distribution centre activities.
NICHOLAS WEBBER has been
appointed as classical editor of
Music Week with immediate effect.
Webber, a former features editor of
Hi Fi Weekly, and contributor to
Music and Musicians and Records
and Recording, will operate on a
freelance basis. He can be contacted
at 01-381 3015 or at the MW office
number, 01-836 1522.

r
aWSMI) MB®
(August 2,1967)
EMI GIVES American Bell label
identity in UK and also secures
American Command label,
previously with Pye
Tony Hall
becomes consultant executive
producer to track while his THE
company takes on promotion duties
Pye open new Scottish depot at
Cumbcrnauld
first three BBC
local radio stations at Leicester,
Sheffield and Liverpool due to open
in November
EMI anticipate
sales of Beatles' Sgt. Pepper album
to exceed 500,000 copies after nine
weeks on chart, while sales of All
You Need Is Love single approach
360,000
Ernie Mills appointed
manager of Selccta London and
Freddie Frowd appointed sales
manager after over 30 years service
with (he company and Decca
SporLsound, formed by Roger
Watklns, formerly on Variety, and
Derek Webster, goes into business
promoting records via 15 minute
programmes broadcast at football
grounds
Herb Alpcrt Going
Places LP completes one year on
RR chart.

(August 6 1972)
UK MANUFACTURERS
pressing crisis as sales hit abnoi
summertime level
Chari
completes five-year licensing
with Phonogram
Sean Ho\
of Recordsvillc begins mon
Counterintclligcnce retailing coli
BBC axes What's New
Album time new releases sh
from autumn schedules
L
Page plans new series of s
records under banner Trophy .
Bob Grace joins Robert Wa
Ricochet Enterprises as professu
manager
Robert Stig>v
group launches own RSO label
from Polygram budget comp
Musical Rendezvous, gent
manager Dave Allwood resigns ((
into retailing
Schools Out
Alice
Cooper
gives
WB a mini
°ne^le
Tony Macaulav v
his High Court battle to have
contract with Schroeder M,
declared void - but an appeal tc
..... CBS intcrnalio
conference m London esiimalcd
have cos( 750,000 dollars.
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m Hot EP
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from Charly
to 5 cable radio sMiiii
CHARLY RECORDS has rushreleased a rockabilly EP featuring
five 'pilot' schemes are mainly in
BRITAIN WILL have five new
Billy Lee Riley's Fifties recording of
new towns with existing facilities. In
community radio stations by the end
Red Hot, to compete with Robert
Basildon there are 20,000 homes
of the year — but record companies
Gordon's newly-recorded version on
capable of receiving the new service.
need not rush to expand their
Private Stock. Other tracks on the
Advertising can be carried on the
promotions departments to deal
disc (CEP 112) arc Pearly Lee,
new cable stations and the IBA is
with them.
Flying Saucers Rock & Roll and
"actively interested" in seeing what
The Home Secretary announced
She's My Baby.
the experiments offer.
last week that licences would be
granted for experiments in 'piped'
community radio in Basildon,
Telford, Southwark, Thamesmead
30 UK firms at Musexpo
and Newton Aycliffe(Co. Durham),
Studios, Eaton Music, Full Moon
running till July 1979.
A TOTAL OF 30 UK companies,
Music, Panache Music, Third World
among them Decca, has registered so
The new 'stations' are currently in
Record Company, Gull Records and
far for this year's Musexpo to be
the hands of various local authority
MCPS. It is possible that several
held in Miami from October 28and community groups while
more companies will be accepted by
November 1.
independent programme companies
the DTI as a result of an extension of
Of the 30, 25 have applied for and
are set up to run them. Output at
the application dale.
been granted the Department of
first is expected to be limited to a
Also going, but not taking stands,
Trade subsidy payable to companies
few hours a week, and music content
are UA Music, Zomba Music, Pilot
booking stands at the Doral Hotel,
will be mainly locally-based.
Miami Beach. These are Hugh
Productions, BBC Radio and Jan
Similar experiments in cable
Olofsson International.
Productions, Wilson Editions/
television have proved generally to
Eurobeal, Heath Levy Music,
Organiser Roddy Shashoua told
be loo costly to maintain, but radio
Splash Records, Amphonic Music,
Music Week that he was well
is much cheaper (Basildon Council
Kenmar Music, Charmdale,
satisfied with the UK response, as
expects the two-year trial to cost
well as that from Europe. He was
Valentine Music, Duarte Music,
£20-25,000) and may in the future
anticipating a larger foreign
Pebble Beach Records, Cyril Shane
provide local broadcasting in areas
involvement this year as a result of
Music, Sonet, Everblue Music,
too small for regular radio ststaions.
Emerald Records, Bob Kingston
the Canada Federal Government, as
Coverage is limited by the
well as the Quebec Government,
Music, Andrew Heath Music, Eden
availabilities of cable systems: the
plus the Australian Government
agreeing to subsidise participation.
Tape-disc sells

*
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LATEST VENTURE for songwriter Barry Mason is Marksmen Music, a
company formed in association with his manager Mark McCormack, whose
other interest is handling the business affairs of the world's top golfers.
Marksmen will embrace Mason's record production activities and management
interests. He has recently placed husband and wife team Tony and Gay nor
Sadler with Phonogram and Jamie Wild, younger brother of the BCR's Les
McKeown, with Poly dor. Guests at a launch party recently included comedian
Ernie Wise and his wife Doreen who are pictured here with Mason (left) and
Marksmen director Brian Dunham, formerly with Air Chrysalis, where he
looked after Mason Music.

4,000 plus
SALES OF Britain's first single-play
cassette, Salud Amor Mallorca by
Midlands nightclub singer Ricki
Disoni on the Fifth Avenue label,
have exceeded 4,000 units over a
five-week period. The claim comes
from the company's creative
consultant, Don Dive, who says
that the sales ratio since Salud's
release in late June has been two-toone in favour of the tape version.
Most interest has come from the
Birmingham area.
Dive said; "Salud Amor Mallorca
has created a lot of interest amongst
the trade and media. Initially we
hoped to get by purely on novelty
value, but our distributor, Selecta,
has had a very surprising response
from dealers. We are delighted with
the success, and have decided to
bring forward our release schedule,
so that the next batch of releases will
be in September".

DESPITE A denial to Music Week that there had been no
business discussions, CBS Records Group president Walter
Yetnikoff was able to introduce Wings among guests at final
evening of the international conference
but he was also
able io welcome Mick dagger at both Beach Boys and Boz
Scaggs evenings, which can hardly have had any significance
as ever the conference was a dramatic confirmation of
the company's enormous reservoir of talent — concerts
included performances by James Taylor, Patti Labelle,
Crawler, Bobby Bare, Teddy Pcndergrass and an all-star jazz
band featuring among others, Stan Getz, Dexter Gordon,
Freddie Hubbard, George Duke, Benny Golson, Billy
Cobham, Hubert Laws, Bobby Humphrey, Maynard
Ferguson and Herbie Hancock
among those who
attended but didn't play were Art Garfunkel, Stephen Stills,
Billy Paul, REO Speedwagon, Ron Wood, Neil Diamond,
Tina Charles, Bruce Johnson.
OTHER CONFERENCE notes — Maurice Oberstein not
allowed to wear his I'm A BOF (spelled out in full) lapel
badge
security so tight that on opening night Dick
Leahy arrived without his ticket and was temporarily denied
admission
CBS president Bruce Lundvall revealed that
sales of jazz-progressive repertoire expected to gross 12-14
million dollars
Americans' improving command of
English language demonstrated by introduction of new word
from one mustard-keen executive — are you ready for
'sticktoitiveness'?
foyer notice on final night revealed
that dinner was courtesy of British Airways — but thankfully
not served in little plastic trays
night before it was 1200
or so carefully wrapped parcels — containing fish 'n' chips
in memory of Goddard Liberson, CBS made initial
contribution of 300,000 dollars to an endowment fund to
benefit advanced students of music
ex-press chief David
Sanderson back on duty to edit conference newspaper to
wrap around Saturday's Daily Mirror
Peter Robinson
promoted to director international a&r
could next CBS
executive recruit be from the ranks of Phonogram?
much favourable comment for CBS-UK evening of
traditional English revelry (not punk) at Royal Academy.
COMPLETED LAST Friday — change of ownership of
Transatlantic — Olav Wyper and Geoff Hannington now
installed and Nat Joseph has left
expect news shortly of
Frank Zappa's signing direct to a UK major
about to be
revealed Ken Maliphant's first staff reshuffle at Phonogram
what are Pye's plans for the future of the Precision
Tapes operation?
if GTO sales made difference to CBS
being first or second in March-June period, didn't Polydor
sales and distribution of label until the end of the quarter
contribute also
at EMI, Leslie Hill without special
assistant Barry Green who is in Charing Cross Hospital for
surgery.

Rainbow tour prompts
A SUBSTANTIAL promotional
push, including a radio campaign
and lengthy series of advertisements
in the consumer rock press, is being
mounted around product from
Richie Blackmore's Rainbow.
An extensive three-week UK
lour begins on September 4,
accompanied by full page
advertisements in Melody Maker,
New Musical Express and Sounds
stretching through from August 19
to September 9.
On August 26, Polydor/Oyster
release an EP from the band,
containing cuts from the live doublealbum currently high in the chart. It
will come in a special full colour bag
with Kill The King. Man On a Silver
Mountain and an edited version of
the marathon Mistreated. Half-page
advertisements in the rock press will
also back this release.
Beginning a fortnight before the
tour starts, a series of 30-second
radio spots have been booked to go
out on radios City, Capital, BRMB,
Tecs, Clyde and Piccadilly. Radio
stations will also be supplied with a
special promotional pack by
Polydor International, containing
an exclusive radio promotion album,
posters, all three Rainbow LPs and
various pieces of merchandising.

Polydor push
new three-track release by Emperor.
The first 5,000 copies of the disc,
which features I'm Alive, Woman
rai
and Dreamer, will go out in the large
size (PVTS 112); after that, it reverts
THE FIRST RCA disco 12 inch
io seven-inch (PVT 112).
single on the RCA label, Keep It Up
Recommended retail price of the
by the Olympic Runners and George
August
12 release is75p.
Chandler, is to be promoted through
SPARK
RECORDS has released a
the discos before radio promotion or
limited-edition double-single by New
official date of release. The Mike
Wine, one of Italy's top rock bands
Vernon production is the first in the
(but known as Bulldog there). A
new RCA Disco Direction series,
total of 3,000 two-single sets have
and all the series will appear in very
been pressed and specially packaged;
distinctive black sleeves with red
they will retail for 70p each.
dancing figures in the design. The
The discs arc being promoted at
disco promotion started this week,
present as four seperatc A-sides, In
but the official release date is August
My Dreams, Life's Been Good To
19.
Me, Pasta and Fagioli, and Jennifer.
POLYDOR IS extending its
Spark general manager. Jon Smith,
television campaign for Connie
said:
"We fell that all four
Francis' 20 Goldem Greats {Music
recordings were so good it was a
Week, June 18) to the ATV,
difficult task to choose an A-side.
Trident, Scottish, Grampian,
Our plan is to ask dealers and the
Westward and Anglia regions from
media, including radio producers,
this week for a period of three
which track they think is the
weeks. The commercial will air three
strongest. What we then intend to do
spots per night for three nights for
is promote in full the recording that
the next three weeks. The package
the majority feel has the best
has already been promoted in
potential," He added that once the
London, the Midlands and the
initial slocks of the double-single
South.
had been exhausted, the most
popular track would then be reissued
PRIVATE STOCK is employing the
as an ordinary single.
limited-edition, 12-inch formal for a
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CBS targets 1 billion world sales
rumours at the convention through
by CHRIS WHITE
Europe. Canada, Australia, Japan
the week that the news of such a
and various South American
THE ANNUAL CBS imernaiional
signing would be broken on the last
convention, in London throughoui
countries. Staff from 31 countries
night, and many observers believed
were told by Walter Yetnikoff,
list week attracted more than 1.300
that the group in question was
CBS Records Group president, that
delegates from around the world,
Wings, whose contract with EMI is
he was setting a target of one billion
and may cost the US company at
soon up for renewal.
dollars in world wide sales from all
least £1 million. Although the event
CBS Records' UK managing
sources by 1980.
lias only been held in London once
director Maurice Oberstein — seen
Social highlight of the week was a
before, in 1972. again no expense
sporting a badge with the motto,
gala dinner on Saturday (30)
was spared either in terms of
Yanks Go Home — told Music
climaxed by a special performance
hospitality, accommodation costs,
Week that he believed the
by the Beach Boys (the group's
general entertainment, and the
convention
had gone very smoothly.
Brothers Records Inc. label recently
convention presentation.
"When you have more than 1,200
signed a licensing deal with CBS).
Delegates attended from every
CBS representatives suddenly
An expected announcement that
major record territory around the
converging on London, then there
CBS had signed a worldwide deal
world. The US alone provided 800
are bound to be slight problems
with a band described as one of the
representatives, many of whom flew
thrown up, and some inconvenience
world's top five rock groups, never
by chartered planes. Other
for people, but generally I believed
materialised. There had been
territories represented include
that everyone enjoyed themselves
and at the same time a lot of good
work was achieved. The atmosphere
DJM image revamped
- between CBS in the US with the
various international companies was
to Diana Warren in the promotion
FROM PAGE 1
particularly rewarding. The
department, who is moving to UA's
convention also gave everyone a
brought the rights to the
promotion team. David Silburn,
chance to see different acts from all
Scepter/Wand catalogue. "We have
head of administration has left for
over the world."
taken about 100 LPs from those
personal reasons, and a replacement
Oberstein added that from an
catalogues", James said, "and feel
is being sought for him.
artistic point of view, it had been
we have picked the best. We have
His new plan for a&r starts with a
good to see performances by
made a lot of money out of them on
cutback of the UK artists roster to
established acts, including the Beach
export — which is what we wanted,
about ten (the number including
although it may have contributed to
Boys, James Taylor and BozScaggs,
lease tape and outside production
making us look like a rather
alongside performances by potential
deals stood at 32) and those are to be
hit performers. "We took a lot of
mediocre and middle-of-the-road
strong rock and pop acts. The roster
record company here at home."
will be kept at around a dozen in
CBS people, including the various
managing directors and viceThe Vee-Jay catalogue has been
future. The few new signings are
dropped altogether. "We were just
presidents, to see the Vibrators at
likely to include a punk band.
not getting any tapes out of them in
the Vortex punk club in London and
Tony Palmer, head of a&r, has
Los Angeles and so the contract was
although after the gruelling schedule
resigned, but will continue, like the
of the day they could have been
aborted."
other a&r men affected in a smaller
forgiven for just wanting a quiet
James has unburdened DJM of
DJM reshuffle earlier this year, to
evening,
they came along and really
the direct administration of the
work on company acts as an
licensed labels but will retain a
appreciated the performance. 1 think
independent producer. Les Tomlin,
financial interest; he has done a deal
who has been DJM head of sales for
a lot of them began to realise that
with Pickwick for release of the
several years, moves over to head
punk is music."
remaining budget product, and six
a&r. He will be recruiting an
Oberstein said that the convention
album releases are planned under
assistant to help look for solid rock
had been particularly useful for CBS
that agreement for this autumn.
acts. A replacement for Tomlin in
UK, and his main regret was that
James is also talking to tv
the sales department has yet to be
space limitation had meant many
merchandisers about use of this
found.
people from the Soho Square offices
licensed product.
The decision to initiate sweeping
were unable to attend. "For CBS in
Other staff changes announced
changes had, James concluded,
London, it gave us the opportunity
this week and last do not, James
come about when he realised that the
to meet international people on an
emphasised, amount to an exercise
sales force could not function
a&r level. There was a strong artist
in staff cutting. DJM's turnover has
properly because the product it was
representation, with Crawler and
working on was not good enough.
dropped this year, but it is not in any
Lone Star both gaining a good
financial trouble, and is not
"They had nothing to sell, and were
reaction when they performed at the
attempting to economise but to give
losing credibility with the dealers.
evening banquets, and it also
itself a new direction. Staff leaving
The company has been suffering
provided an occasion for names like
to take up other jobs have been
from bad product which has given it
Tina Charles and Sailor to meet with
Trisha O'Kecfe and Paula Adams,
a bad image, and this is preventing
CBS people from other territories.
from the press office (taking over is
us from pushing product and artists
During the course of the week at
Hilary Barrett, previously with
who do seem to be getting
least four overseas tours were set
Gull); and Nickie Fleming, assistant
somewhere."
up."
He added that he thought CBS
UK had been well represented
artistically at the convention.
"There is a time and a place for acts
TRSJAN
"0
playing a convention, and then there
riwIUinh.-, I KVL-.-.U-Mum,
arc problems of availability of
artists. We had a strong turnout
3 Stars +3 Great Songs
though, and I think that the
convention was a memorable flag= 3 Smash Hits!
waving event for everyone,''
^ Matumbi
The best band since Bob Marley & the Wallers
stake their claim with a double hit
'AFTER TONIGHT'
C/WTHE MAN IN ME'
TRO 9027
in Nicky Thomas
The Star who brought you 'Love of the Common People'
smashes back with
'COME BACK GIRL'
TRO 9026

^ Winston Groovy
Great Singer/Songwriter + Tony Hatch Production = Hit
'NO ONE DAY LOVE'
TRM3008
(MAX!)
Order through SELECTA
London and Manchester
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Mountain
to Phonogram
FROM PAGE 1
The first product to be released by
Phonogram will be a single on
August 5 by Wales O'Regan called
Seaside Ladies (TOP 31), followed
by the Martyn Ford Orchestra on
August 19 with Going To A Disco
(TOP 30). Promotional copies of the
Ford single will be pressed in 12-inch
format with the catalogue number
MOUNT 001.
On August 26, Nazareth will
release an EP entitled Hot Tracks
(NAZ 001) including the songs Love
Hurts, This Flight Tonight, Hair Of
The Dog and Broken Down Angel,
while during the Autumn will come
albums from SAHB, Wales
O*Regan, Martyn Ford Orchestra
and Thingummy Jig.
Commented Maliphant: "We are
delighted once more to be involved
with Mountain. Wc have had a very
good relationship with them in the
past, particularly through our
association with Alex Harvey."

Trade concern over
three-tier 45 prices
it will be long before singles cost
FROM PAGE 1
£1."
option but to discount. This state of
Joan Utterson, with five Disque
affairs already exists with other
stores on Tyneside, said, "I'm still
consumer goods, most notably hi-i
getting over the shock of EMI's
hardware.
recent price increases, but there
Record buyers may be more
aren't that many dealers who retail
immune to price hikes than the
singles at full-price anyway. Most
industry believes, respondents to
resort to discounting. Because I face
Music Week's survey pointed out
a lot of competition from the
but they are still cost-conscious. Said
multiples, my policy is to specialise
Mark Green of the Record Room,
in singles, and I retail them at 65p.
St. Albans, "The first question a
Yet I am told that they are still more
customer asks is how much a record
expensive than others which are sold
costs, and not whether we have it m
locally. The main effect of the recent
stock. Discounting has obviously
increases is that 1 shall be more
had a great effect on people's buying
selective in future."
habits, and the independent dealer
Other dealers reached by Music
has to make greater efforts. So far as
Week shared similar views, with
the current three price levels for
specific — but not always exclusive
singles are concerned, we intend to
— criticisms levelled at the EMI 80p
level them out at75p."
decision. If the independent trade
Dot Costin of Startrack near
has not become as hardened to price
Maidstone, Kent, commented: "We
increases as they say the public is
put our singles up the week before
now, it displays an adaptability at
last and it doesn't seem to have
dealing with new RRPs.
made much difference to trade —
Meanwhile, two more record
everybody just seems to expect price
companies have announced rises
rises these days. Singles are now 70p
affecting their product. Beserkley
here; we always try to go 5p under
singles, distributed by Selecta, move
the RRP although we have not yet
to 75p this week; United Artists
worked out our policy on the EMI
make a similar change for 45s, and
singles."
takes its UAS album series to £3.49
Nigel Waller of Ear'ere Records,
from £3.25. The firm's UAG range
Lancaster, said; "We have been
goes to £3.75 from £3.49, and UAK
selling chart singles at 65p, but now
from £3.75 to £3.99. Double-albums
we will make a price rise to 70p
rise to £5.49 (£4.99) and single-play
across-the-board, with EMI 45s up
tapes move to £3.99 (£3.49). Sunset
to 75 p. There will be a few raised
budget albums are now priced at
eyebrows when people hear about £1.99,
an increase of 25p. The hikes
the new EMI prices, but by and
arc the first from UA since
large, people will pay them. This is September
last.
the first time in my memory that a
price rise discounted ten percent will
be higher than the old RRP."
NEMS owe
"Everyone is moaning about the
THE NEMS Organisation, including
price increases, but they are still
the NEMS Agency offshoot, has
paying," said Mrs Dunlay of B.G.
moved offices from its old
Records, Stockport. "All my singles
are on sale at 70p, but EMI discs will
Nemperor House headquarters at 3,
have logo up io75p. It is about time
Hill Street to new premises at 55,
the dealer profit margin went up as
South Audley Street, London W1
well as the consumer price. I doubt if (01-409 1091).
Demand for ILR
FROM PAGE 1
Annual running costs would
similarly vary between £300,000 and
£2,000,000.
The AIRC believes that a steady
expansion of local radio could now
take place in the independent sector
"without the need for either direct
public expenditure or worsening of
the BBCs already strained
resources".
Rentals paid by the companies to
the IBA in the year ending
September 30 1977 are expected to
total £2,218,500, while the
Authority's Radio Division
expenditure for last year totalled
only £1,247,000 excluding loan
charge repayments. If there is no
substantial increase in this figure,
the AIRC says "a substantial and
growing sum will be available for the
development of radio services
financed be advertising".
The AIRC also urges an addition
to the £2 million Treasury loan made
to IBA in 1973, to speed up the
process of putting new stations on
the air.
Without saying it in so many
words, the Association backed the
IBA's bid to retain its control of
commercial radio. In the
institutional warfare that has
followed Annan, it is widely
acknowledged that the BBC's
rearguard action has probably

franchises
secured it enough parliamentary
support to ensure the survival of its
present local network. Expansion,
however, is likely to come in the
commercial sector, and the united
from now being presented by the
independent interests will not help
the cause of a new authority that
now has few supporters in the
industry. It would be optimistic to
suppose that there will be
nationwide local radio in even ten
years' time. With Government goahead to the IBA this autumn there
would still be no new stations on air
until 1979. Under a new authority
that dale would probably be set back
a further two years.
Polygram report
FROM PAGE 1
that an important milestone was
reached in sales of classical
repertoire which for the first time
exceeded DM 200 million.
All divisions reached best sales
figures ever, reveals Solleveld, but
only Phonogram France is singled
out elsewhere as having enjoyed a
"good music year". Developments
in five other countries are described
as "gratifying". No Polydor
companies are given a special
mention, despite a broad statement
that "in terms of turnover and profit
Polydor had a very good year."

F. W. Wooh/vorth and Co. Limited
Ambo Choice Limited
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JUKE BOX 20
1 (6) YOU GOT WHAT IT
TAKES, Showaddywaddy, Arista
2 (5) FLOAT ON. Floaters,
ABC
3 (9) DREAMS, Fleetwood
Mac, Warner Brothers
4 (17 ROADRUNNER. Jonathan
Richman,
Beserkley
5 (16) DANCIN' EASY. Danny
Williams, Ensign
6 {-) SOMETHING GOT TO
GIVE, Stranglers,
United Artists
7 (-) THAT'S
WHAT
FRIENDS ARE FOR.
Deniece Williams. CBS
8 (2) PEOPLE IN LOVE,
lOcc, Mercury
9 (7) NIGHTS
ON
BROADWAY. Candi
Staton,
Warner
Brothers
10 (11) IT'S YOUR LIFE.
Smokie, RAK
11 (-) YOU MADE ME
BELIEVE IN MAGIC.
Bay City Rollers, Arista
12 {-) ME
AND
THE
ELEPHANT. Gene
Gotten, ABC
13 (3) EASY, Commodores.
Motown
14 (-) I'M IN YOU, Peter
Frampton, A&M
15 (8) I FEEL LOVE, Donna
Summer, GTO
16 (-) THE CRUNCH, Rah
Band, Good Earth
17 (-) SLOW DOWN, John
Miles. Decca
18 (4) ANGELO. Brotherhood
Of Man, Pye
19 (14) THREE RING CIRCUS,
Barry Biggs, Dynamic
20 (15) I KNEW THE BRIDE.
Dave Edmunds, Swan
Song
Courtesy of Laren for Music

The hometaping debate
REFERRING to your features on
domestic piracy through home
taping (July 23, 1977) may I enquire
when the music industry is going to
stop whining and face cold reality.
Home recording on blank cassettes
is not going "to go away". Ten
years ago. the industry was moaning
that the offshore radio stations were
depressing sales — on the contrary
the stations' demise depressed sales!
Does the industry seriously think
that by "banning" domestic copying
of commercial recordings, it will
recover the estimated 2OV0 loss in
sales? No, all that will happen is that
the industry will have one less outlet
and the public will lose interest, with
all the long term consequences that
implies.
A blank cassette may be erased
and re-used but the fact remains that
it can only hold so many minutes of
recording (commercial or otherwise)
at a time. The ONLY logical
solution to domestic copying is a
simple pro-rata levy on the blank
cassette: so much per minute
running-time. The public finds
domestic copying attractive and
convenient. Why not face up to this
reality? Encourage it and charge a
fee; surely better than turning half
the country's hifi owners into
(unrepentant) "criminals" through
new laws which will probably not be
enforceable anyway.
ROBIN J. KING, World Music
Radio.
I WAS interested to read Adam
White's article on Domestic Piracy
and the cost to the Record Industry,
more particularly of recent with the
greater sales of blank tapes together
with cheaper and better recording
hardware.
However, I wonder whether it

really is costing as much as stated.
What I understand as being said is
that if people could not pirate then
all needs in the form of disc records
would be purchased. I would suggest
that it is my experience this is not
necessarily true, as many people
might be recording music which they
would not necessarily go out and
buy in disc form, either because they
found the cost inhibitive or that they
are uncertain about the music or
repertoire and merely want to have
available pieces of different music to
"study" and ascertain if liked. Thus
of course the public is able to listen
to, and is hearing, a lot more music
in quantity and variety which cannot
surely necessarily harm the industry.
1 would further suggest (hat as we
know development in cassette
reproduction is not as advanced
technologically as the disc record
and if more music is getting to the
public's ears then there must be
more chance that likeable music is
found and that the disc record is
perhaps then purchased as an
investment. In other words, is it not
conceivable that there is a gain to the
record manufacturing industry?
Having said that, there will always
be an element of hard-core pirates
who will record at every opportunity
from radio, record or whatever, but
my contention is that if they arc
going to rely on such a method for
obtaining their recorded music, then
they would spend vast amounts on
good cassette equipment, probably
over £300, or use reel to reel which
has always been on the market.
Is the record industry really
losing so much? I am new to
working in the industry, but having
been a keen disc record collector, I
should be interested to hear or read
your comments.
P. C. INSKIP, EMI Records
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BACK IN the charts again simultaneously, Pye's Real Thing and Arista^
Bay Ci y Rollers fin the form of Woody' Wood and Derek Longmuir) took
time out recently to promote their new singles with some personal
appearances, the former mth ChappeWs Pat Harrison and Davtd Brom,. the
latter with thePhonodisc telephone sales team.
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The Greatest Most UniqueIncredibleCatalogue of
Golden Oldies
in the World!!!!

jOrdcr NOW! from Catalogue Deportment Price C1.50
Telephono: (01) 969 5255/6/7/8 and 969 7155'
%
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MUSIC WEEK
performance ratings for April-June 1977

SINGLES

17%

ALBUMS

1-9%

Charisma Records thanks the artistes,
record dealers, Phonogram and Phonodisc for
creating and meeting this incredible demand.
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In the calm after the storrn, can
Pennine pick itself up again.

XCd

PUNK ROCK- NEWWAVE
* CHART and ORDER FORM

1 O SEX PISTOLS Anarchy in the U.K.
2 O SEX PISTOLS Pretty Vacant
3 O THE STRANGLERS :Something Better Change
4 CD MOTORHEAD Motorhead
5 O THE SAINTS This Perfect Day
6 O THE JAM All Around the World
7 O JONATHAN R1CHMAN Road Runner
8 O THE CORTINAS Fascist Dictator
9 O JOHNNY MOPED No One
10 O CHELSEA Right to Work
1 1 O RAMONES Swallow My Pride
1 2 O SLAUGHTER & THE DOGS Cranked up pretty High
13 O THE MODELS Freeze
14 O CELIA & MUTATIONS Mony Mony
1 5 O TALKING HEADS Love Goes to Building on Fire
16 O THE ADVERTS One Chord Wonders
1 7 O THE TABLE Do the Standing Still
1 8 O THE PORK DUKES Bend and Flush
19 O THE POLICE Fall Out
20 O THE RADIATORS Television Screen
21 O THE BOYS I Don't Care
22 O HORRORCOMIC Hung up on Pierrepoint
23 O MINK DE VILLE Spanish Stroll
24 O STINKY TOYS Boozy Creed
25 O EATER Thinkin' of U.S.A;
26 O KILLJOYS Johnny won't get to Hi
27 CD DESPERATE BICYCLES The medium was tedium
28 O LUCY Really Got Me Coin'
29 O THE RINGS I wanna be Free
30 O VENUS & RAZOR BLADES
I wanna be where Boys Are

O THE DRONES Lookalikes/Corgi Crap
O HAMMERSMITH GORILLAS You Really got me
O THE BOYS First Time

TOTAL [
] * From actual warehouse sales
To receive stock send remittance with order
(48p per record + 8% VAT, includes pack/post)
Minimum Order 50 assorted records.
Amount enclosed £

LIGHTNING RECORDS LIMITED
'Punk Rock Department'
841 Harrow Road London NW10 5NH
Telephones; 01-969 5255/6/7/8 & 969 7155
Telex: 927813 LARREC
PAGES
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WHOEVER TAKES on ihe job of
programme controller at Pennine
Radio will step into the station with
perhaps the most unhappy confused
and misreported history in the
Independent network. He or she —
an appointment is expected this
month — will face the bleakest
audience ratings on the commercial
scene.
Not that there will be any shortage
of applicants. The Pennine job may
not be a plum, but there are few
enough figs even around at the
moment and plenty of people keen
to get their hands on their 'own'
radio station.
But what can they expect to find?
What is the future for a station that
has seen off two managing directors
and two senior programmers in just
over a year, with little to show for it
but a plunge in the loyalty of its
listeners and the feeling that a
number of unwelcome ghosts arc
still lurking on the premises?
Pennine's two-year history has
been dogged by financial problems
and clashes of personality. In
January 1976 the company,
apparently concerned about
programme
policy and
administration, installed board
member James Towler as
programme director to work with
deputy programme controller and
head of music Steve Merike. Merike
resigned in May (he is now
presenting for Radio Trent). Senior
presenter Stewart Francis was
elevated to the role of programme
supervisor.
On Pennine's first birthday
managing director Stephen
Whitehead resigned (he has left
radio and is now farming).
Company secretary and accountant
Mike Boothroyd stepped in
temporarily: throughout this time
Pennine's affairs were looked after
by an executive committee of the
board.
In January this year Piccadilly
Radio's sales director Richard Bliss
came to manage the Bradford
station. Backed by a majority of the
board he cut programming budgets
and put up advertising rates by 20
percent. Towler quit almost on the
day that Bliss arrived. Four months
later Bliss himself was gone, leaving
in his wake a host of accusations and
allegations from all sides.
It was probably the unhappiest
period in Pennine's unsettled career,
and it produced the latest audience
figures. Alone in the network
Pennine could be said to have lost
ground. Despite reaching 35 percent
of the area's population — a gain of
six percentage points over April 1976
— Pennine holds its average listeners
for under eight hours each week:
three hours less than it did over a
year ago, and belter only among
ILR stations than the London news
station LBC.
So two years after it came on air
Pennine is preparing more or less to
start all over again. In the lull after
the very public storms, what are its
chances of setting off on an upward
path?
Mike Boothroyd, who stepped
into the breach between Whitehead
and Bliss, became managing director
on May 16 this year. A 30-year-old
Yorkshireman, he is an accountant
whose business was paint before he
joined Pennine and admits to no
great knowledge of radio.
He wants to bring stability to the
station and is understandably loth to
dwell on the past. "We've got a
policy of not talking about it," he
says. "There's no point in arguing
over who was to blame for anything.
The thing to do is to get it right."
"We have to go up from here. We
know the long-term prospects and
the strengths of the management
team."

k

PENNINE'S Stewart Francis: We have to be honest. We ve skimped on
programming.
delving into the realms of rock and
Key people in that team are
Julius K, Scragg, Pennine's resident
Stewart Francis and sales director
eccentric, more soul and disco
Mike Waddington. Francis at 28 has
music. "I'm a firm believer in
been presenting since Pennine
personality radio," Francis remarks.
opened and now supervises both
"People talk about low profile
programming and music content. He
music against high profile
has applied for the programme
commercials — I have people sitting
controller's job, but cannot wholly
in there playing music. That's where
be confident of making the kind of
their skill comes in." Despite
straightforward step-up that has
Pennine's survey showing a slight
become common in Independent
bias towards an older audience, new
Local Radio. The past may be past
wave music has made its mark on the
but it has naturally left its marks on
playlist.
Pennine: too many clashes of
personality are bound to strain the
In the end whatever happens to
personal loyalties of the station's
programming must depend on
staff. If the ghosts are all to be laid
money, and in line with the network
then it may be wise to bring in an
Pennine's financial health is
outsider: it is a critical appointment
improving. It has £140,000 in
for the company's board because
accumulated losses which will lake
they cannot afford to make another
at least two years to make up, but
mistake.
for the last couple of months has
They are candid about Pennine's
been trading profitably. Mike
weaknesses. "You can't isolate
Waddington says they have boosted
things from the JICRAR figures,"
revenue since joining the Air
says Francis. "It's a question of the
Services rep house. "They're more
overall programme philosophy. We
attuned to the problems of the
have to be-honest, we' ve skimped on
smaller stations. We went along with
areas of programming." Until a new
BNS thinking we would ride along
controller is appointed there won't
on the coat tails of the big stations
be any major changes, of course, but
[BMS represent Capital, Clyde and
Francis adds that it's not a question
City among others]. It didn't happen
of what will be chopped but what
that way."
will be added to the schedules.
The decision to switch, says
"It's quite possible that Pennine
was made by the board
has the best presenters in the Waddington,
last year. It has always been reported
network. Maybe they're just not
that Richard Bliss made the move
being used properly. We need to give
himself after arriving in January.
them the proper tools." Despite the
They have had to drop their
management to-ing anf fro-ing only advertising
rates (previously £430
one main presenter has left Pennine for a 49-spot
Total Audience
since it opened.
Package, now £320). Waddington
"We probably tended to sit back
it as bringing Pennine into
and take the listeners who'll have us, explains
line with other Air Services stations
and not go out and fight for new after
the 20 percent rise brought
ones," Boothroyd adds. Promotion
has been neglected, but it's an area about by Richard Bliss.
"Yorkshiradio — the selling
where Pennine plan to make "one of
scheme that links Pennine with Tees
the more finite adjustments." A
and Hallam — has helped.
major Tudor Crisps campaign this
summer using an open-top bus and Waddington believes that Pennine
has probably brought more local
weekly competitions is the first big
step for them towards becoming advertisers into the scheme than the
other stations, but is aware of the
promotion-minded.
Ironically one of the reasons for opinion that Pennine has also
benefited most: "It's a natural
Pennine's comparative weakness in
the network is the attempt it made to thought that the smaller one has
done better." As the scheme is to
stick to the proposals in its franchise
application. Doing too much too continue it can only be assumed that
the bigger stations aren't
soon caused others to stumble in the
disgruntled.
early days.
The station has never had a rigid
So there are hopeful signs. The
music policy. Francis cribs Capital's
rights and wrongs of who fell and
Aidan Day: "The music policy of
who was pushed may or may not
this station is not the same as it was
matter in the end: what does is what
five minutes ago or the same as it
comes out of the receiver and how
will be in five minutes* time."
many people hear it. At present
Basically it is close to the sales chart,
Pennine is anything but dynamic:
but free choices let the presenters
the new programme appointment
establish their own personalities a
will show which way it will go.
little: . Roger Kirk with Top 40,
Meanwhile the station is holding its
Francis more m-o-r, Peter Levy
breath and hoping.

Come to where the

music is

Come to MCA c
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Here re five albums representing the cream ofCounlry
Music, both superstars and rising stars. Taking it from the
top we've got a contrast ofstyles in 'TexasTornado'.
Jerry JeffWalker's 'A Man Must Carry OiT, presenting a
—
mixed bagofdelighls. from the superl) new'L.A. Freeway
to his old favourite'Mr Bojangies'.
Next Hoyt Axton. songwriter for John Denver. Elvis
Presley and Steppenwolf. sings his new breed of Nashville
on 'Snowblind Friend', his first album on MCA.
Another MCA first is Merle Haggard's'Ramblin'
Fever' and arguably his best offering ever, try and catch it. ■
Joe Ely's a new name hailing from Lubbock Texas. His first
.i
album fJoe Ely' has already picked up Country Music
"T
A Man Must Carrv On" MCSI^Sl
People's 'Five Star Review' and was chosen as Country
Music Review's Album OfThe Month'. So expect to hear a
lot more from a rising country star.
From a new King to a Country Queen. Loretta Lynn
■
sings Patsy Cline. T Remember Patsy' is the sensitive
salute deserved by this late, great and sadly missed
Country star.
There it is, MCA five star country cream, delivered
to your doorstep, whenever you order.

"Joe Ely"
MCF 2808
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Snowblind Friend" M('F280:i

"Rambl in'Fever'
MCF 28()o
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1 Remember Palsy"
MCF 2807

HIGH ENERGY As defined by MCA Records
EVERY ALBUM SHOULD CARRY AN MCA HEALTH WARNING.
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stations

offer their

advertisers a better deal
ELEVEN RADIO stations unveil
rates for a year or so) these have
The new cards have also
their new-look rale cards this week,
brought the real current cost down
standardised the confusing range of
showing some increases in rates and
considerably.
package sizes and discounts being
the switch in emphasis promised by
offered on different stations. From a
Pennine's decrease reflects both
rep house Air Services to make
their disappointing research figures
minimum of 21 spots, packages now
possible more effective buying of
increase by units of 14 spots, each
and an apparently unjustified rise
ainime.
with a discount of five percent on
earlier this year (see feature, p.8).
Rates for BRMB, Downtown,
the spot-rate of the package before.
Downtown, despite remarkable
Orwell, Hallam, Piccadilly,
The new streamlining, welcome as
survey results, has elected to keep its
Plymouth Sound, Tees, Thames
it will be, will not mark the end of
basic rates the same, although the
Valley and Victory are up by
criticism of radio rate cards.
strength of its audience has caused a
between nought and 30 per cent. Of
Although the 11 stations started
break away from the Air format in
the 11 only Beacon and Pennine
from a common point — that radio
offering only three time segments
show decreases.
shouldn't be more than a third the
(the Irish audience, JICRAR
The new cards come into effect on
cost-pcr-thousand of television — it
revealed, peaks at lunchtime and not
September 5. New rates for the seven
is impossible for a common rule to
breakfast as in Great Britain).
commercial stations represented by
apply because each station has its
Explaining the decision, Downtown
Broadcast Marketing Services are
own financial needs, audience and
managing director David Hannon
expected this week, to take effect at
local competition. And although the
said: Explaining the decision,
the same lime. LBC — the only
new Air Services format may bring
Downtown managing director David
'independent' in the network — will
the rep houses closer together, they
Hannon said: "We raised our rates
follow suit.
will not for the moment at least be
by 22'/: per cent in April, and we are
The major development is that the
wholly in step with BMS.
determined that Downtown will be
Air stations have fallen into line with
Nor does Air Services expect
really attractive to new advertisers
the scheme to offer 'segment'
clients to be weaned from their — specially from across the water —
packages in preference to the
buying habits overnight. Many so that Air Services will find it very
common Daytime and Total
agencies have been slow to realise much easier to sell the station."
Audience Packages (TAPs).
the potential of radio, and while it is
Downtown's local sales have always
While the latter — the 'lazy' ways
the poor relation in many campaigns
been good, but advertisers in
of buying — are still available,
more imaginative buying may still be England have been hesitant about
clients and agencies can now take
eclipsed by the solid-seeming
being able to sell in Northern
packages in any of five different
Daytime Packages and TAPs.
Ireland.
time segments, depending on the
Despite the rate increases there is
Hallam, Tees and Pennine have
particular audience they want to
no doubt that money will go a lot agreed to continue the joint
reach. They can be mixed in infinite
further in radio than before. The Yorkshiradio scheme begun last
combinations. Air marketing
new rales were worked out on the year. The package has boosted
director Gerry Zicrler commented:
basis of the national JICRAR
revenue, especially from record
"The segment packages are like
research survey carried out in the companies, which naturally aim for
building bricks. We want to
spring, in which most stations
large markets; after Capital
encourage clients to make up their
showed substantial audience gains.
Yorkshiradio offers the second
own packages from the segments
Allied to the high rate of inflation
largest in the country.
offered."
(most stations have not upped their
Rosko rules
again (briefly)
EMPEROR ROSKO returned to
England last Wednesday (27) to
reclaim his old Saturday Radio 1 slot
— for four weeks.
Rosko, one of the first Radio 1 djs
back in 1967, left the BBC last
September for California to be close
to his ailing father, Hollywood
producer J oe Pasternak.
He will host the two-hour show
from August 27 to September 17,
and — as the 'daddy' of the
roadshows — will round off the
current Radio 1 Roadshow series at
Brands Hatch on September4th.
Rosko will be making a number of
personal apperances during his stay
in Britain.

^
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children
WHILE WEA is promoting its
Honey Monster single featuring the
Quaker Oats tv commercial figure,
the theme of more children's video
characters may soon be on disc.
Talks are currently going on with
record companies for the release ot
the music from Oscar, now in a 13week scries on Thames Television,
and spreading to full I TV network
by November. The shows airs on
Wednesday mornings.
Oscar is the creation of the
scriptwriting and composing team of
Trevor Grace and Ray Counter;
voice characters are all by Lance
Percival. A merchandising
programme is being drawn up, to
embrace books, jigsaw puzzles and
soft toys as well as the disc. Oscar,
which has been sold to overseas
markets, debuted last summer in
Tyne Tees, and has been attracting
good ratings since then.
I
r-

WEA's HONEY Monster teamed up
with Beacon Radio's Poison Dwarf
during the creature's promotional
tour to promote the Sugar Sugar
single last week, only to be fed to the
Wolves — at a Molineux Football
Ground outside broadcast. The
whole beastly performance seemed
to pass off well. Little and Large,
beware.
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People's panel
:c:

for People's
Choice
CAPITAL'S PEOPLE'S Choice—
the daily phone-in pick of the week's
new releases — is now being judged
by a panel of listeners "so that
record companies cannot try to sway
the voting." As if they would.
Beacon are to take part in giving
away a £10,000 home in a 'safecrackin' competition at the Ideal
Home show at the National
Exhibition Centre between August
4-20. Promotion man Peter Johnson
alone knows the safe combination.
Anyone buying a piece of Beacon
merchandise fro the mobile studio

gets a chance to 'steal' the house.
Slight embarassment-surrounding
the publication of the JICRAR
research figures when it appeared
that Radio Orwell has no audience at
all between six and eight a.m., which
quite clearly it does. Amendment
slips have been circulated to all
concerned.
Contrary to previous reports, Guy
Morris has taken the departed Peter
Quinn's weekday spot in Radio
Trent. Freelancer Bily Bingham is
now on air from 9- lam at weekends.
Tory MP and

r

discs for

pop morons
"POP MUSIC morons on Radio I
and commercial radio" are debasing
the English language, according to
Conservative MP John Hunt.
Mr Hunt was questioning
Education Secretary Shirley
Williams in the House of Commons
last week about the alleged poor
language content on children's
programmes.
The Minister, he said, should tell
the broadcasting authorities that
"even disc jockeys should be both
literate and intelligent."
Mrs Williams replied that she had
drawn the use of "loose, inaccurate
and sloppy" language to the
attention of the authorities.
Conservative education spokesman
Norman S(-John Slevas, though,
asked her to make it clear that "she
does not agree with the view that all
pop music programmes arc moronic
and contribute to illiteracy. Most of
them arc entertaining and some of
them even instructive, including the
Jimmy Young show on which I
appeared this rriorning."
Mrs Williams retorted: "It was
even more instructive when I was on
it last month."

%
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DESPITE HIS new job with Anchor Records it is unlikely that the industry
will ever let Ken Evans forget his years as programme director of Radio
Luxembourg. Polydor promotions manager John Howson (pictured right)
rubbed it in last week with a presentation of a gold disc of "Ken Evans'
Greatest Hits".
Five week march in protest
about lack of Rock and Roll
BRITAIN'S ROCK and roll fans are Wax Show, "but five or six station!
planning a five week march around should slock up with plenty ol
the country to complain about the barbed wire and sandbags. We warn
lack of airplay given to their music some playlist action
but fast
on ILR.
Specialist programmes like It's Rock
The march in the autumn, is being And Roll are not what the majorit)
organised by the Teddy Boy Society of rock and roll fans want."
of Great Britain, the National R&R
Their main targets are BRMB,
Radio Campaign and the R&R Hallam and Piccadilly — the lattei
Restoration Committee. The rockers considered apparently to be the mosi
had some success last year, when
anti-rock and roll station in thi
Radio I ran a 13-week rock and roll country — but most ILR musi.
series, and recently with the return,
stations will be visited during ih<
by public demand, of Capital's great traipse. The organisers hop*
American Dream show.
optimistically for between 10 and H
"I bear commercial radio on the
thousand marchers, presumabb
whole no malice", said the Ted's
having nothing better to do for z
leader Jailhouse John of the Wild
month or so.

3^
\
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lfAf
' "John°(left).
" ""d Rockin- Roy. 'We don't intend to stand
any
nonsense, t says
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BE BOP DELUXE
Live! In The Air Age. Harvest
SHVL 816. Producen Bill Nelson.
This is a live two record special set,
the extra disc being a "something
extra" 33-^- HP, and marks
this very cool and clear
band's first essay in the Held of
live recording. Full marks, first of
all. for the sound quality. It is
without exception almost studio
perfect throughout. Even the
crowd's suitably appreciative noises
has been tailored into frost-sharp
stereo and consigned to the well
defined gaps of eternity between
tracks. But what else are we to
expect from a band which for some
is the epitome of crisp, cool, clear
and ultra-intelligent seventies rock?
The tracks, which are culled from
most of Be Bop's previous outings
on disc, but which also include two
new compositions, Piece of Mine
and Mill Street Junction and are all
Nelson compositions, show that old
familiar Be Bop grasp of detail and
the best way to carve out an
audience and hang on to it —
surprise. But all those subtle
modulations in songs like Ships In
The Night and Life In The Air Again
pastiches of all that has gone before
eventually begin to pale with
repeated listening. EMI are
promoting this heavily, and it will
sell well.
o
JAMES GRIFFIN
Polydor. 2391 274. Producer artist.
Difficult as it is to make a good
sandwich without Bread, Griffin is
trying hard, and what starts as a
rather limp offering goes on to
sound as if he really might have got
somewhere, if there had been a side
three. Jim Horn's horn playing
injects some adrenalin into side one

IMWII NAAL

on Goin' Back To Tomorrow — and
Griffin's singing of it is a tribute to
Randy Newman, even if it was not
intended to be. Griffin gets much
more into his stride with Blood
From A Stone, and later does a
competent and enjoyable Elton John
on Treat Her Right. His next LP
could be the one which proves
Griffin can do without Bread, but
this one will probably sell as much
on his past associations with the
group as on its own good-but-notgreat merits.
CHAIN REACTION
Indebted To You. Gull. GULP
1021. A trio of names which have
gathered years of reputation to
themselves — Bobby Davis, Bruce
Ruffin and Dave Collins — who
come across in this new vocal
combination as the sweet and funky
voice of experience. The songs are
mostly smooth and melodic soul but
the lads can wind the tempo up to
great effect when they feel like it.
There is a great deal of this elegant
black music around on record, but
this has the quality and the names to
deserve a place in the browser.
CELI BEE & THE BUZZY BUNCH
TK. XL. 14060. Producers: Pepe
Luis Soto and Tato Rossi. Taking up
where Donna Summer left off this
recent TX signing stiffens the sinews
of sexy disco pop, giving it the white
soul treatment. Superman is the first
track, which like Hurl Me on side
two may well have huge disco
success but has lyrics which would
instantly mobilise the whole of Mrs
Whitehouse's self-righteous army of
listeners and viewers. Backed by a
small tight combo of drums,
keyboards and guitars Ms. Bee has
proved herself a high-stepping
addition to the TK stable, but could
take lime to come to the record
buyers' notice.

THE DETROIT EMERALDS
Feel The Need. Westbound K50372.
Producen Abrim Tillraon. Joining
that select band of artists who have
re-recorded one of their early hits
with considerable success, the
Emeralds now deliver an album
featuring an extended (seven minuteplus) workout of Feel The Need In
Me, and more material in that
mould. It is sad to report that only
competence rules, however, and
even that is in doubt on one track,
Love For You, where the vocals are
suspiciously fiat, the group's rather
old-fashioned approach needs
strong repertoire, and songs such as
Wednesday and Love Has Come To
Me, both ballads, and Take It Or
Leave It, an uptempo piece of
repetition,
are plainly
unexceptional. The only cut apart
from Feel The Need which excites is
Look What's Happened To Our
Love, echoing the Invictus sound of
the Chairman of the Board. A dull
long-player, then, though there may
be some sales activity because of the
single's acceptance.
**
THE EMOTIONS
Flowers. CBS 81639. Producers:
Maurice White/Charles Stepney.
The Emotions' single, Flowers, has
been generating more than slight
sales and radio action in Britain
recently, presumably prompting the
(belated) release of this, the trio's
debut album for CBS. As producers
White and Stepney are triumphant
with Deniece Williams, it is hardly
surprising that echoes of that
singer's style and repertoire are
heard here (indeed, she has cowritten one track, Special Part). The
girls' voices blend well with the
instrumental backdrop's mellow mix
of clipped brass, sharp percussion
and firm bass lines, but, sadly, there
is little of the intensity and feeling
which characterised their first
recordings for Stax some eight years
ago. Nevertheless, there are many
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Seventies soul fans who
the zippiness of uptempo
sSchaiNoPlans^rWrow^
I Don't Wanna Lose Your Love,
and relaxing ballads ^c Me Fo
You and How Can You Stop Loving
Someone. Modest sales, perhaps.
THE O BAND
.r
The Knife. United Artists UAG
30077. Producer Del Newman. The
Knife is in fact one track which tells
quite unpleasantly the story ot a
girl's murder by a methednne
addict. Strange really that this cut
gives the album its title, with sleeve
photography emphasising its
bloodthirsty nature, for The
not typical of the album. The U
Band arc more commercially minded
than the title track would indicate
and play with an aggression and
vitality which stays well short of
heavy metal. What they are playing
may not be entirely in the forefront
of fashion, but there's no argument
that the band functions with
impressive expertise and has its
following.
BBC TOP OF THE POPS
Vol. 5 BBC BELP 010
Sixteen tracks from the Top 50 of
recent vintage. The format is not one
that appeals greatly any more to the
tv merchandisers, but for the Beeb
to sustain the series thus far
indicates that sales arc to be had —
of a sort. Track listing suggests a
fairly arbitrary selection which
mixes BCR with Graham Parker, O.
C. Smith with Showaddywaddy and
Thelma Houston with the Rubettes.
Such inconsistencies may not help
sales.
STARBUCK
Rock 'n' Roll Rocket. Private Stock.
PVLP 1023. Producers: Bruce
Blackman and Mike Clark. The
band offers a highly acceptable and
energetic blend of predictable,
melodic rock numbers, interwoven
with quirky but tuneful synthesiser
playing. Easy on the car but at
several removes from thrilling or
compelling. Obviously a competent
band, Starbuck has made a nice
album — if that is not a vague insult.
Unless something happens to make
it stand out from the crowd the sales
prospects
are mediocre.
*
BIG JOHN'S ROCK N' ROLL
CIRCUS
On The Road. DJM DJF 20511.
Producer: Johnny Goodison. A
popular club act — and its easy to
sec why from this album. Rock 'n'
roll for the scampi-in-a-baskct set —
defused, cleancd-up but sufficiently
rhythmic to give the undiscerning a
sensation of experiencing the real
thing. Lucille, Sea Cruise, Little
Darlin' a Drifters medley and other
golden oldies which approximate to
the originals, form the basis for an
album which might attract a small
amount of interest in locations
where I he band has appeared.

Baby"
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m
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HINGEANDBRACKET
An Evening With Hinge And
Bracket. EMI One-Up OU 2181.
Producer: Norman Newell.
Essentially, Hinge and Bracket are a
live act, and their rather incredible
performance (they portray two
elderly spinsters) has to be seen to be
fully appreciated. This album was
recorded before an audience at
EMl's Abbey Road studio, and
includes highlights from their stage
presentation, including The Cat
Duet, Ivor Novcllo's Keep The
Home Fires Burning, and the
patriotic Land Of Hope And Glory.
Ideal for fans.
*«*
WERNER MULLER ORCHESTRA
Sentimental Journey. Decca PFS
4383. Producer: Ray Few. The
sleeve notes suggest that the Muller
I Orchestra is engaged on a nostalgic

trip to yesteryear Swingland. In fac
the reality is rather different, despitc
the programme which covers such
goodoldgoodones as Moonlight
Serenade, Mood Indigo, Begin The
Beguine, Marie and Song Of lndia
Muller doesn't try to recreate the
sounds of Dorsey, Miller et al and
comes up with a bland,
contemporary m-o-r mix of strings'
voices used instrumentally
subdued rhythm. Not exactly swing
but not exactly lacking in easyl
listening appeal either, particularly
on the strength of the repertoire
choice.
JEAN-MICHEL
JARRE.
Oxygene Polydor Super 2310 555.
Producer. Jean-Michel Jarre. JeanMichel Jarre has an impressive
musical pedigree. His father,
Maurice, composed the music for
many of the most successful films
since the war, Doctor Zhivago being
perhaps his most notable success,
and his son expanded his inheritance
with a stint al the Conservatoire de
Paris, picking up qualifications
elsewhere along the way. Oxygene is
his first album, and it has already
had much success on the continent,
bubbling up near the top of most of
the European charts over the last
few months. In concept it is a sort of
Gallic Oldfieldism, the whole having
been written (composed, is perhaps a
more appropriate word), performed
on a battery of synthesisers and
moogs and produced by Jarre
himself. Unfortunately, Jarre has
produced a work that is ponderous
in its self-conscious musicality — he
definitely wears his art on his sleeve.
Unlike Oldfield, he never stands
back and laughs at his own creation.
It is heavy throughout, and his influences continually jog the elbow
—particularly the lugubrious
touches of Mahler and the almost
continuous Bach continuous
underpinning. Polydor are
promoting the album with teaser
posters and in-store displays, so
some interest will be generated but
the album is not really suited to our
insular and musically antiintellectual Anglo-Saxon island.
SOUNDTRACK
The Spy Who Loved Me. United
Artists UAG 30098. Producer:
Marvin Hamlish. Music from the
latest James Bond movie of course,
and the highspol is Carly Simon's
delicious rendering of Nobody Does
It Better, composed by Marvin
Hamlish and Carole Bayer Sagcr.
Hamlish has scored the music
throughout, which more than stands
up on its own, but obviously benefits
from people having seen the film.
TONY MONOPOLY
I'll Have To Say 1 Love You In A
Song. EMI INS 3006. Producers:
Various. Some of the material has
been available before, via an album
Monopoly had released on Buk
Records last year, but other tracks
here arc making their first-lime
appearance on the market. Jim
Croce's song is the title track, and
there is a selection of standards such
as I Believe, and newer material like
Rock 'N' Roll (I Gave You The Best
Years Of My Life). Monopoly's
frequent cabaret appearances should
stimulate sales.
AMBROSE
AND
HIS
ORCHESTRA
Saturday Night. Decca DDV
5003/4. Compilation: Geoff Milne.
A nostalgia package issued via
Decca's Vintage series — and it's
good to see the records actually
feature the old Decca — The
Supreme Record label logo. The 32
recordings here are retained in their
original mono, and date from
between 1933 and 1937. which gives
some idea of their vintage value.
Good album packaging, with
extensive liner notes, recording dates
and orchestra personnel given in
full, and a filling souvenir for
admirers of the late bandleader.
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In Magic
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A new album produced by
Allen Reynolds

AlbumUAG 30108 Cassette TCK 30108
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Every Time I Sing
A Love Song
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A new album produced
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by Larry Butler

Album LAS 30109 Cassette TCK30109 Cartridge 8XU 30109
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Profit growth-rate of

German industry falls
against cassettes at roughly 59
HAMBURG - The German record sales
to 31 in favour of albums.
industry'sff profit growth rate fc'1 by
The slowdown in profit growth
5% to 13 /o, the result of a market
into the first quarter of
softened by tough competition, continued
1977, according to the Association's
repeated price cuts on LPs, stagnant latest
figures. Growth dropped to
singles sales and a strong swing to 6%, compared
to 19% for the same
blank cassettes.
last year.
Although early speculation period
The breakdown of sales for the
suggested a continuation of the 1975
first three months of this year was as
trend, when an unprecedented 18%
singles 10.05 million (1976
leap in profits generated earnings of follows:
10.4 million); full-price LPs 9.6
about $637.5 million, the record
industry's profits were up by only million (8.3 million); full-price
music cassettes 2,35 million (2.3
13% on the previous year's figures.
Indications are that the slowdown million). The figures refer
exclusively to popular music.
has continued into 1977.
The Association points out that
The report of the German Record
Manufacturers Association for 1976 figures for the first quarter of any
stales that sales of records and given year do not necessarily
cassettes earned about 722 million determine trends for the rest of the
dollars, a calculation based on final year.
However, the implications of
retail price plus VAT. Members of
the German industry accounted for declining singles sales returned by all
some 85% of the sales, and the rest companies are disturbingly clear.
Singles sales increased by only
were imports of the product of tv
1.4% in the period July 1976 to
merchandisers like Arcade or K-Tel.
The report mentions the boom in April 1977. At the same time the
music cassettes sales, a trend which trend towards decreasing sales in the
had strong influence on the low- full-price sector of the LP market
price LP sector of the market, where continued unchecked (the
corresponding sales were stagnant. Association reports a 20.4% decline)
Music cassette sales surged up by while cassette sales increased by
84%, putting the proportion of LP 18.4%.
Jazz talent
and record

IT

exchange
scheme set up
in France
PARIS — The Independant du Jazz
has set up a record exchange system
to encourage new talent.
Started by Jef Gilson,
Independant du Jazz groups
together small record producers who
operate outside the commercial
circuit. Interest in jazz as opposed to
commercial interest is its aim,
according to Gilson, whose own
outfit is known as Palm.
Fearing that "the past may turn
out to be the grave digger of the
present" because jazz names of 20
and 30 years ago are still eclipsing
today's musicians, Gilson has
established a record exchange system
between small producers in various
countries.
Producers from six countries —
France, Yugoslavia, Hungary, Great
Britain's Cadillac and Switzerland's
Hat-Hut labels are willing to
exchange discs.
Musician exchange is also on the
cards. Such French musicians as
Ponty, Solal and Portal are in
demand and Gilson points out that

Stephen

Jameson

Nothing without

your Love
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Germany's top Academy award
went this year to Motown's Stevie
Wonder. Seen receiving it is Motown
International vice-president Ken
East (left) from Wilfried Jung of
EMI Europe.
there are many others who deserve
wider recognition outside France.
International exchange may well be
the key to recognition for talented
but obscure musicians all over the
world.
Piano duo sign
with Polydor
HAMBURG — The piano duo
Alfons and Aloys Kontarsky have
signed a long-term contract with
Polydor International. Their first
recordings under the new contract
(Stravinsky's concerto and sonata
for two pianos, and Bartok's
sonatas for two pianos and
percussion) were recently made here.

Europe's top sellers
France
SINGLES
OXYGENE. Jarre. Polydor
MAGIC FLY, Space. Vogue
6 B EATLES
AT
THE
HOLYWOOD BOWL The
Beatles. EMI
4 CERRONE'S PARADISE.
Cerrone, WEA
5 ONYX, Space Art. Carrere
6 MA BAKER, Boney M,
Carrere
7 I REMEMBER YESTERDAY,
Donna Summer. WEA
8 LA VIEILLE, Michael Sardou
RCA
9
K,,WEA BIUTIS- Francis
10 fARCHE DE NOE, Sheila
Carrere

Spain
LPs
1 HOTEL CALIFORNIA. Eagles,
Hispavox
2 COMING OUT, Manhattan
Transfer, Hispavox
3 ANIMALS, Pink Floyd, EMI
4 EVITA, Various Interpretes,Phonogram/Movieplay
5 CHICAGO X, Chicago, CBS
6 THE YEAR OF THE CAT. Al
Stewart, RCA
7 FIESTA, RafaellaCarra. CBS
8 A NEW WORLD RECORD.
Electric Light Orchestra.
Ariola
9 FOUR SEASONS OF LOVE,
Donna summer, Ariola
10 LOVE IN C MINOR, Carrone,
Hispavox
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Music for Pleasure salutes the first century of
recorded sound
With a fabulous
CONSUMER PROMOTION designed to keep
your tills ringing merrily throughout August
and September.
f

\l

10 Vintage gramophones to be won.
Free entry form with every MFP/CFP record
or Musicway cassette.
Last entry date 30th September.
Extensive press campaign first two weeks
in September.
Daily Mirror, Daily Record,
Daily Mail, Sunday Times, Reveille, Tit-Bits.
Spearheading this great promotion are six
superb VINTAGE releases available for
immediate delivery.
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£125

MFP 50331
THE GREAT JOHN
McCORMACK

MFP 50333
THE GREAT
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IN THE April-June market survey,
CBS again gave notice of its
challenge for market leadership by
displacing EMI as the leading singles
company for the second time. The
survey was also notable for the
steady improvement of WEA's
market share. In this article Brian
Mulligan examines the potential that
these two companies have to become
locked in a struggle for domination
of the UK record business — and
whether EMI, traditional UK
frontrunner, has the strength to fend
off the transatlantic takeover bid.
DESPITE THE American presence
which first manifested itself some 12
years ago when CBS set up in
business in Britain by buying Oriole,
the balance of trade has firmly
remained in the hands of the Britishowned companies.
Led traditionally by EMI, the
British group has presented a
sufficiently aggressive front for the
claim to be fairly made that the
British record business is dominated
by the British companies. Surveys of
chart action by Music Week have
tended to underline that this has
been the case, at least to the point
that the British consumer prefers to
spend his money on local acts rather
than American,
But there have during the past 12
months been ominous signs that the
traditional supremacy of the British
majors is on the wane and that the
fortunes of the American opposition
are in the ascendant. Obviously
there is always a swings-androundabouts factor in any survey of
sales based on a three-month period,
but even taking this into account the
consistency of CBS and the everimproving chart performance of
WEA, particularly in the spotlight
of the singles market cannot be
ignored.
When in the last three-monthly
survey by the British Market

Research Bureau of sales in 1976, it
was revealed that CBS had finally
done the impossible and taken the
top singles position from the
seemingly impregnable EMI, the
tendency was to assume that it was
merely a reflection of the inevitable
that EMI would eventually hit a bad
period (although surely not at
Christmas time) and possibly have to
yield temporarily. But when in the
second quarter of 1977 CBS
delivered a further sharp reminder
that its October-December
achievement was no fluke, then the
possibility of a new UK frontrunner
on a permanent basis could not be
ignored.
Neither could the increasing
power of the American presence.
For not only was CBS seen to be
giving EMI a run for its money, but
the American company's chief
competitor WEA. with 15.1 percent
on singles and 13.3 percent on
albums, could be seen to be moving
more strongly into the picture. The
improvement in the performance of
WEA, indeed, may be regarded as a
significant development which will
surely lead to it being involved in a
three-way scrap for the market
leadership with CBS and EMI, with
the rest of the pack so far behind as
to pose no major threat to the
giants.
It is only in the last year or so that
WEA has begun to offer serious
competition to CBS and EMI.
Before the arrival in February of
1976 of WEA International
president Ncshui Ertegun to take
command of a company which
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in

UK?
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&
%
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associated labels (Dark Horse
Bcarsville. Reprise etc) brought the
company into top position in the
survey of combined labels with 8.9
percent and 29 titles against
Capitol's 8.8 percent and 20 titles.
The value of American product to
an English operation can easily be
assessed by a look at the 10 bestselling singles logged by BMRB in
the second quarter of this year. Six
out of ten came from America, with
four of those titles — by Barbra
Streisand, Joe Tex, Dcncice
Williams and the Jacksons — being
credited to CBS. That the Jacksons
should be a contributor to the CBS
victory in the singles survey must be
particularly galling to EMI. for not
only is Motown's loss EMI's loss,
but is additionally CBS' gain.
EMI, despite everything, is not
likely to abdicate its market
leadership without a determined
fight. Managing director Leslie Hill
went on the record some weeks back
by stating that EMI was predicting
sales in the year to the end of June at
two and one-half times that of its
nearest competitor. On that basis,
the UK major still has a hammerlock
on the total marketplace which may
never be displaced: So long as it is
able to maintain its UK licences for
Motown and MCA. But even that is
no foregone conclusion and the
company's decision to set up a
licensed labels division with its own
sales force can be interpreted as
indicating that the company wishes
to impress on its customers that their
repertoire will be sold with as much
enthusiasm as the domestic product,
thus forestalling any temptation
either to move elsewhere or to follow
A&M, Arista and UA and set up
their own sales operation, either
limited or total. It also indicates
EMI's intention to stay in the
licensing business by making itself
that much more attractive to

Artists spearheading the American invasion — above, Manhattan Transfer, below George Benson (left), Tom Verlaine of
Television (centre), Barbra Streisand (right) and Eagles (bottom).
the British major is now at serious
having been divided had failed to
disadvantage in its battle to hold on
conquer, WEA never looked like
to its market lead. The situation is
fulfilling its true UK potential. From
BY
aggravated to some extent by the
a united company still finding its
BRIAN MULLIGAN
feel in the UK market, it was split
lack of support forthcoming from
into separate and competing
other British companies in resisting
companies utilising certain services
the American threat. Time was when
jointly. It was a move doomed to
EMI could have looked towards the
presence
emphatically,
Fruin
has
failure, but the change in the
Albert Embankment as a primary
taken a conscious decision to
source of back-up in any effort to
organisation's fununes has been
concentrate
on
selling
the
richly
endramatic since Ertegun reunited
ensure that leadership of the UK
dowed
American
catalogue
at
the
the Warner Bros-Elektra-Ailamic
market was vested in the hands of
expense
of
signing
and
breaking
new
troika as well as welcoming Asylum
British companies. But those days
English
talent.
In
consequence,
The
into the operation. Having begun
appear to be long past and unlikely
Eagles
have
been
doing
better
than
the countdown towards a WEA
to return, the evidence being Decca's
ever, Manhattan Transfer have
liftoff, Ertegun then played a
performance in the April-June
broken through as major album
catalystic ace and the Godfather
period accounting for a mere one
sellers,
George
Benson
is
showing
simultaneously by luring John Fruin
percent of the singles market.
signs of repealing his American
out of "retirement" and putting the
EMI, then, is out on its own —
man who is generally regarded as the
but lacking that relentless flood of
most able British executive in the
hit material currently being
record business in charge of the
generated on behalf of CBS and
company at a critical moment in its
WEA by their American parents. In
^
•
■
j.Jmk
development. The price by all
Billboard's survey of chart action in
accounts was high, but WEA's
the first six months of 1977, WEA
progress onwards and upwards has
topped the corporate listings of
continued and the investment has
album performance with a 25.9
been justified.
percent share based on 115 titles,
W
On its way to becoming a major
followed by CBS with 18.5 percent
contender in the UK powergame,
and 81 titles. Capitol was a poor
WEA had another ace up its sleeve
third with 7.9 percent and 42 titles,
and played it with consumate skill.
with one of EMI's other main
With a turnover of WEA's potential
sources of American repertoire,
H—
a distribution operation was
Motown, in seventh position with a
inevitable and there could hardly
mere 4.3 percent and 15 titles.
have been a better choice to set it up
Another important EMI licensed
than Tony Muxlow. As the
success as an m-o-r crossover
label, MCA, didn't figure in any prospective customers than t
managing director of Phonodisc,
instrumental giant, Little Feat are
section of the survey apart from opposition.
But there are those who wond
Muxlow had experienced the
winning belated recognition,
taking ninth place with 3.1 percent
shambles and near total breakdown
Fleetwood Mac has made it and
and 11 titles in the corporate share whether EMI's reliance on licens
repertoire has diverted its attentu
of that operation in its early days,
Television looks like a bright new
of Hot 100 singles activity.
but had survived to see it become as
talent.
When the survey focused on the from breaking new British taler
efficient as any distribution set-up in
The time for WEA to move back
specifics of chart performance, it and to be sure there has be
this country. Muxlow once gagged;
into the British talent arena may
can be seen that EMI's sources of nothing of real significance
"I'm an expert — I've made all the
return, but when it happens the
American product were still less engage since Queen, at least whi
mistakes." And learned from them,
company will be able to take the
prolific than those available to CBS could be regarded as having tr
for WEA Distribution seems to have
and WEA, except in the singles global significance.
initiative secure in the knowledge
slipped so smoothly into gear that
However, EMI is undoubted
that American egos have been taken
market where Capitol clinched the
dealers have taken the unusual step care of and that a secure catalogue
top label position with 8.7 percent behaving prudently in ensuring th
of actually writing complimentary
and 19 titles, followed by Warner it can hang-on to what it already ha
base exists.
letters to Music Week.about the
In considering the relative
Bros (7.3 perceni/20) and Columbia For the moment, at least, Americ;
service received.
strengths of CBS, WEA and EMI it
(6.2 perceni/20). But the combined talent is making impressive inroai
But in establishing WEA's
becomes increasingly obvious that
strength of Warner Bros and into the British business as CBS ar
WEA concentrate on marketing ar
selling their own product, rath
than relying on licensed repertoire
provide essential volume. If tl
major-selling material continues '
come from America, then Capitc
Motown and MCA could provide ?
essential lifeline to the statesk
market, so far as EMI is concernet
but without Motown and MC
where would EMI's market share I:
a-'
relative to those of CBS and WEA?
Unless there is an upsurge i
British talent comparable to th<
enjoyed by EMI during tf
Merseybeat boom, which coincide
with both WEA and CBS losin
their creative impetus in Americt
then there may be no alternativ
over the next couple of years fc
m
EMI to have to surrender the lead
has enjoyed for so long. But in th
meantime the scrap between the U1
champion and the two leadin
American contenders is threatenin
to be of epic proportions.

She could make anyone feel good

Olivia Newton-John
with her beautiful newalbum
' MakingAGood ThingBetter'
^^ rrTV/rr^
C3
EMC3102 available on cassette
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Racal-Zonal buy up
7

1 eased m lhe LA

7j

lach

la
HAR 5133

Hellerman Cassettes
Racal's intention to continue with a
RACAL-ZONAL, the specialist
international marketinp
magnetic tape company, has vigorous
policy. Racal-Zonal's managing
acquired Hellermann Cassettes ot director
Don Worman, announcing
Crav/ley, Sussex. HCL's injection
new link-up, related the HCL
moulding experience and Racal- the
purchase to a planned response to
Zonal's magnetic tape technology industry's
increasing demand for
will provide an integrated cassette audio and video
tapes in cassette and
manufacturing capability. A other "convenient"
formats.
substantial proportion of HCL
production is exported and it is

idd
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A Trio first
NEW TRIO KX-1030 Dolby cassette
recorder imported by B.H. Morris &
Co incorporates a three-head system
which is claimed to be unique.
Trio's KD-2070 is said to bring
professional direct drive features to
the first-time buyer in an
economically priced turntable unit.
Special points about this two-speed
model are a damped cueing device,
direct readout of tracking pressure,
and a S-shaped pickup arm. Also
introduced is the KR-4070 receiver,
rated at 40 watts per channel and
with an advanced specification. A
large and highly stable power supply
section is an outstanding feature.
The FM tuner frontend incorporates
a variable linear condenser and lownoise FET circuit.

start of

« nfiw fira'
U ■IvWW wl U ■
ADC, the BSR-owned company
specialising in pickup cartridges,
expects the Harrogate hi-fi show and
the autumn audio exhibitions to
mark the beginning of a "new era".
These events will see the launch of a
new range of magnetic cartridges
headed by an advanced model which
is claimed to give the ultimate in
stereo performance allied to zero
wear.
ADC will also be introducing the
LMF carbon-fibre pickup arm and
giving a preview of their new version
of the Accutrac automatic, remotecontrolled turntable. This has an
auto record transport system which
can handle six LPs.

J
L

Trio KD-2070 direct drive turntable
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Cassettes for dealer demos
A RECENT large Decca-group attack, though the reverberation is
release offers many music cassettes excessive.. This is the taped
with wide appeal ranging from counterpart of an LP released .a
background music to more objective couple of months ago, and direct
use in public demonstrations of hi-fi comparison reveals the superior
systems. All are Dolby-processed sparkle, firmer bass line and wider
and therefore recommended dynamics of the disc. But still it is
primarily for systems which one of the more attractive cassettes
incorporate Dolby noise-reduction.
from recent samplings. Decca KECC
Lively sound with pleasing tonal 797 is cheaper but can act as a
quality is offered by Argo KZRC terrible warning of the gramophonic
866, a classical programme by quality of some 20-year old reissues.
Pachelbel, Albinoni and others Yet the programme, including music
played by the Richard Hickox by Rimsky and Chabrier, plus the
Orchestra. With its gracious string winsome Spanish Dances of
sound this is among the best of Moszkowski, is charming.
recent cassettes, but enthusiasm is
Popular arrangements strung
tempered by the substantial run-off together as high-class background
time on side two. Albinoni's popular music are legion in m.o.r recording
Adagio For Strings and Organ is output. None belter than the Ronnie
included. No less desirable is Argo Aldrich Orchestra which, with
KCSP 500, a compendium called skilful production, presents the
Music For Royal Occasions, with haute couture of pop audio. Latest is
fanfares, marches and choral pieces a Phase 4 concert, glossy and
recorded at various limes from 1959 smooth with many an entertaining
to 1976. Noble in thought and stereo effect. This one is KPFC
sometimes in deed, this programme 4406, strong on film themes and
has its audio highlights — to be arrangements of current favourites.
selected with care.
Another is The Phase 4 World of
Dccca KSKC 6820 presents the Colours (KCSP 484). by
Ros, Aldrich and
Gnmethorpc Colliery Band in a Chacksfield,
concert of English classics, others. The rather desperatesounding title integrates Yellow
stunningly
played and lovmciv
„ „ ,—«iiu
lovingly
Bird, Deep Purple, Mood Indigo
recorded with plenty of bite
and and
a lot of green, green grass.

Fancy something tasty?

■v
A

A

Following their No.1 album
The Shadows now invite you
to savour the flavour of
12 juicy new tracks.

THE

SHAES^

TASTY
EMC 3195 *
also available on tape.
0
EMI Records Limited,
20 Manchester Square, London W1A1 ES.
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RSA makes award
to young musicians
FIFTEEN YOUNG prolessional
selecting finalists in all sections were
musicians have been awarded
Sir Frederick Ashton, Sir Robert
bursaries totalling £150,000 for
Mayer, Manoug Parikian and
further study abroad by the Royal
Robert Tear.
Society of Arts, it has been
Conditions of entry for candidates
announced in London. The grants
are designed to test future potential
— awarded on merit to British and
as
performing
artists,
Commonwealth citizens under 30 —
choreographers. Applicants were
have been underwritten by
required to have completed training
commerce and industry, including
at a recognized music college and to
the record companies CBS, Dccca,
outline in some detail how they
EMI, Philips and RCA, in addition
proposed to spend their bursaries
to a number of charities.
during the year of tenure. It is
The scheme began in embryo
anticipated that there will be an
some three years ago to fill a void
increased number of entries next
left by cuts in public expenditure for
month for 1978 scholarships. This
Arts projects and the scholarships
year's bursaries were shared between
have been increased to keep pace
two choreographers, six siring
with inflation. Among the
players, and seven singers.
distinguished jury responsible for
Ambitious Proms from the BBC
Davies* St Thomas Wake. On
A NEWLY-AMBITIOUS approach
August 10 Groves conducts the
to the planning of BBC Promenade
Royal Philharmonic in Goehr's
Concerts is highlighted in the
Pastorals, whilst August 12 sees the
coming week with the inclusion of
world premiere of Richard Rodney
four large-scale works by living
Bennett's Actaeon for horn and
British composers — two of them
orchestra (soloist Barry Tuckwell).
world premieres. Tonight (6) Mark
All of these concerts are due to be
Elder conducts the BBC Symphony
Orchestra in Buller's Proenca, a
broadcast on Radio 3.
In the not-so-clever department,
Jubilee commission, and next
however, it seems that the Beeb has
Tuesday the same orchestra, under
boobed by apparently failing to
Sir Charles Groves, tackles Maxwell
include the traditional Rule
Britannia in the legendary last night
ONE HUNDRED YEARS
of its Jubilee Proms. The
Corporation has had a number of
uncomplimentary calls. But
honour is saved: apparently the
omission was a printers' oversight,
a i
m
so Britannia will continue to rule
OF RECORDED SOUND
OK.

Edited by
Nicholas
Webber

New Mozart
Orchestra
planned for
London
CAN LONDON afford yet another
orchestra? That question, which
perennially rears its head in standard
musical journals, is likely to be aired
again with news of a capital-based
ensemble which will aim to specialise
in Mozart.
The New Mozart Orchestra is to
draw its members from freelances
already playing in established
ensembles — something
unsuccessfully attempted in recent
years by the English National
Orchestra — and its total strength
will be 28. The first season of six
concerts will begin in October at St
John's Smith Square, each
programme including works by
Mozart and one other composer.
Music Week understands that no
Arts Council funds are forthcoming
for the current year, but that
donations have come from
individuals, with the hope of further
sponsorship from business sources.
The aim of the principal organizers
Clive Fairbairn, a conductor, and
Richard Kirkland, a violinist —
appears to be that of attracting
largely private patronage. Already
there are plans for South Bank
concerts next year.

Break, was recently premiered at
SIR MICHAEL TipM1 Sr"Znt GarcIeri. Congratulating him on his fourth
the Royal Opera House. Cove"'
Davjs _ are. (,.r) Ken Maliphant,
opera - ded'c°'e\'0^° nZclor Ernst Van der Vossen, Vice President
^
Carpenter wins
Decca Classical
giveaway
"I
Nun's
Chorus. is
the TELL
finale toyou,
Thethe
Sound
of Music
"Rubbish! It's one of the Dances
oftheSeven Veils. • •"
No, not another Derek and Clive
— or Hinge and Bracket — saga, but
a useful piece of promotion Irom
Dccca Classical. It comes in the
form of a handy giveaway sheet
designed to ease the path of harassed
record dealers and headed Spot The
Tune.
_
.
An alphabetical listing gives the
source of many popular classics
requested in record shops but which
usually need extra elucidation
such as composer's name and even
the title of the work — for them to
be located in the usual catalogues.
The leaflet — available on request
from the company — also details
recommended recordings, giving
bargain price issues where possible.
So the next time a customer
demands record or cassettes of The
Clog Dance, The Raindrop Prelude
or even Your Tiny Hand Is Frozen
they can be instantly located.

International
composition
competition
ENGLISH COMPOSER Gary
Carpenter's Prelude and Fugue for
Nine Players has won the prestigious
International
Composition
Competition awarded annually by
the Austrian Guild of Composers.
Carpenter, aged 26, studied at both
the Royal College of Music and the
Royal Academy and has written
music for both theatre and cinema.
Since last year he has been attached
to the Nederlands Dans Theater as
pianist and conductor after a twoyear spell in Germany.
Additionally, Carpenter's
Concerto for Orchestra is to receive
performance during the Dutch
Gaudeamus Week by the Dutch
Radio Philharmonic Orchestra, with
a premier in Hilversum on
September 11.

■X

Make space on your shelves.
A great Success on the Continent,
the fantastic DISCO single by space

MAGIC

FLY'

the title track from their new Album Magic Fly nspl 23232
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When Stuart Henry plays it in Luxembourg,

he's selling it in Aberdeen.

Londonderry Cardiffand Brighton,

%
?cc
Heath
levy
Mu$. Co
Side A
GT 100
o
- 5 977
Casablanca Record &
nlmworks Ire.

45
I FEEL LOVE

Records are tho exclusive llconsoes
for the UK

Be cause Luxembourg is Britain's only national
commercial radio station.
And one which has a clearly defined audience
with 6/% ol all listeners who buy recorded music

So lor your copy. Idl in the coupon and send
it to Iony Logic.Sales Director, Radio Luvemhours
Limited, 38 Hertford StreetLondon AVI.
O

being 15-24 years old, and 86% under 35.
So you won t be wasting money bv talking to
people whose only contact with records is a wind-up

Britain's only national

gramophone in die corner.

commercial radio station.

Its also a tact that 15-24 vcar olds make up
55% ol all singles purchases.
And 35% ol all LP purchases.
So il you want to jump on to the top-sell ins
)and wagon, you know who to turn to.

Please send me your 208 marketing booklet ~l
mmi:_
POSITION

The station they turn to.

COMPWA \ \Mi:

Ours.

ADDBI'SS

II youd like to know more, we've produced a
15-page booklet crammed with facts and figures.
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Downtown Radio
DEALER GUIDE TO AIRPLAY ACTION
TOP ADD-ONS
1
DREAMER - The Jacksons (Epic EPC 5458) R1, BR, C, D, F, H, M, O, P, PR, PS, T, RT,
s.
2
DANCING IN THE MOONLIGHT — Thin Lizzy (Vertigo 6059 177) B# RC, C, D, F, H, O, P.
3
STAGE DOOR — Justin Hayward (Deram DM 430) B, RC, H, M, PR PS TV RT.
4
SUNSHINE AFTER THE RAIN — Elkie Brooks (A&M AMS 7306) B, RC, F, O, TV, V, S.
5
HARD ROCK CAFE — Carole King (Capitol CL 15934) CR, RC, C, F, O, P.
6
SWALLOW MY PRIDE — Ramones (Sire 6078 607) RL, C, P, V.
7
TULANE — Steve Gibbons Band (Polydor 2058 889) RL, BR, P, V.
8= I'M DREAMING — Jennifer Warnes (Arista 122) B, RC, T V
8= ANOTHER NIGHT - The Shadows (EMI 2660) C, F, O, RT.
8= I FEEL LIKE I'VE BEEN LIVIN' — Trammps (Atlantic K 10982) RC, O, PR, V.
The above guide lists new releases gaining heavy radio support this week.
Key to station abbreviations: Rl: Radio 1; RL; Radio Luxembourg; B: Beacon Radio; BR: BRMB; CR: Capital Radio; RC
Radio City; C; Radio Clyde; D: Downtown Radio; F: Radio Forth; H: Radio Hallam; M: Metro Radio; O: Radio Orwell; P
Pennine Radio; PR: Piccadilly Radio; PS: Plymouth Sound; S: Swansea Sound; T: Radio Tees; TV: Thames Valley; RT
Radio Trent; V: Radio Victory.
Radio 1
Simon Bates: I BELIEVE IN LOVE — Kenny Loggins (CBS
5441)
Tony Blackburn: DREAMER — Jacksons (Epic EPC 5458)
Paul Burnett: SPANISH STROLL — Mink DeVille (Capitol
CLX 103)
David Hamilton: I CAN'T STOP THE RAIN — David Ruffin
(Motown TMG 1078)
Radio 2
ALBUM OF THE WEEK
EAR CANDY — Helen Reddy (Capitol SO 11640)

HAVE YOU EVER SEEN THE RAIN — Unicorn (Harvest
HAR 5131)
BINGA BANGA BONGA — Dahling(DJM DJS 10794)
DREAMER — The Jacksons (Epic EPC 5458)

Capital Radio

LONDON

CLIMBERS
FROM NEW YORK TO L. A. — Palsy Galliant (EMI 2620)
THE HARD ROCK CAFE — Carole King (Capitol CL 15934)
GIMME-DAT-BANANA — Black Gorilla (Response SR
502)
PIPELINE — Bruce Johnston (CBS 5514)
HOME BF THE BRAVE — Bonnie & The Treasures (Spector
2010 021)
GET UP AND GO — Pilot (Arista 111)

Luxembourg
HOT SHOTS
Barry Alldis: I HAD TO FALL IN LOVE — Gallagher & Lyle
(A&M AMS 7300)
Stuart Henry: TULANE — Steve Gibbons Band (Polydor 2058
889)
Tony Prince: WAY DOWN — Elvis Presley (RCA PB 0998)
Peter Powell: SWALLOW MY PRIDE — Ramones (Sire 6078
607)
Mark Wesley: SPANISH BOOGIE — Van McCoy (H&L 6105
083)
Bob Stewart: VOYAGE TO ATLANTIS — Isley Brothers
(Epic EPC 5443)
POWER PLAY:
LIFE IN THE FAST LANE — Eagles (Asylum K 13085)
Beacon Radio

WOLVERHAMPTON/
BLACK COUNTRY

ADDONS
RIVER ROAD — Crystal Gayle (United Artists UP 36284)
THINK I'M GONNA FALL IN LOVE WITH YOU — The
Dooleys (GTO GT95)
COLD AS ICE — Foreigner (Atlantic K 10986)
DANCING IN THE MOONLIGHT — Thin Lizzy (Vertigo
6059 177)
HURRY SUNDOWN — Outlaws (Arista 129)
IF I HAVE TO GO AWAY — Jigsaw (Splash CP 11)
I'M DREAMING — Jennifer Warnes (Arista 122)
1 HAD TO FALL IN LOVE — Gallagher & Lyle (A&M AMS
7300)
ANGELO — Brotherhood Of Man (Pye 7N 45699)
PARTY LIGHTS — Natalie Cole (Capitol CLX 101)
SHIMMIE-DO-WAH-SAE — Andy Fairweather Low (A&M
AMS 7303)
AMNESTY — The Hollies (Polydor 2058 906)
LOVE'S SUCH A WONDERFUL THING - Real Thing (Pye
7N 45701)
YOU GOT WHAT IT TAKES — Showaddywaddy (Arista
126)
SUNSHINE AFTER THE RAIN — Elkie Brooks (A&M AMS
7306)
YOU'VE BEEN DOING ME WRONG — Delegation (Slat
STAT53)
STAGE DOOR — Justin Hayward (Deram DM 430)
BRMB

BIRMINGHAM

-XODUS — Bob Marley & The Wailers (Island W1P 6390)
TEVII S GUN — C.J. & Co (Atlantic K 10956)
.OVE'S SUCH A WONDERFUL THING - Real Thing (Pye
W
F I45701)
HA VETO GO AWAY —Jigsaw (Splash CP 11)
ITJLANF — Steve Gibbons Band (Polydor 2058T9
889)
IED HOT - Robert Gordon (Private Stock PV 4)
fHE POWER AND THE GLORY - Horshps (DJM DJS
NONSTOP DANCE - Gibson Brothers (Polydor 2058 890)

Radio City

LIVERPOOL

HIT PICKS
Roger BIythe: I FEEL LIKE I'VE BEEN LIVIN' — Trammps
(Atlantic K 10982)
Dave Lincoln: I'M DREAMING — Jennifer Warnes (Arista
122)
Phil Easton: DANCING IN THE MOONLIGHT — Thin
Lizzy (Vertigo 6059 177)
Mark Joenz: WILL YOU BE MY LOVER — Maxine
Nightingale (United Artists UP 36283)
Chris Jones: PIPELINE — Bruce Johnston (CBS 5514)
Brian Cullen: STAGE DOOR — Justin Hayward (Deram DM
430)
Norman Thomas: SUNSHINE AFTER THE RAIN — Elkie
Brooks (A&M AMS 7306)
ADDONS
HARD ROCK CAFE — Carole King (Capitol CL 15934)
HURRY SUNDOWN — Outlaws (Arista 129)
I LOVE MAKING LOVE TO YOU — Jose Feliciano (Private
Stock PVT95)
BLACK IS BLACK — La Belle Epoque (Harvest HAR 5113)
WHEN WILL 1 SEE YOU AGAIN — Blackfoot (MCA 307)
Radio Clyde

GLASGOW

HIT PICKS
Linda Ronstadt
Dave Marshall; DIFFERENT DRUM
(CapitolCL 15933)
^
Steve Jones: HARD ROCK CAFE — Carole King (Capitol CL
15934)
Richard Park: DREAMER — The Jacksons (Epic EPC 5458)
Tom Ferric- TENTACLES — Patrick Moraz (Charisma 304)
Brian Ford: DANCING IN THE MOONLIGHT - Thin Lizzy
(Vertigo 6059 177)
wA _
Bill Smith: 1 GOT TO SING — J.A.L.N. Band (Magnet MAG
97)
CURRENT CHOICE
DOWN THE HALL — Four Seasons (Warner Bros. K 16982)
ADDONS
SOUL COAXING — Biddu Orchestra (Epic EPC 5416)
ANOTHER NIGHT — The Shadows (EMI 2660)
PIPELINE — Bruce Johnston (CBS 5514)
SPANISH STROLL — Mink Deville (Capitol CLX 103)
DO ANYTHING YOU WANNA DO — Rods (Island W1P
6401)
SWALLOW MY PRIDE — Ramones (Sire 6078 607)
HOME OF THE BRAVE — Bonnie & The Treasurcs (Spector
2010 021)
DISCO MANIA — The Lovers (Epic EPC 5212)
STRAIGHTEN OUT — The Stranglers (United Artists UP
36277)
HONKY TONK — The James Brown Soul Train (Polydor
2066 834)
FLOAT ON — The Floaters (ABC 4187)
RED HOT — Robert Gordon (Private Stock PVT 94)

BELFAST

HIT PICKS
John Paul: DANCING IN THE MOONLIGHT — Thin Lizzy
(Vertigo 6059 177)
Trevor Campbell: DREAMER — The Jacksons (Epic EPC
5458)
Candy Devine: GONNA LOVE YOU MORE — George
Benson (Warner Bros. K 16970)
Cherry Mcllwaine: DOWN THE HALL — Four Seasons
(WarncrBros.K 16982)
Eddie West: SHIMMIE-DO-WAH-SAE — Andy Fairweather
Low (A&M AMS 7303)
Lawrence John: GET YOUR LOVE RIGHT — Alan David
(EMI 2626)
Michael Henderson: SEVEN OVER FROM MARS —
Johnny Green & The Greenmen (Barak BAR 1)
Brian McSharry: THE POWER & THE GLORY — Horslips
(DJM DJS 10792)
Radio Forth

EDINBURGH

ADDONS
DANCING IN THE MOONLIGHT — Thin Lizzy (Vertigo
6059 177)
DO NOTHING TILL YOU HEAR FROM ME — The
Rumour (Vertigo 6059 174)
EVERY MOMENT — Highway 101 (Rocket ROKN 528)
SUMMER RAIN — Chris De Burgh (A&M AMS 7205)
SUNSHINE AFTER THE RAIN — Elkie Brooks (A&M AMS
7305)
HARD ROCK CAFE — Carole King (Capitol CL 15934)
ANOTHER NIGHT — The Shadows (EMI 2660)
HOLLYWOOD —Rufus (ABC 4175)
DREAMER — The Jacksons (Epic EPC 5458)
YOU GOT ME GOING — Gilbert O'Sullivan (MAM 167)
I WANNA BE YOUR MAN - Rezillos (Sensible FAB 1)
I'M TURNING AROUND — Gentle Giant (Chrysalis CHS
2160)
IT'S A LIFETIME THING - Thelma Houston & Jerry Butler
(Motown TMG 1074)
HAVE YOU EVER SEEN THE RAIN — Unicorn (Harvest
HAR 5131)
HIT PICKS
Keith Skues: DREAMER — The Jacksons (Epic EPC 5458)
Roger Moffat: GONNA LOVE YOU MORE — George
Benson (Warner Bros. K 16970)
Johnny Moran: DOIN' THAT CRAZY THING — Jeff Lynne
(Jet UP 36281)
Colin Slade: DANCING IN THE MOONLIGHT — Thin
Lizzy (Vertigo 6059 177)
Ray Stewart: SUMMER IN THE CITY — April (EMI 535)
Bill Crozicr: SUMMER RAIN — Chris De Burgh (A&M AMS
7305)
Cindy Kent: YOU'VE BEEN DOING ME WRONG —
Delegation (State STAT 55)
NEWCASTLE
Metro Radio
ADDONS
DREAMER — The Jacksons (Epic EPC 5458)
COME BACK AND FINISH — Linda Lewis (Arista 125)
STAGE DOOR — Justin Havward (Deram DM 430)
YOU TAKE MY HEART AWAY — De Etta Little & Nelson
Pigford (United Artists UP 36257)
IF IT RELAXES YOUR MIND — Muscles (Big Bear BBS)
GET UP AND GO — Pilot (Arista 111)
Radio Orwell

IPSWICH

ADDONS
SUNSHINE AFTER THE RAIN — Elkie Brooks (A&M AMS
7306)
DO ANYTHING YOU WANNA DO — Rods (Island WIP
6401)
AMNESTY — The Hollies (Polydor 2058 906)
HARD ROCK CAFE — Carole King (Capitol CL 15934)
1 FEEL LIKE I'VE BEEN LIVIN' — Trammps (Atlantic K
10982)
SPIRITS IN THE NIGHT — Manfred Mann's Earth Band
(Bronze BR0 42)
HURRY SUNDOWN — Outlaws (Arista 129)
DREAMER — The Jacksons (Epic EPC 5458)
DANCING IN THE MOONLIGHT — Thin Lizzy (Vertigo
6059 177)
ANOTHER NIGHT — The Shadows (EMI 2660)
EVERYTIME 1 SING A LOVE SONG — Billie Jo Spears
(United Artists UP 36285)
RIVER ROAD — Crystal Gayle (United Artists UP 36284)
Pennine Radio

BRADFORD

HIT PICKS
Roger Kirk; I GOT TO SING — J.A.L.N. Band (Magnet
MAG 97)
Julius K Scragg: DREAMER — The Jacksons (Epic EPC 5458)
John Drake: HEY ROCK 'N' ROLL — Various (Sonet SONE
1)
Paul Needle: I'M TURNING AROUND — Gentle Giant
(Chrysalis CHS 2160)
Stewart Francis: HARD ROCK CAFE — Carole King (Capitol
CL 15934)
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PENNINE PICK
DANCING IN THE MOONLIGHT — Thin Lizzy (Vertigo ■
Dave Bowen: DOWN THE HALL — Four Seasons (Warner
6059 177)
BrosK 16982)
Jon
Hawkins: GONNA LOVE YOU MORE — George Benson
ADD ONS
(Warner Bros. K 16970)
GONNA LOVE YOU MORE — George Benson (Warner
Stuart Freeman: LET'S CLEAN UP THE GHETTO —
Bros. K 16970)
Philadelphia International All Stars (Philadelphia PIR 5451)
TULANE — Steve Gibbons Band (Polydor 2058 889)
Phil Fothergil: IF I WASN'T THERE — Maldwyn Pope
SWALLOW MY PRIDE — Ramones (Sire 6078 607)
GIMME-DAT-BANANA — Black Gorilla (Response SR 502)
(Rocket ROKN 529)
I BELIEVE IN LOVE — Kenny Loggins (CBS 5441)
DOIN' THAT CRAZY THING — Jeff Lynne (Jet UP 36281)
ADDONS
HEAVEN — Bonnie Tyler (RCA PB 5044)
AMNESTY — Hollies (Polydor 2058 906)
DON'T WORRY BABY — B J Thomas (MCA 313)
FOR ALL THE WRONG REASONS — Helen Shapiro (Arista
131)
MANCHESTER
Piccadilly Radio
DREAMER — Jacksons (Epic EPC 5458)
PALAMINO PONY — Kenny Ball and the Jazzmen (Spiro
ADDONS
SPS 7008)
WILL YOU BE MY LOVER — Maxine Nightingale (United
EVERY MOMENT — Highway 101 (Rocket ROKN 528)
Artists UP 36283)
DON'T IT MAKE YOU WANNA DANCE — Jerry Jeff
DREAMER — The Jacksons (Epic EPC 5458)
Walker (MCA 314)
HYMN — Barclay James Harvest (Polydor 2058 904)
SUNSHINE AFTER THE RAIN — Elkie Brooks (A&M AMS
YOU GOT ME GOING — Gilbert O'Sullivan (MAM 167)
7305)
LET'S CLEAN UP THE GHETTO — Philadelphia
SPANISH STROLL — Mink DeVille (Capitol CLX 103)
International All Stars (Philadelphia PIR 5451)
I FEEL LIKE I'VE BEEN LIVIN' — Trammps (Atlantic K
10982)
STAGE DOOR — Justin Hayward (Deram DM 430)
Radio Tees
TEESSIDE
HIT PICKS
Tony Gilham: IN MY DREAMS — New Wine (Spark SRL
PLYMOUTH
Plymouth Sound
1154)
David Hoare: SHIMMIE-DO-WAH-SAE — Andy
HIT PICKS
Fairwealher Low (A&M AMS 7303)
DREAMER — The Jacksons (Epic EPC 5458)
Dave Gregory: DREAMER — The Jacksons (Epic EPC 5458)
STAGE DOOR — Justin Hayward (Deram DM 61411)
Alastair Pirrie: CATHY'S CLOWN — Amaryllis (Splash CP
I GOT TO SING — J.A.L.N. Band (Magnet MAG 97)
13)
Peter Greig:
Ian Fisher; I'M DREAMING — Jennifer Warnes (Arista 122)
VOYAGE TO ATLANTIS — Isley Brothers (Epic EPC 5443)
Brian Anderson: MONA — The Beach Boys (Reprise K 14481)
I HAD TO FALL IN LOVE — Gallagher & Lvle (A&M AMS
7300)
ADDONS
YOU'VE BEEN DOING ME WRONG — Delegation (State
1 FEEL LOVE—DonnaSummer (GTO GT 100)
STAT 53)
STAIRWAYS TO THE STARS — Sweet (RCA PB 5046)
HEAVEN — Bonnie Tyler (RCA PB 5044)
Carmella McKenzie:
EVERY MOMENT — Highway 101 (Rocket ROKN 528)
SILVER BIRD — Tina Rainford (CBS 4489)
NIGHTS ON BROADWAY — Candi Staton (Warner Bros. K
A. T. Baxter; MAMACITA — Guys & Dolls (Magnet MAG
16972)
96)
FLOAT ON — The Floaters (ABC 4187)
Swansea Sound

SWANSEA

HIT PICKS
Mike Hooper: ADIOS ESPAGNA
2113)

Manuel (Sonet SON

Thames Valley
ADDONS
DANCIN' EASY

READING

Danny Williams (Ensign ENY 3)

| NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS
If you are a new subscriber, tick the appropriate box and fill in your name and address below.
Remember: MUSIC WEEK is the UK's No.1 music trade weekly. Music Week reaches every
segment of the industry... record companies, music publishers, record dealers, radio and TV
producers, disc jockeys, tour promoters, etc. etc. It's packed with news and views and its TOP 50
charts are the most authoritative in the business - the backbone of the record trade.This is your
scene, so MUSIC WEEK is your magazine.
I wish to subscribe to MUSIC WEEK, Morgan Grampian House,
□ 30 Calderwood St, London SE18 6QH
Name.
Address.
■

.Company.

Signature
Payment must accompany order.
Subscription rates - airmail
U.K
£20.75
EUROPE
U.S. $46.00
MIDDLE EAST AND
NORTH AFRICA
U.S. $69.00
U.S., S. AMERICA, CANADA,
AFRICA, INDIA,
PAKISTAN
U.S. $79.00
AUSTRALASIA,
FAR EAST, JAPAN
U.S. $95.00

Js^T TRUE WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT GEORGIA TH^WALLrOF^mWORLD - Mike Ball (Epic EPC
COOL WIND FROM THE NORTH - Stephanie De Sykcs
(DJM DJS 10789)
Radio Trent

NOTTINGHAM

PUTSOME WORDS TOGETHER -- Dan^TOGT 102)
STAGE DOOR — Justin Hayward (Deram DM 430)
DREAMER - Jacksons (Epic EPC 5458,
PROVE IT — Television (Elektra K 12262)
SUNSHINE AFTER THE RAIN — Elkie Brooks (A&M AMS
ANOTHER NIGHT — Shadows (EMI 2660)
GOD SAVE THE SEX PISTOLS — Elizabeth (Creole CR 139)
Radio Victory

PORTSMOUTH

HIT PICKS
Glenn Richards: SUNSHINE AFTER THE RAIN — Elkie
Brooks (A&M AMS 7306)
Chris Pollard: JOYOUS SOUND — Van Morrison (Warner
Bros. K 16986)
Nicky Jackson: A STAR IN THE GHETTO — Average White
Band & Ben E. King (Atlantic K 10977)
Dave Christian: I WANNA BUMP WITH THAT BIG FAT
WOMAN — Bobby Marshan (Mercury' 6167 522)
Andy Ferriss: THE POWER AND THE GLORY Horslips
(DJM DJS 10792)
Chris Rider: I FEEL LIKE I'VE BEEN LIVIN' — Trammps
(Atlantic K 10982)
Anton Darby: IF I CAN JUST GET THROUGH TONIGHT
— Alfalpha (EMI 2650)
Howard Pearce: I'M DREAMING — Jennifer Warnes (Arista
122)
ADD ONS
I'M TURNING AROUND — Gentle Giant (Chrysalis CHS
2160)
VOYAGE TO ATLANTIS — Isley Brothers (Epic EPC 5443)
TULANE — Steve Gibbons Band (Polydor 2058 889)
SWALLOW MY PRIDE — Ramones (Sire 6078 607)
DANCIN' EASY — Danny Williams (Ensign ENY 3)
YOU MADE ME BELIEVE IN MAGIC — Bay City Rollers
(Arista 127)

CHANGE OF
ADDRESS
If you are moving, please tick the appropriate
box. Do remember to let us know at least 3 weeks
in advance, indicating your new location below.
Please stick your old address label in
□ the space provided
From (date)
our new address will be:
Name _
Company
Address

■
■

PT IT tsOMF WORDS TOGETHER — Dana (GTO GT 102)
YOU GOT ME GOING - Gilbert O'Sullivan (MAM 167)
ItArF nnOR- Justin Hayward (Deram DM 430)
SUNSHINE AFTER THE RAIN - Elkie Brooks (A&M AMS

Please tick nature of business
□ 1. Record and tape dealer
U 2. Record company, disc producer, record
wholesaler, accessory manufacturer
□ 3. Artists, managers
□ 4. Audio Hi-Fi retail specialist
□ 5. Music publishers, song writers
□ 6. Broadcasting and TV
□ 7. Publications and publicists
□ 8. Libraries and official organisations
□ 9. Halls, hotels, discos, studios
□ 10. Miscellaneous

Signature

"1
Attach your current
address label here
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spotlighting the music makers and management

Mite

ghost

Batt

it

WITH THE release of his first solo
album Schizophonia on Epic, Mike
Ban finally hopes to lay to rest the
ghosts of the Wombles which have
haunted him for some three or four
years now. In his own words, "It's
not that I'm ashamed of those
Wombles' records, but there is a
problem that rock fans might not
accept the work 1 am doing now, if
they always think of Mike Bait in
terms of what he did with the
Wombles."
In fact Ball's LP features the
London Symphony Orchestra and a
musician line-up which includes
Herbie Flowers, Chris Spedding,
Ray Cooper and B. J. Cole. Bait
describes it as a broad-based rock
album, featuring soft emotional
songs and aggressive rock numbers.
"Until now I have never had the
chance to come out into the open
and spend time on my own
recordings, in fact I've probably
never had an identity as a recording
artist in my own right. My
production work for bands like
Steeleye Span and the Kursaal Flyers
has always taken precedent — it is
much easier to tell yourself that you
just don't have the time to make
your own album than it is to tell
someone else that you can't work on
their recordings — so many more
The Floaters
DEBUTING IN the UK Top 50 with
Float On, The Floaters are a Detroitbased vocal group featuring lead
vocalist Ralph Mitchell, first tenor
Charles Cook, baritone Paul
Michell, and second tenor Larry
Cunningham. The outfit have
worked extensively in the Michigan
area, and have toured Florida and
West Virginia with the Detroit
Emeralds. Their debut album for
ABC/Anchor, called The Floaters,
features original material, written,
arranged and produced by James
Mitchell, Marvin Willis and
Brimstone Ingram of the Emeralds.
In addition the musician line-up
includes some of Detroit's finest
session players.
JoMthan
Richman
UNTIL NOW Jonathan Richman,
who has his first hit Roadrunner
Once Roadrunner Twice on
Berscrkley, has been very much a
cull figure although some people in
the music business have been
predicting success for him for some
time now. Richman was born in
Boston, US and while in his late
teens began singing his own rock and
roll songs to anyone who cared to
listen; in 1968 he formcd the Modern
Lovers who built up a large
following in the Boston and New
York area. Eventually Richman and
the band were signed by Warner
Brothers and started to make an
album with producer John Cale, but
following a disagreement between
artists and record company the LP
was scrapped when half completed.
Richman then signed with

lif s Wombles

list—hi
people arc involved in their cases,
and you don't like to let them
down."
Batt actually started work on his
solo album during 1976 but
eventually scrapped the plans, when
he realised that it was not working
out the way that he had hoped.
Work started again in January and
has taken about six months to
complete. "Contrary to my usual
way of working, I gave myself a
completely free hand; instead of
writing for a particular age group or
section of the consumer market, as
has always been the case in the past,
I decided that the only way that I
would be happy was if I wrote the
LP for myself. I have recorded it in a
way that I like, in the hope there are
enough.
Batt enjoyed working with the
LSO, and says that he can
communicate with a rock rhythm
section and the members of the
symphony orchestra on their own
terms. "The symphonic element is
obviously on the record but I have
tried to avoid using it in the
pretentious way that most rock
bands do. I get angry when albums
come out by rock groups who just
want to make use of the orchestra as
a kind of intellectual passport to
credibility. That isn't what it should
r
Chart Newcomers
■J
L
Berserkley, and four of his songs
including Roadrunner appeared on
an album called Berserkley
Chanbusiers, Volume One. The
single Roadrunner is actually the
first release from Berserkley's newly
set-up UK company.
The Rah Band
THE RAH Band's first hit, The
Crunch, which is also their debut
single for Good Earth, has been
described as 'a new concept in
sound' from producer Richard
Hewson, and a new direction for the
discotheque market. Whether that
be true or not, there is no doubling
that the band by their very strange
appearance have caused quite a few
ripples of interest both within the
record industry and disc buyers
alike. The Crunch started life as a
commercial for a deodorant, and
was released by the RAH Band as
long ago as January. Initially the
disc received little airplay and it is
mainly due to the efforts of Good
Earth promotion man John Hall
that The Crunch finally became a
hit. Line-up of the RAH Band is
Ricci Bordeaux from Los Angeles,
who claims to be of Negro, Cuban,
American and Indian descent; a
keyboards player who masquerades
under the name Telescope and
claims to have a wife called
Binoculars; drummer Nicky
Monnas, who has played with
Vangelis; and bass guitarist Alfie
Ages who used to play for Arthur
Brown. The RAH sound was
originally the brainchild of producer
Hewson who played all the
instruments on the disc, apart from

lopes

Edited by
Chris White

be all about."
Going back to the Wombles, and
the problems that their image has
given him, Batt also says: "We have
been having playbacks for local
dealers and media throughout
Britain, and a special audio-visual
presentation has been supporting the
album. I have a feeling from
reaction up and down the country
that people are more broadminded
than I give them credit for — the
more intelligent people will listen to
something and give it a fair chance.
There is an image problem in that a
lot of the things I have done in the
past have been on a rather flippant
or commercial level, but I am
certainly not ashamed of the work I
did with the Wombles. In fact I am
the Wombles for quite a while, he
has been asked to write the music for
a film in which they are featuring.
"I've agreed to do it, but if the
Wombles stopped existing it would
not bother me at all, in fact I'd

JOAN ARMA TRADING was presented with a gold disc for sales of her
Joan Armatrading LP, while recording at Olympic Studios for next album.
As well as being the album to break her in Britain, the Armatrading LP has
also been in the US charts for the last six months. Pictured left to right,
Derek Green (A&M managing director), producer Glyn Johns, Armatrading,
manager Mike Stone, and A&M's head ofa&r, Mike Noble.
producing again, mainly because of
quite proud with it."
Although Batt has not worked on the time factor — Ban has also been
probably heave a sigh of reliev. On writing music for the Watership
the other hand. I don't look at it as a Down film which is soon to be
flippant one-off situation what I am made. He has produced several
doing now, there is so much more sessions with Art Garfunkel for the
potential in the freedom that I have movie.
now got. I don't have to answer to
"I'm quite interested in writing
anyone and I don't have to worry more film music," he says. "Artists
about writing for a particular image nowadays have everything at their
— the people who own the fingertips, certainly so far as an
artistic level is concerned. For
Wombles' copyright are very strict,
quite naturally, about what is done instance there are some incredible
sound systems, which can only
around them."
Aside from his work with the benefit everyone. That is why I'm
Kursaals and Steeleye Span — neither enjoying working on the Watership
group of which he says he will be Down project."

D
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The Floaters
the drums. He sees his association
with Bordeaux and company as a
natural development of the disc's
success and there arc now plans for
the RAH Band to go on tour.
Barclay push
disco image
TO PRESS home the fact that it is
no longer just a French pop label,
Barclay is to release 1000 copies of an
LP and cassette featuring newlyacquired repertoire to dealers and
sales representatives in West
Germany and the Benelux countries.
The give away project, titled
Disco/Image, features disco tracks
from Love And Kisses, Patrick
Juvet, Etta Cameron, Jan Loseth,
Tom Rod, Village People, Banana
Beach and Lady Skate. If successful
it will be repeated in Scandinavia
and other areas, and the idea will be
maintained for dealers and
representatives in Europe whenever
new Barclay product makes it
appropriate.

CBS artists
dominate in
MONTREAUX—The last night
'summit' of the 11th Montreux
International Festival on Sunday
July 24 brought together 17 CBS
jazz/rock artists on the same stage
for the first lime.
Playing together were Billy
Cobham, George Duke, Maynard
Ferguson, Eric Gale, Stan Gctz.
Benny Golson, Dexter Gordon, AI
Di Meola, Bobby Humphrey, Bob
James, Alfonso Johnson, Steve
Khan. Hubert Laws, Thijs van Leer,
Ralph McDonald, Janne Schaffer
and Woody Shaw.
Private tv company Polyvideo are
producing a film of the Montreux
show and a special campaign for
dealers is to be mounted by CBS.
CBS Switzerland is concentrating its
main sales, marketing and
promotion efforts on the abovementioned artists.

EMI RECORDS' recent signing No
Dice have finished recording their
debut album which is scheduled for
release in September. Line-up of the
band is Roger Ferris (lead guitar and
vocals), David Martin (vocals), Gary
Strange (bass guitar) and Chris
Wyles (drums). Producer of the LP
is Steve Smith who has previously
worked with Robert Palmer. Bob
Marley and Rough Diamond.
THE STRANGLERS claim to be the
first of the new wave bands to attain
a silver disc for album sales — their
debut LP, Rattus Norvegicus'
Stranglers IV, has sold in excess of
£150,000.
BING CROSBY returns to the
London Palladium for a two-week
autumn season from September 26.
He will be appearing with Rosemary
Clooney, his wife Kathryn, as well as
jazz pianist Joe Bushkin and his
Trio. Crosby last appeared at the
Palladium in June 1976 — the first
concert he had made in the UK.
THE PIRATES have been signed to
Warner Brothers and have an
album. Out Of Their Skulls, released
in September. Side one was recorded
live at the Nashville pub rock venue
in West London, while side two has
been recorded at the Rockfield
Studios. A maxi-single by the
Pirates, which comprises Mick
Green, Johnny Spence and Frank
Farley (all members of the original
Johnny Kidd and the Pirates) is also
released in September.
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FROM NIGHTCLUB bouncer to
manager of Scottish teenybop band,
the Dead End Kids, and head of
Scotland's largest pop agency, Colin
Robertson remains an unlikely
looking pop music figure. His cosy
image gives the impression that he
would probably be happier working
in a shop or a factory somewhere,
yet Robertson's agency, Music And
Cabaret (MAC) has probably more
than anything else been responsible
for keeping alive the live music scene
north of the border.
Ten years ago, Robertson was
working as an electrical engineer
by day, and bouncer for a Glasgow
nightclub by night. "The effect on
me of the music in the evening was
that I decided to throw caution to
the wind and went to work for a club
full-lime. Not loo long afterwards I
took over the management of the
Electric Garden which was one of
Glasgow's main venues for pop
music. We had some good local
Scottish talent performing there,
including Nazareth, the Dream
Police whose members included
Jamie Stewart of the Average White
Band, and Teargas who are now
belter known as the Sensational Alex
Harvey Band (without Alex
Harvey)."
Following the closure of the
Electric Garden, Robertson was
asked by the agency, which had just
taken over the lease of Green's
Playhouse, to convert Glasgow's
largest theatre into what is now the
Apollo, the city's theatre venue for
visiting pop acts. Having achieved
that successfully he then parted
company and decided to start his
own management company, Lion
Leisure, and the MAC agency.
Rather ironically he also took over
the premises which had formerly
been the Electric Garden, and
opened his own club. Shuffles. Soon
after, a second venue opened called
Minsky's.

Colin Robertson-from bouncer to
head of Scotland's largest agency
U;.-

T

k
GLASGOW BAND Nails, signed to Colin Robertson's Lion Leisure management company in Scotland have been
secured by CBS on a long-term worldwide deal. Their first recordings will be produced by Francis Rossi of Status Quo.
Pictured left to right: Monty McMonagle, manager Robertson, George Crossan, Alex Colder, Maurice L. Oberstein
(CBS Records managing director), Iain Muir and Jimmy Kelly.
like the Dead End Kids could travel
they couldn't afford to pay the
Now Robertson's organisation
around and gradually build up their
bands. The result was that many
has grown from an original staff of
popularity. In the case of the Dead
places decided to go in for just a
just six people to one totalling about
End Kids, whom I manage, once we
discotheque policy instead. Scotland
80, "I have always felt that there
knew that their popularity in
started to lose the big dance halls
was an important need to keep live
Scotland was secure, then we began
and it became very difficult to assess
bands working in Scotland — to my
to extend their fan following to
the live music scene. There were
mind, live music is the start of
below the border, playing gigs in the
many resultant problems too — for
everything and it is where the kids of
North of England."
instance when a band secured a
today start to learn about pop
Robertson also says: "I believe
recording deal, the company
music. It is a progression really —
that we have put live performances
involved obviously wanted to see
the healthier the live pop music
back in favour in Scotland — the
how their live performances were
scene, then the stronger the
kids are turning up to watch new
greeted by the public, and that
springboard, with which to assess
bands and that is how it used to be.
wasn't always easily possible."
the potential of new live bands."
It must mean that the standard of
He adds: "Our policy was to keep
Robertson admits that the live pop
music by local bands will get even
the live band scene in Glasgow a
music scene in Scotland "generally
better, and something big musically
major attraction, and we did this
isn't too good", but puts this down
will begin to grow."
through the help of local promoters.
to economics. "The problem is that
As the only major pop agency in
In addition we also built up a live
many live avenues didn't charge
Scotland, MAC has in the past had
entertainment circuit throughout
realistic prices — not enough money
Scotland which meant that bands several talent searches — in addition
was being taken at the door, and so
Hansa

major record companies have
increasingly become aware of the
potential of Scottish pop talent.
Robertson says that Polydor saw
more than 40 acts in three days in
Glasgow, while Anchor found Cado
Belle during an a&r search there. In
addition producer Barry Blue has
made several visits, in search of
talent, and CBS has of course signed
the Dead End Kids, as well as Cafe
Jacques.
"The CBS method of talent
searching is probably the most
constructive", Robertson says.
"Most companies depend on their
local promotion man picking up a
"buzz" about a local band, but CBS
does have a national field scout. So
far as MAC is concerned, we do
everything — even publicity stunts
— to keep our name in the public
eye. We go all out to sell our product
— it is no good just leaving the door
open and hoping that new talent will
just come in."
Apart from the management and
agency, Robertson also has a
publishing company, Lemon Music,
which is administered through April
Music, One of the benefits of the
deal is that April assesses the music
and gives advice where it is needed.
For the future, Robertson says
that he would like to make the
management side of the business as
strong and as viable as the club side
has become. "I'd like to see more
live music venues encouraged to
open, bands should be given the
chance to play in front of regular
crowds. It is about time the middle
was put back into the live
entertainment scene. In Scotland we
have succeeded in building up a very
good live circuit, consisting of clubs,
hotels, town halls, youth clubs —
virtually anywhere which has the
room for live entertainment. It is
wrong for people just to accept it
when a venue does close down," he
adds.

Productions first

John Otway and Wild Willy
Barrett—a do-it-yourself musical

signings after search
HANSA PRODUCTIONS, the new Groth, Visitor and Dave Simpson.
Although Hansa's Initial signings
London-based independent record
have all been offered to Ariola on a
production company, has made its
first-option basis, the company is
first signings following a recent UK
free to offer further recording acts
talent search which attracted more
to any UK label. Peter Meisel, who
than 2,500 demonstration tapes.
started
Hansa in Germany, said:
Hansa has signed 13 new British pop
"Our policy is to pair the best
acts and at least five will have their
first singles issued on Ariola during producers with the best new talent
that we find, and then place the
September, with the rest having
product released before the end of subsequent recordings with the
record companies that are most
the year.
The 13 acts signed as a result of sympathetic to the product."
His wife, Trudy Meisel added:
the talent search include Japan, five
London-based teenagers. Half "Not one of the initial acts could be
classified as punk rock — we haven't
Brother, a London-based duo, Barry
ruled out punk material but we are
Womersley from Liverpool, 17-ycarnot about to jump on any existing
old Andy Lloyd from Birmingham,
bandwagon. If an act merits record
singer-guitarist Aric, Vicky Payton,
release it will be on its own
a 16-year-old singer from South
capabilities and commercial
Wales, One Way Ticket, a six-piece
potential. The aim of Hansa is to
band, and the reformed Babe Ruth.
create fresh musical trends rather
Rest of the 13 are Gold, Stamps,
than following others."
Paradox, Easy Cure, Shields and

duo and the gamble that paid off
friends to help with mailing them
which two, Murder Man and If I
WHEN TRACK Records turned
out!"
Did, were released as single by Track
down the album that John Otway
Ultimately, Polydor heard about
four years ago.
and Wild Willy Barren had just
Otway
and Barrett, and suggested
Unfortunately the disc received
completed, there seemed to be only
that the album should be issued on a
one possible solution to their
no airplay, apart from a couple of
commercial basis, which has now
dilemma — manufacture and release
plugs, from John Peel, and
happened. Otway adds: "What we
Townsend's other commitments
the record themselves. The result
did was probably better than going
with the Who prevented him from
was that more than 2,500 LP sales
round all the record companies,
later, the duo's initiative and
working with the duo again. Two
trying to persuade them to accept the
obvious musical talent was finally
years later Otway and Barret t
tapes that Track had turned down.
recognised, and the album has now
attempted another limited-edition The
fact that people were beginning
taken on its second lease of life via a
single, a remix of Townsend's
to talk about the LP and what we
new recording deal with Polydor.
Louisa On A. Horse and Beware Ot
had done focused attcniion upon the
The Flowers, but again to no avail.
The musical partnership of Otway
niusic _ as soon as the record
and Barrett was first cemented back
Their luck finally changed with started selling, then the record
in 1971, and during the last six years,
the John Otway and Wild Willy Barcompanies actually began to swoop
rett LP. "The agreement was to
despite several breaks when they
record an album for Track but after in on us."
decided to go their own ways, the
wailing three or four months for the
duo have managed to pick up a
company to find us a suitable
strong following of fans. Otway
producer, we decided to produce it
explains: "People must have
ourselves. Ultimately the four Pete
thought that we were crazy
Townsend recordings were also
manufacturing our own records but
included, but when we took the final
it wasn't too big a gamble — we
product to Track they didn't want to
knew that we had what could be
release it! It is difficult to say why —
termed a cull following, and there
perhaps they didn't like us taking the
were few doubts about selling the
initiative, or maybe it was because
first 1,000 copies that we had
i
they had just signed Johnny
specially pressed."
Thunder and the Hcartbreakers and
In fact that wasn't the first time
were concentrating on them,"
that Otway and Barrett had used
Otway says.
their own initiative and made their
"We arranged to have 1,000
own record. In 1972 they
copies of the record pressed
manufactured more than 500 copies
n
privately, and we also had special
of a disc called Misty and Mountain
stickers made to put on the sleeve.
Gypsy — "Most of them have since
Originally we sold the album by
—
become ash-trays" — and although
mail-order at £3.25 each and within
they didn't exactly set the recording
DAH LING IS the name of the three-girl group whose single of the old song Binga Bunga Bonga has been picking up
three
days
of
the
album
getting
some
scene alight, one copy did reach Pete
notably as a Forth fiver and on BRMB. The artists names of Sally d'Composer Precious Lz/Z/e, and Sheila Bdge
music press advertising, and a airplay,
Townsend who was so impressed by
hide the identities of three singer-songwriters. Pictured from left to right are Sally Kemp, Tm/i O Keefe who until last
couple
of
radio
plugs,
we
had
sold
what he heard that he asked the duo
week was DJM press officer, and Mercia Love. They have been asked to record a session for Capital Radio. For a venture
out of the original pressing. As a
if he could produce them. The result
which grew almost accidentally out of some impromtu harmony singing ot a party, the group and the single look like
result
another
1,500
records
had
to
was that Townsend produced four
having an unexpected amount of success on their hands.
be
made,
and
we
had
to
get
all
our
of
songs with Otway and Barrett,
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Levine takes UlK disco to America
by ADAM WHITE
RECORDING IN Britain for the
American market can be a route
pitted with potholes, for all the
success which Cerrone and Love &
Kisses are enjoying with their madein-London material (accompanying
feature, this issue).
The nightspots of New York, Los
Angeles and a dozen other US cities
which contributes to that barometer
of the dance floor. Billboard's
National Disco Action Top 40, arc
very particular about what they
play. Many UK records — however
much they may have audiences
dancing in Doncaster or gyrating in
Greenwich — simply do not move
their transatlantic cousins.
Ian Levine is one Briton whose
productions are generating more
interest and enthusiasm among
American DJs and disco denizens
that they do in his homeland. That,
at least, is what the genial, fasttalking producer from Blackpool
Frank Ricotti on percussion. The
Phonogram. Exceeding his budget
claims.
arranger was Pip Williams, who also
by some five thousand dollars —
Levine actually cut his disco teeth
contributed on guitar.
which, he admits, was largely due to
in the US in 1975, recording the
Levine has worked there ever
his insistence on a full and
Exciters and placing the product
since, and draws from the same
professional backup team, including
with 20ih Century Records' UK
pool of musicians. They know how
a 20-piccc string section — he ran
division (the second single from
to get an American sound, he says,
into resistance from the company
those sessions. Reaching For The
as docs Gary Langan. the Sarm
(the LP was never released). "I was
Best, was a hit that October). He
engineer for whom the producer has
nearly put out of business by the
subsequently signed more artists,
much praise. For string overdubs,
Phonogram affair," Levine says,
including Evelyn Thomas and L. J.
another important constituent in his
"so it was mainly a matter of
Johnson, whose Weak Spot (20th)
work, he records at Wessex.
economics that 1 moved back to
and Your Magic Put A Spell On Me
"People listen to my stuff and
England to record."
(Philips) respectively were British
they don't believe it was cut here,"
The first sessions in London after
top30 hits early in 1976.
he asserts. Levine's inspiration is
that were not especially fruitful, he
First madc-in-England date for
still the US, of course, and the
adds, but served to emphasise that
Levine was with a group, Midnight
Northerner listens, he says, to every
"no matter how good your
Sunrise, recording at the Island
soul and disco record which is
musicians are, if you can't get the
studios. "1 was in the black
released there. "It's important that
right sound in the studio itself,
financially at that time," he
you do that to stay in touch, though
you're wasting your time."
explains, "so it seemed like a good
for my own work, I've always kept
Employed then by Polydor to
idea to cut here." Contacting Biddu,
away from going out-and-out disco,
produce a newly-signed artist, he
an old friend, he recruited musicians
with no commercial content. The
was steered towards Sarm in
such as Clem Cattini on drums, Les
less chords you have, the more nonLondon's Aldgate district, and
Hurdle on bass, and Colin Green on
stop dance groove you can get — but
found it ideal in size and 'sound'.
guitar.
1 fill my records up completely.
Joining Cattini and Hurdle on the
But the producer was not entirely
That's why I use so many strings".
sessions were guitarist Chris Rae and
convened at that point, and
For all the interest which the US
Paul Kcogh, Alan Hawkshavv on
returned to Chicago to work on a
shows in his output — and there is
piano, Mike Moran on clarinet and
projected L. J. Johnson album for
more now, he claims, for the latest
single by Doris Jones, one of his
seven-strong artist roster, than for
Noble opts
United Artists
Barbara Pcnnington's earlier 24
Hours A Day. a disco giant there —
the producer admits that he needs
sign up Quint
for Wonder
another hit at home. The Jones disc
just failed to break the chart barrier
A GAP in United Artists Records'
A&M'S DIRECTOR of a&r in
in this market, as did Pcnnington's
artist rosier has been filled following
Britain
for
two
and
a
half
years,
45. But, nevertheless, Levine thrives
the signing of Quint, a four-piece
Mike
Noble
has
been
heavily
on the feedback coming from
band from Kent whose debut single,
involved in signing and coAmerica, and is clearly enjoying the
It's Much Better Now (UP 36279),
ordinating the recording and
kudos which comes from being one
has just been released. According to
development of the existing UK
of the few Britons whose work is so
UA producer Martin Rushent, who
artists roster as well as working readily accepted in the clubs of that
produces The Slranglers, and signed
closely with visiting American acts.
large and fickle Continent.
Quint, the new group provides the
Since joining the company,
record company with its only teensignings
have
included
Elkie
Brooks,
appeal pop group.
Bryn Haworth, Budgie, Tarney and
Rushent said: "This year UA has
Spencer and John Kongos.
fiiiwi]
had tremendous success on the m-o-r
Imediately prior to A&M, Mike
front with Slim Whitman, Shirley
was
responsible
for
talent
Bassey and others; country artists
(UA) One of the best collections of
acquisition at Essex Music for two
like Billie Jo Spears and Kenny
rock and roll tunes to come out of
years,
where
he
signed
Joan
Rogers have done very well, there
the fifties/early sixties, the days
Armalrading,
while
his
previous
ten
has been continued success in black
when it only took a couple of
years
in
the
business
have
music, and the incredible success of
minutes to make your point and sell
encompassed
alomosl
all
facets
of
The Stranglers on the new wave
a million. Fats was the best.
the
music
industry
including
front. What we have lacked is a
6. Judee Sill, Judee Sill,
production, engineering,
straightforward teen-appeal pop
(Elektra). For me the one that got
management,
songwriting
and
as
a
group and the addition of Quint to
away. Superb vocal arrangements.
musician.
our roster fills a market gap."
As fresh now as when it was first
He has purposely excluded any
Line-up of Quint is lead singer
released.
A&M
albums
from
his
Top
Ten
Steve Mack, Roger Diamond,
7. Boz Scaggs, Silk Degrees
Choice.
Graeme Quinton-Jones and Martin
(CBS) One of the best of the
1. Stcvie Wonder, Songs In The
contemporary
male singers. The
Judd. They are managed by Kenyon
Key Of Life (Motown). The
Gilbert, a newcomer into
perfect cross-over between m-o-r
definitive
musician.
His
ability
to
professional management. The
and R&B. Great listening and a
combine a classic melody with total
publisher's dream.
single and group launch is supported
sensitivity is unique. In complete
by an extra press mail-out to teenage
8. Joni Mitchell, Blue, (Reprise).
musical control at all times his
publications, Quint tee-shirts,
A true original that for me can do no
records
say
it
all.
badges and slickers.
wrong. 1 play all her albums
2 & 3. Jaco Pastorius, Jaco
constantly but this is still mj
Pastorius (CBS)/Weaiher Report,
MAXINE NIGHTINGALE arrives
favourite.
Weather Report (CBS). I bracket
in the UK this week to undertake
9 Leo Kottke, Leo Kottke
these two together for sheer musical
promotion for her new album,
(Chrysalis). A great album with
excellence. Pastorius is bass
Nightlife, which she recorded in the
many moods by a fine guitarist.
technique at its finest.
US with producer Denny Diante.
10. Fleetwood Mac, Rumours
4. Steve Winwood, Steve
Nightingale recently won the award
(WEA). Hard to miss them out of
Winwood. (Island). My current
for best singer at the Tokyo Musical
any selection. Their great harmonies
favourite particularly the opening
Festival with her performance of the
and tunes, and Stcvie Nicks, will
track Hold On. It's great to see him
song, I Wonder Who's Waiting Up
keep them at the top for a lot more
back
where
he
belongs.
For You Tonight, which is included
years.
5.
Fats
Domino,
20
Greatest
Hits.
on the album.

CoStadinOS

backs Britain
WHENEVER ALEC Constandinos sessions usually attract an impressive
signs a new production deal with a line-up of artists and musicians —
record company, there is always one one recent album. Sphinx, which
specific condition in the contract — was about Judas Iscariot, included
that the recording sessions must be Stephanie Dc Sykes, Sue Glover,
held in Britain. Perhaps not too Madeline Bell, Vickie Brown and the
strange on the surface but Ambrosian Singers amongst the
considering that Costandinos was backing singers!
born in Cairo, now lives in Paris,
Despite playing down the
has been responsible for Barclay's discotheque production aspect of his
remarkable discotheque album disco trend finally breaking through
Love And Kisses which has been a in France. "In Germany there is an
hit nearly everywhere in the world,
organisation called the Music
yet has still to released in the UK, it Machine People which has been
is rather remarkable.
responsible for a lot of the disco
Ask him why he insists on success in that territory. Their main
recording in London, he replies: "If weapon was that all the recordings
most people had to choose between were done in English. In France I
Rolls Roycc and a Citroen, then they would go to the record companies
would choose the Rolls. I choose to and say that Germany had been
record in the UK because so far as 1
responsible for a lot of disco hits,
am concerned it is the Rolls Roycc of Sweden had given the world Abba,
the Recording industry. When I do and even Holland had bands like
my frequent sessions in London (at Golden Erring — what had France
Trident Studios) it is always with the contributed to pop music?
same team of people, the same
"They kept telling me that these
studio engineers, the same groups
would die away, and nobody
musicians. That way we have built
would believe what I was saying.
up a very strong partnership, and it
The turning point came when Mark
is to the benefit of the recordings."
Cerrone, an ex-drummer who had
Costandinos was born in Cairo —
up pop music three years
his mother was Greek and his father given
previously set-up a chain of record
Armenian. "My musical training retail
stores, asked me if I would do
followed the usual pattern — I
some sessions for him. He knew I
joined a band, travelled the world,
was a record producer because 1 had
decided to settle in Paris, and then
some songs once for his
began to write songs. One of my written
group, and said that he had an idea
friends back in Egypt had been
to make a discotheque album. He
Dcmis Roussos, who was born in
for my production services
Alexandria — one day 1 took one of paid
himself — and I'm quite expensive
my songs to his music publishing —
and the result was the Cerrone
company, Allo in France, and the album.
Actually he never even sang
result was that he recorded it, and
the record, just played drums,
had a world-wide hit with Forever on
there were three girls who did
And Ever. That started a working and
the vocals, but it seemed a good idea
relationship between us which has
to
drop
Mark from his name and
continued to the present day. At one just call the
LP Cerrone."
time I even toured Britain with him,
The
success
of the Cerrone record
but that was in the days before he
immediately opened new doors for
finally broke through in popularity
and he was inundated
— we have probably done four or Costandinos,
with requests to supervise sessions
five albums together now."
for the discotheque export market.
Costandinos describes his work
He recorded the Love And Kisses
with Roussos as just one aspect of
album in London soon afterwards
his career—similarly he dislikes it
—
"Britain is such an obvious
when people describe him as 'a disco
choice because the facilities are the
man', following his involvement
best, and everything can be done so
with Love And Kisses (which is
quickly — the Kisses LP only took
currently top of the US disco album
about a couple of weeks to make."
chart) and Cerrone, who had a
Costandinos has recently
British hit earlier this year with Love
In C Minor. "I am not a discotheque completed a deal to do several
albums a year for the US market,
producer at all, there arc many sides
and two for the UK market but he
to my career including publishing,
producing and writing. During the ensured that the contracts had a
stipulation he recorded in London.
course of a year I probably work on
Similarly, he is reluctant to sign
at least 14 albums too."
Costandinos usually works on one worldwide deals with any company.
Roussos album a year, which the "1 believe that the era of the
international record companies is
most probably takes three or four
months of his time. At least four or dead — for iastance EMI and CBS
obviously have a lot of success but
five months arc spent in London,
they arc more like schools for
supervising recordings. Love And
Kisses, which has been a massive learning about the record industry.
seller throughout Europe, was If a company pays to produce an
recorded at Trident and has just album, then I will produce it — but
completed work on a new album only for the specific market which it
is intended. For the rest of the
called Golden Tears, which is
basically about a woman who meets world, we decide together who
a man from space. His recording should release the final product."

*

ft ^
I

1
JAMIE WILDE, brother of Bay City Roller lead vocalist Les McKeown, has
signed a solo contract with Polydor, His first single for the label. You're My
Baby, is released this week. Left to right: Barry Evangeli f Wilde's manager),
Wilde and A lan Black of Polydor's a& r depart men t.
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ALBUM

STRAVINSKY
inndonPhihornl0niC
Charitnia20th Century Classics CAS 1129
it
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RELEASES

SHOSTAKOVfTCH
London Phiharmonic
Charisma 20th CentufyCtasglc^CASIJ^.
CRYSTAL GAYLE

mmm

GET IT
Dave Edmunds Swan Song SSK 59404
mi

s

uuu
GOING FOR THE ONE
Atlantic K50379

Yeg

tjorfjti/f

•' M/- -

W\

1 ;■• mm
'
•
&SSk A ! n
Boney M

mmz
ALLMAN BAND Gregg
ALOMA/JONES
ANIMALS
AST AIR E.Fred
BASIE, Count & His
Orchestra
BE BOP DELUXE
BRENDA &THETABULATIONS
BENSON, George
BILLION DOLLAR BABIES
BLACK DYKE MILLS BAND
BONNET, Graham
BOYS
BRON, Eleanor
BROWN, Shirley
BRYANT, Ray
BUCHANAN. Roy
CAMEO
CAMERON, Angus
CARAVAN
CASH, Johnny
CHARLES, Tina
COLEMAN, Ornette
CROZIER& FRIENDS. Trevor
CUTLER Adge& The
Wurzels
DAVIS Billy/Marilyn
McCoo
DAVIS, Tyrone
DE BURGH, Chris
DELMAR, Elaine
DELGADO&HIS
ORCHESTRA, Roberto
DERINGER
DINGOS
DORSEY& HIS ORCHESTRA
Jack
EASY STREET
ELY, Joe

7
31
4
25
24
18
8
9
25
28
29
28
5
3
24
26
8
16
3
9
9
D.
22
lb

J
^
^
^
^
^
9fi
26

LOVE FOR SALE
Atlantic K50385

*

u

T
IDONTWANTTOPUT A
HOLDONYOU
BerniFSnt
EMI EMC 3184
lANOLKINL. UKliAM

ij-j/JJa
1 ABC (Anchor)
^iyS^iarilyn McCoo ABCL5320
ATljoND_0FA PERFECTLY ^
Chris De Burgh
AMLH 68424
BRIAN
ROGERS
fivetimesthesun
AMLH 64636
Dingos
for everybody
AMLJ 723
DANCIN'IN YOUR HEAD AMLJ 722
XHtfcRANCHLUUSION AMLH 64637
Styx
3 ARISTA
BETTER BY FAR
SPARTY 1008
^slEDISTHEWOMAN^^^^
help^hjwav
Af!TYi47
Melissa Manchester
4 B A B N ,P

SORCERER-SOUNDTRACK
Tangerino Dream
MCA 2277
T

BE F 0 B E WEdOWEF<E SO RUDELY
SaoS
231410413104 1041
5 BRONZE (EMI)
ELEANOR BR0BNRNA 502 (TC-BRNA 502)
onst
Linda RDr^nQt^dt
^f,Sp ^2 (TC2-CAPSP 102)
I'VE NEVER BEENTO ME
Nancy Wilson st ^ i65g (TC.e.St i 1659)

i

^e^ggg®

1<
8

EMOTIONS
9
EVER READY (GB) BAND
13
FITZGERALD, Ella
■ 25
FLAVOR
20
FLEETWOOD MAC/Christine Perfect .9
FRANCOIS, Claude,
16
GIBB. Andy
30
GILLESPIE Dizzy/
Lalo Schifrin
23
GONG
34
GREGG, Hubert
13
GRIFFIN, James
• 26
HEARTBREAKERS
33
HAGGARD & THE STRANGERS
Merle
6
HART & THE HEARTBEATS
Freddie
...
6
HOUSTON Thelma/
Herry Butler
•
20
INSTANT SUNSHINE
22
JACKSON Shawne
28
JAMES, Sonny
9
JOPLIN, Scott
19
JONES, George
-9
JONES, Jo
24
KARMA
-f
KRAMER, Billy J
16
LAST, James
25
LIFESTYLE
19
LONE STAR
-9
LOS MACHUCAMBOS
13
LYNN Loretta
19
MANCHESTER, Melissa
-3
MANCINI. Henry
28
MANFREDMANN
16
McGUIRE, Barry
14
METROPOLITAN POLICE BAND .... 26
MILLER, Glenn
28
MONOPOLY, Tony.
16
MOTORHEAD
11
MULLER & HIS ORCHESTRA
Werner
O'FLAHERTY, Desste
'3
NEWTON-JOHN Olivia
169
NYRO, Laura
ORNADEL & HIS

"veWtnfoE(1VdEWINW0?,Dtend,LPSe494

101)

7 CAPRICORN (Polydor) (July)
LEFT COAST LIVE
2429 151
VVot W3lie

PLAYIN'UP ASTORN
Gregg Allman Band 2476131(3129 152)
8 CASABLANCA (Pye)
CARDIAC ARREST
Cameo
CAN 2015
IBrenda
KEEP COMING
BACKtions
FOR MORE
&TheTabula
9 CBS
ALBATROSS
Fleetwood
Mac/Christine
Perfect
ALLTIMEGREATEST
HITS
VOL.131569
31567
George Jones
DERINGER LIVE
SKY
82130
Deringer
FIRING ON ALLSIX
82213
Lone Star
FLOWERS
81639
Emotions
HEART AND SOUL
82180
Tina Charles
LET'S BE CLOSER TOGETHER 82178
Tyrone Dave
IN PRISON. IN PERSON
82179
Sonny James
NOTHIN' BUT THE BLUES
Johnny Wmter
SKY 82141
SEASON OF LIGHTS
Laura Nyro
o2ioJ
SUMMERTIME.
George Benson
jiodd
THE RAMBLER
Johnny Cash
82150
10 C

D O NTAYROU STEP ON MY BLUE SUEDE
Various
CR30119
ROOTS OF ROCK VOL. 11 - Memphis
Blues Sound
CR30126
ROOTS OF ROCK VOL. 12 - Union
Avenue Breakdown
ROOTS OF ROCK VOL. 13 - Rockabilly
Sundown
CR 30129
THE BEST OF SUN ROCKABILLY^
0
THE
BE ST OF SUN ROCKABILLY VOL.
2
CR 30124
Various
THE BLUES CAME DOWN FROM
MEMPHIS
CR 30125
Various

25
ORCHESTRA.Cyril
PEACOCK/JARRETT/DE
15
JOHNETTE
PEA GREEN PHILHARMONIC
PULLOVER SET
31
PETER & GORDON
16
PETERSON/PASS/BROWN
24
MUST BELIEVE IN MAGIC
PIZZI, Ray
24 CrystalWEGaylo
United
POWELL, Claude
31
UAGArtists
30108
PRESLEY, EK/is
28
PRIDE, Charley
28
JM.
RAINBOW
26
REOSPEEDWAGON
y
REEVES, Jim
28
ROGERS, Brian
2
RONSTADT, Linda
-6
SOFT MACHINE
18
SPACE
27
STONEHAM, Harry
32
STYX
-2
T i
SWEET SUBSTITUTE
13
TANGERINE DREAM
19
TAYLOR/WINSTONE/
WHEELER
j9
TATUM,
Art/
Roy
EWridge
23
TATUM, Art/Red Callander/
Jo
Jones Art/Ben Webster
23
EVERYTIMEI SING A LOVE SONG
TATUM,
23
""^aSMiS
TEMPTATIONS
20 Billie JoSpeara
THOMAS SOUND ORCHESTRA
Peter
• • • 25
TOWNER/WEBER/GARABAREK/
CHRISTENSEN
15
TROPEA
28
TURNER, Joe
■ ■ 24
VALOR ORCHESTRA, Tony
13
WALCOTT, Collin
15
WARNER SINGERS, Kai
25
WASHINGTON, Delroy
• • 34
WASHINGTON JNR. Grover
12
WET WILLIE.
'
W
WILLIAMS, Richard
13
WILSON, Jackie. . 13
WILSON, Nancy
6
WINTER, Johnny
-9
13
YETTIES
L
BENNY AND US
AveragoWhiteBand
-n.rwr
8 Ben E.King
Atlantic SD 19105
11 CHISWICK (Anchor)
W1K2
MOTORHEAD
12CTI (Polydor)
SOUL BOX
Grover Washington Jnr.
SOUL 001 (SOUL 001)
13 DECCA
COUNTRYTIME
Dessie O'Flaherty GES 1169 (KGEC 1169)
DIESELS IN THE HIGHLANDS
ZTR 147 (KZTC 147)
EVERYTHING IS BEAUTIFUL
Richard Williams Junior Singers
MOR 501 (KMORC 501)
GOTTA GET IT
Tony Valor Orchestra
BRBS 5003
LOS MACHUCAMBOS TODAY
Los M achucambos
PFS 4409
NOBODY BUT YOU
Jackie Wflson BRBS 5002 (KBRBC 5002)
SAIN CYMRU (SOUNDS WELSH)
Various
SQUAD 121 (KSQUC121)
SENTIMENT ALJOURNEY
Werner MuBer & HisPFS4383
Orchestra(KPFC 4383)
■
SOMETHING SPECIAL
Sweet
Substitute
SKL 5276 (KSKC 5276)
THE EVER
READY(GB)BAND
SB 329 (KBSC 329)
THEWORLDOFHUBERT GREGG
Hubert Gregg
SPA 516
Yettie^^ET
SKL 5282 (KSKC 5282)
14 DJM
HAPPYROADS
DJM 22071
Barry McGuire
SODA POP VOL. 11
Various
DJM 22072 (DJM 42072)
15 ECM (Virgin)
AZIMUTH
Taylor/Winstone/Wheeler ECM 1099
GRAZING DREAMS
Collin Walcott
ECM 1096
PEACOCK/JARRETT/DE
TOWNER/WEBER/GARBAREK/CHRISTENSEN
ECM 1095

If
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/, /i
f A ait to tAC*
FACE TO FACE
Steve Hartoy
EMI EMSP320
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BEST OF CAR WASH
MCA MCF 2799

TO PAGE 38
Roy Wood
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FROM PAGE 37
CLAUDE FRANCOIS
EMC 3189
MAKING A GOOD THING BETTER
Olivia Newton-John
EMC 3192ITC-EMC 3192)
STRINGS TO THE BOW
Angus Cameron NTS 127(TC-NTS 127)
THE BESTOF BILLY J. KRAMER
Billy J.BEST
Kramer
NUT9
(TC-NUT9)
THE
OF MANFRED
MANN
Manfred Mann
NUT 7 (TC-NUT 7)
THE BEST OF PETER & GORDON
Peter & Gordon
NUT 8 (TC-NUT 8)
THE VERY BEST OF ADGE CUTLER
Adqe Cutler & The
Wureels(TC-EMC3191)
EMC3191
I'LL HAVE TO SAY 1 LOVE YOU IN A
SONG
Tony Monopoly
INS 3006
17 EPIC (CBS)
LIVE (YOU GET WHAT YOU PLAY FOR)
Heo Speedvvagon
EPC 88265
18 HARVEST (EMI)
LIVE IN THE AIR AGE
Be Bop Deluxe SHVL816(TC-SHVL816)
TRIPLE ECHO
Soft Machine
SHT W 800 (TC2-SHTW 800)
THE ROXY LONDON WC2 (Jan-April
77)
Various SHSP 4069 (TC-SHSP 4069)
19 MCA (EMI)
I REMEMBER PATSY
Loretta Lynn
MCF 2807
JOE ELY
MCF 2808
LIFESTYLE
MCF 2809
SORCERER
Tangerine Dream
MCF 2806 (TC-MCF 2806)
SCOTTJOPLIN
MCF 2801 (TC-MCF 2801)
20 MOTOWN (EMI)
GREATEST HITS VOL. 3
Temptations
STML 12061 (TC-STML 12061)
IN GOOD TASTE
Flavor
STML 12066
THELMAAND JERRY
Thelma Houston & Jerry Butler
STML 12063 (TC-STML 12063)
21 MOUNTAIN (EMI)
THE 1977GOLDEN FIDDLE AWARDS
Various
TOPC 5008 (TC-TOPC 5008)

22 ONE-UP (EMI)
FUNNY NAME FOR A BAND
Instant Sunshine
OU2187
TROUBLEOVER BRIDGWATER
Trevor Crozier Et Friends
OU2185
23 PABLO (Polydor)
FREE RIDE
Dizzy Gillespie /Lalo Schifrin
2310794 (3100 794)
THE TATUM GROUP MASTERPIECES
Various
2310731
THE TATUM GROUP MASTERPIECES
Art Tatum/Roy Eldndge
2310 734
THE TATUM GROUP MASTERPIECES
Art Tatum/Red CaDander/Jo Jones
2310 735
THE TATUM GROUP MASTERPIECES
An Tatum/Ben Webster
2310 737
24 PABLO (Polydor) (July)
CONCEPTION
RayPizzi
2310795
PRIMETIME
Count Basie £t His Orchestra
2310 797(3100 797)
SOLO FLIGHT
Ray Bryant
2310 798
THE GIANTS
Pete rson / Pass/ Brown
2310796(3100 796)
THE MAIN MAN
Jo Jones
2310799
THINGS THAT I USED TO DO
Joe Turner
2310800
25 POLYDOR
JAMES LAST PLAYS ROBERT STOLZ
James Last
2371768(3150 768)
CLASSICS IN SUPER STEREO
Jack Dorsey & His Orchestra
2384 093(3192 383)
MOVIE THEMES IN SUPERSTEREO
Cyril Ornadel & His Orchestra
2384 094(3192 397)
SOUTH AMERICA IN SUPER STEREO
Robeno Delgado & His Orchestra
2418215(3146082)
SOUNDS IN SUPER STEREO
Peter Thomas Sound Orchestra
2418217(3146 084)
SPECIAL MAGIC OF ELLA FITZGERALD
Ella Fitzgerald
2317145(3113 201)
SPECIAL MAGIC OF FRED ASTAIRE
VOL.2
FredAstaire
2489132(3177 262)
VOCALS IN SUPER STEREO
Kai Warner Singers 2418216(3146083)
BATTLEAXE
Billion Dollar Babies
2391 273
26 POLYDOR (July)
LOADING ZONE
2391 295
Roy Buchanan
JAMES GRIFFIN
2391 274
ON STAGE
2657016(3577 324)
Rainbow

ON THE BEAT WITH THE
METROPOLITAN POLICE BAND
Metropolitan Police Band
2460270 (3170450)
SELECTIONS FROM EVITA
Various
2384096(3192 429)
UNDERTHEGLASS
Easy Street
2383444(3170 444)
27PYE
MAGIC FLY
Space
NSPL 28232
28 RCA
IT'S NOTHING TO ME
Jim Reeves PL 12309 (PK-/PS 12309)
LEGENDARY PERFORMER VOL. 2
Glenn Miller
PL 12080 (PK-12080)
MANCINl'S ANGELS
Henry Mancini
PL 12290
MOODY BLUE
Elvis Presley PL 12428 (PK-/PS 12428)
SHAWNE JACKSON
PL 11320
SHORTTRIP TO SPACE
Tropea
TK XL 14061
THE BOYS
NEMS NEL6001
THE LION & THE EAGLE
Black Dyke Mills Band
PL 25089 (PK 25089)
THE SENSATIONAL CHARLEY PRIDE
Charley Pride PL 42023 (PK-/PS 42023)
29 RING O' (Polydor)
GRAHAM BONNET
2320103(3120103)
30 RSO (Polydor)
FLOWING RIVERS
AndyGibb
2394183(3216183)
31SRT
ALOMA& JONES
SRTXCUS 77069
CLAUDE POWELL SINGS FOR YOU
Claude PoweB
SRTZ 77378
PEA GREEN PHILHARMONIC
PULLOVER SET
SRTZ CUS 057
32STUDIOTWO (EMI)
THE VERY BEST OF HARRY
STONEHAM
Harry Stoneham
TWOX 1060 (TC-TWOX 1060)
33TRACK (Polydor)
HEARTBREAKERS LAMF
Heartbreakers
2409 218
34 VIRGIN
LIVE ETC.
Gong
VGD3501
RASTA
Delroy Washington
V2088
35 WORLD (EMI)
I'VE GOT THE WORLD ON A STRING
Elaine Delmar
WRS1004
THE PICCADILLYHOTEL BANDS
Various
SH 250

The Jackson Rve

A SPECIAL MAXISNGlf
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The UwslMi Sav
TMG1081
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Chorus & Instrumental Ensemble of the
Moscow Musical Theatre
SLS5088
VERDI: Simon Boccangegra
Gabriele Santini/Tito Gobbie/Boris
Christoff/Victoria de los Angeles
SLS 5090 (TC-SLS 5090)
3
7

RAhfpR Ia'npt
5
BEECH AM Sir Thomas/victona
3
BERGLUNaPaavo/Osdon/
J
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra ..3
BLOMSTEDT, Herbert/Moser/Donath/
Leipzig Radio Chorus
3
BOSKOVSKY, Willi/Philharmoma
3
Hungarica
BRENDEL, Alfred ! !!"...!
5
CHENIER Andrea
®
CUVELANDQUARTET.- !
6
COBOS, Jesus Lopez/Ambrosian
Opera Chorus
5
CZIFFRA, Gyorgy
3
DAVIS, Colin/Boston Symphony
Orchestra
5
DORATI, Antai/Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra
^
DORATI, Antal/Lausanne Chamber
Orchestra
5
D'OYLY CARTE OPERA COMPANY . 1
FREMAUX, Louis /City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra/Various
-3
GLAHE, Willi
1
GOUNOD, Charles
6
HAITINK. Bernard/Brendel/London
Philharmonic Orchestra & Choir
5
HEIFETZ/Bay
6
HILL, Eric
7
LEONHARDT. Gustav
5
LEVINE, James/London Symphony
Orchestra
6
MARTINON, Jean/Orchestre
National de L'ORTF
4
MARRINER, Neville/Academy of
St. Martin-in-the-Fields
5
MATHIS, Edith/Young/FischerDieskau/RIAS Chamber Choir
4
MENUHIN, Yehudi
3
MENGELBERG, Willem
5
OHLSSON, Garrick
3
PAYNE, Joseph
6
PREVIN, Andre/London
Symphony Orchestra
3
PREY, Hermann/Hokanson
SawaHisch/Moore
5
PURCELL, Henry
. .6
ROTA, Nino
...
6
ROTHENBERGER, Anneliese
3
ROZHDESTVENSKY, Gennady
3
SANTINI. Gabriele/Gobbie/Christo/
Victoria de los Angelese
3
THOMAS, Michael Tilson/New
England Conservatory
Chorus/Boston Symphony Orchestra .4
WINDSOR SYMS
6
WOODWARD, Roger
6

Orchestra

No. 6 in P
Philharmonic
l,iSh 6 253521913335219)
SC0,,iSf> Folk S n9
°

Fischer-Dieskau/R AS Chamber
Choir/Karl Enge 1/Andreas Rohn/Georg
Donderer
2535 241(3335241)
BIZET; Symphony No. 1 in C major
Jean Martmon/Orchestre National de
L'ORTF
ocqco-jqmocooo.
2535 238(3335238)
MUSICFROM ENGLAND
Various
2bJb2bU 13335 250)
SOLITUDE - Muse For Solo Ptano
Various
2bJ8 350
STRAVINSKY: The Rite Of Spring
Michael Tilson Thomas/New England
Conservatory Chorus/Boston Symphony
Orchestra
2535222(3335222)
THE GLORY OF BACH
Various
2535246(3335 246)
THE GLORY OF HANDEL
Various
2535247(3335247)
5 PHILIPS
BACH: English & French Suites
Gustav Leonhardt
6709 500
BEETHOVEN: Five Piano Concertos,
Choral Fantasia
Bernard Haitink/Alfred Brendel/London
Philharmonic Choir & Orchestra
6767002
BEETHOVEN: Nine Symphonies
Willem Mengelberg
6767 003
BEETHOVEN; 32Variationsona Waltz
Alfred Brendel
9500 381
DONIZETTI: Lucia Di Lammermoor
Jesus Lopez Cobos/Ambrosian Opera
Chorus/NewPhilharmonia Orchestra
6703080
HAYDN: Orlando Paladino
Antal Dorati/Lausanne Chamber
Orchestra
6707 029
MOZART: Wind Concertos
Neville Marriner/Various Soloists/
Academy of St, Martin-in-the-Fields
6747 377
MOZART: Serenades & Divertimenti
Various
6747378
MOZART: Religious Music
Various
6747 384
MOZART; German Singspiei
Various
6747 387
MOZART IN LONDON (Sampler)
Neville Marriner/Academy of St. Martinin-the-Fields
6833222
schubert; Die schone Muiienn
r-v r-k.
Hermann Prey/Leonard Hokanson/
Wolfgang SawaDisch/Gerald Moore^ ^
SIBELIUS; Seven Symphonies
r\ rV%L -mr^
Colin Davis/Boston Symphony Orchestra
THE ART OF JANET BAKER 67090,,
1DECCA
Janet Baker
6767001
IF PATRIOTIC SENTIMENT IS WANTED 6 RCA
D'Oyly Carte Opera Company
BACH; English Suhes
SPA 515 (KCSP 515) Joseph
Payne
RL 25053
VIENNESE CARNIVAL
BEETHOVEN:
Eroica
Willi Glahe
PFS 4404 (KPFC4404) Roger Woodward
RL 25090
BEETHOVEN; Sonatas
2 DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON
Heifetz/Bay
RL 42004
(Polydor)
BRAHMS: Clarinet Quintet
BRAHMS: Concerto for Piano & Cleveland
Quartet
RL 11993
Orchestra No. 2 in B flat major, Op. 83.
FAUST
Claudio Abbado/Maurizio Pollini/Vienna Charles
Gounod
STU 71031
Philharmonic Orchestra
2530790(3300790) GIORDANO
Andrea Chenier
RL 02046
IL CAPPELLO DI PAGLIA DI FIRENZE
3 HMV (EMI)
Nino
Rota
RL31153
BARTOK; Sonata For Solo Violin
MUSIC FOR QUEEN MARY
Bloch; SuitesNos. 1 &2
Henry PurceD
STU 70911
Yehudi Menuhin
ASD3368 VERDI;
Forza Del Destino
BEETHOVEN: Leonore (Original version James LaLevine/London
Symphony
1805)
RL 01864
Herbert Blomstedt/Edda Moser/Helen Orchestra
WINDSOR
SYMS
1-5
RL 25033
Donath/Leipzig Radio Chorus/
Staatskapelle, Dresden
SLS 999
SAGA
BRAHMS: Variations & Fugue on a 7SONGS
OF LOVE AND DEATH
Theme of Handel, Op. 24
Norman
Constable
5442
Variations on a Theme of Paganini, Op. GUITAR Bailey/John
MUSIC OF VILLA-LOBOS
35
5453
Garrick Ohbson
HQS 1379 Eric Hill
GLAZOUNOV: Piano Concerto No. 1
Yardumian: Passacaglia, Recitative &
Fugue (Piano Concerto)
FOR
Paavo Berglund/John Ogdon/
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra
ASD 3367
MARKETPLACE
LISZT; Hungarian Rhapsodies Nos. 1-15
Gyorgy Cziffra
SLS 5089
LISZT: Hungarian Rhapsodies Nos. 1, 4
&■ 6
SPACE
Willi Boskovsky/Philhamornia Hungarica
ESD 7039 (TC-ESD 7039)
MENDELSSOHN: Six Preludes & Fugues
BOOKINGS
Op. 35
Daniel Adni
HQS 1394
MASSENET: Le Cid — Ballet Music
Louis Fremaux/City of Birmingham
PLEASE
Symphony Orchestra /Various Soloists
ESD 7040 (TC-ESD 7040)
OPERETTA ARIAS
CONTACT
Anneliese Rothenberger
ESD 7043 (TC-ESD 7043)
PUCCINI: Highlights from La Boheme
Sir Thomas Beecham/Victona de los
FELICITY
Angeles
ESD 7023 (TC-ESD 7023)
RACHMAN1NOV: Symphony No. 3
ON
Andre Previn/London Symphony
Orchestra
ASD 3369 (TC-ASD 3369)
SHOSTAKOVITCH: The Nose
01 836 1522
Gennady Rozhdostvensky/Soloists,
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Original Motion Picture Score

Original Songs by JOHN KANDER and FRED EBB
Musical Supervisor and Conductor—RALPH BURNS
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Market place]

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
1st January 1977 Music Week Classified
Advertisement rates are:
f]6.50 per single column inch,
box number charge75p, and series
discounts will remain at: —
6 insertions 10%. 13 insertions 15%.
PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL ADVERTISEMENTS ARE
SOLD BY THE SINGLE COLUMN INCH (MINIMUM
CHARGEE6.50)

pBLANK CASSETTES]

U.S. IMPORTS
DELETIONS, OVERSTOCKS & CUT OUTS

LEADING EUROPEAN MANUFACTURERS
CLEARANCE CASSETTE STOCK
High quality — not to be
C-60 18p
confused with usual low-price
C-90 25p
budget products
C-120 29p
Full library box and index card presentation.
200 tapes per carton — 3 cartons min. order,
i 8 % VAT - Carriage Free. Samples - CI 00.

SEE WHAT YOU ARE MISSING
CONTACT

1pffective

The per word rate is discontinued.
The copy deadline is Bookings. Wednesday: Artwork,
Thursday 5 pm, one week prior to publication Advertisements
may be submitted as flat artwork or typed copy for typesetting
Payment in full must accompany each advertisement. For
further information contact Felicity Briski. Tel; 01 8361522.
MUSIC WEEK cannot be held responsible for claims arising out
of advertising on the classified pages.

P.

3

*

a!

Sr

Also lowest wholesale prices on blank tapes
AUDIO MAGNETIC - BASF - HITACHI - MAXELL
MEMOREX - PHILIPS - SCOTCH - T.D.K. etc.
Stockists of Sonix & Sharp Radios, T.V. Games
& Electronic watches.
Confacf; AUDIO WHOLESALE
USTrafalgar Road, Greenwich, London S.E.10
01 -853 0797
01 -998 6555
NATIONWIDE DISTRIBUTION

4100 INDUSTRIAL BLVD.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
46254 USA
PHONE (317) 293-5310

MUSICASSETTES

TELEX: 27-2127 ATTN "KARMA
DISCS

S. GOLD & SONS LTD.

Overstocks, Deletions, Albums
and Cassettes from 60p.
Send for lists to:
MIDLAND RECORD CO.
LONDON OFTICE
Saving London, I ho Home Cou nlies a nd iho Soulh. S^^teWdbrdi.iho North and Scotland.
LINCOLN HOUSE.MAIN ST.
115GUNNERSBURY LANE,
SHENSTONE, Nr. LICHFIELD, STAFFS
LONDON W3 8HQ.
TEL SHENSTONE480391-480710.
TEL 01993 2134-5.

HIGHEST CASH
PRICES PAID
lor LPs, cassettes or 8-tracks,
overstocks, deletions etc.
NO QTY. TOO LARGE OR
TOO SMALL
Contact Mike Campbell
for immediate cash offer.
Tel. No: 01-579 9331
Telex; 931 945
HETREC
CHARMDALE LIMITED 4
3Sandringham Mews,
Ealing. London W5 3DG

WANTED
50,000 Music Cassettes in lots of 500 per title. Price should be about
35p for cover versions and 60p for original artist material.
Fast moving material only.
GLOBALTRADING RECORDS
Postbox 82, Kalundborg, Denmark.
Telephone: 03-508727. Telex: 44366.

Can ANY other wholesaler
even match this???
Top 1,000 LPs always in stock.
Plus Top 200 Cassettes and Cartridges.
Top selling singles.
Plus hundreds of oldies.
„
Accessories including Blank Cassettes, Cassette and Cartridge
cleaners. Polythene covers only £6.50 per 1,000.
24 hour service to Northern Ireland, Holland, Belgium, West
Germany. France and Eire.
Excellent carrier service to U.K. and all other countries.
Our prices are the absolute lowest. Strict trade +3% handling
charge.
Our new Cash & Carry and distribution Warehouse is now open at:
779 HIGH ROAD,
LEYTONSTONE,
Telephone
01-556 2429 LONDON E.l 1

[

£1,000.000 CASH BUDGET
available for unwanted or
deleted stereo IP's. 8-tracks
and Cassettes. Highest prices
paid. No quantity is too large or
too small. Phone, telex, write
or visit us for a generous cash
offer. SCORPIO MUSIC, 2933
River Road, Croydon, PA
19020, U.S.A. Phone: 215-7851541 or Telex 843366.
RecstapesCRDN
TOP CASH PAID
For any quantities.
RECORDS/TAPES
Tel; 01-965 6673.
01-951 0992.

Stereo albums 8PJa^el
Famous artists and labels.
Write COLOSSEUM20t
RECORDS, 134 S. [V
Street, Philadelphia, PA
19103, U.S.A.

BEST CASH
PRICES PAID
for LPs/Singtes/Cassettes
orfulpnce. budget
Buyer calls with cash for instant relcl
and discreet service.
Berkhamstead 5871

One of Scotland's oldest
established Record & Tape
Dealers.
3 branches. Stock, property,
fittings and goodwill.

1

SHOWSHIRTS
Custom printed T-shirts,
Sweatshirts, Paper Jackets, Badges
& hats.
Competitive prices.
Any quantity undertaken.
331 Haydons Road.
London S.W.19
Telephone: 540 8709 or 540 7015
Let us quote you for Button
Badges — the cost is small —
the advertisement is large —
delivery speedy and reliable
ANN SARGENT
Badges & Promotional
Items
01-856 9609
60, Falconwood Avenue,
Welling, Kent.

Directors retiring.
Telephone:
Mr. Blint, 041-632 9146

[

JOBS WANTED

RECORDING ENGINEER
9 years experience. Familiar with most Neve, Cadac. M.C.I, desks.
Requires job in busy multitrack studio.
Contact; Geoff Workman, 17 Parkfields.
LONDON SW 15

MORE
MARKET PLACE
ON PAGE 43
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BAR LTD.

PROMOTIONS
I

BUSINESSES FOR SALE

GLORIA'S RECORD

A nsaphone after 6 p. rn. and weekends

WANTED
Bankrupt stocks, °verfJ°c^;
deletions. Good price paid Jor
unwanted records and casettes.
anything YOU HAVE
TO SELL!
Telephone Colin Wa.kd^ at
Virgin Records 01 603

the exploits

]

E

839 Harrow Road London NW10 5NH
Tel: 01-969 5255/6/7/8 & 7155
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THE ORIGINAL DOUBLE ALBUM SOUNDTRACK ONLY £4.99
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n
LA BELLE EPOQUE
D
LEWIS, Hopeton. ..
,
Moving Along. RENEE GEYER.
Polydor 2066My802(F)
manfredmann
q
Girl And Me, LYNSEY
MILLER, Mandy...".
(T HI* SUMMER,
Week
MILLER, Tracy .
r
ur^.r P£OFUL THE
end
DJS 10797
(C)
HOME
BRAVE
Bramwell,
NATALIE & CHRISTINE":
c
Robrtaile
& Car, BONNIE Et THE
PETER & GORDON . .
£
R
RA1TT, Bonnie . .
l,. J EASURES. Spector2010021 (F)
T
HURRICANE WOMAN, Summer Days,
RITCHIE FAMILY.
A
JESSE GREEIj^Ember EMBS 349 (A)
ROGUE
V
SANDIE SHAW
n
SLOWBONE. .
r
SPINNERS
T
SQUIRES, Dorothy ....
i
SWEET SUBSTITUTE .
v
IF I HAD A CHANCE, Passing Strangers,
THOMAS, BJ...
A
DOROTHY SQUIRES. Decca F 13720
T.REX
C
(S)
WILSON, Meri
i"
I'LL
NEVER GET OVER YOU, Please
WOOD'S WIZZO BAND .Roy.'
J
Don't Touch, JOHNNY KID & THE
PIRATES.
EMI2667(E)
CODEE - EMI. F- IT AIN'T REGGAE
(BUT IT'S FUNKY),
A - Pye. CDISTRIBUTORS
- CBS, W - WEA,
So Glad I'm The One, INSTANT
- Phonodisc. H - H R. Taylor, L Lugtons, R - RCA, S - Selocta, X - Clyde
FUNK. Philadelphia PIR 5520 (C)
Factors, Z - Entorplse, CR - Creole, P I'VE NEVER BEEN TO ME, Freddie,
Pinnacle, T — Transatlantic, SH —
CHARLENE. Prodigal PROD 4 (E)
Shannon, SA — Saga Cream, V — Virgin.

gilafr"
INDEX
^•&rTcHTTREasuRES;::::::^
>
CITY BOY
COLISEUM M
DANIEL, ErroB
nAY. Helen
DEPAUL, Lynsey
CORD, Martyn
craNK, Stanley/The Saints
GEYERiRenee
GREEN, Jesse
HOPKINS, Barry
HUDSON FORD. . .
iNSTantfunk
JACKSON FIVEq
jONES, MandyB. .
KID
JohnnyFLYERS
& The Pirates
KURSAAL

S
U1
L
H
t
.S
H
H
K
A
.1
S
0
TI

D
DISILLUSION, Your Moma Wouldn't
Like It, SANDIE SHAW. CBS 5513
(C)
DON'T WORRY BABY, My Love, B. J.
THOMAS. MCA313(E)

ARE YOU DANCING? Out Of Your
Shadow. HUDSON FORD. CBS 5528
(C)
ARE YOU READY TOO? Mandy Roberts,
RICHARD AUSTIN. RCA Victor PB
5050IR)

FEMMES PART 1, Femmes Part 2,
NATALIE & CHRISTINE. EMI 2670
(E)
FORGET THE WORDS (JUST
REMEMBER THE MELODY), Baby It
Takes Two, TRACY MILLER. DJM
DJS 10802(C)

B
BEE STING, Take A Ride,
CAMOUFLAGE. State STAT 58 (W)
BLACK IS BLACK, Black Is Black, LA
BELLE EPOQUE. Harvest HAR 5133
(E)

GOING TO A DISCO, Don't Wanna
Fight, MARTYN FORD. Mountain
TOP 30(E)

CAN I BRING YOU LOVE, Getaway.
SLOWBONE. Polydor 2058910 (F)
CELEBRATE SUMMER, Ride My
Wheefe.T. REX. Marc 18(E)

H
HEADING IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION,

August 12
(Phonodisc)

K
KANSAS CITY, Today, BARRY
HOPKINS. Pve7N 46004 (A)

LAMENT. The Scorch. COLISEUM II.
MCA 311 (E)
LAY ME DOWN, Simonne, ROGUE. Epic
EPC 5527(C)
LOVE SWEET LOVE, Love Sweet Love,
HELEN DAY. Philips6006 576 (F)

N
NELLIE THE ELEPHANT, It's Time To
Dream, MANDY MILLER. EMI 2665
(E)

July 23
(Phonodisc)

July 29
JOHNNY GUITAR WATSON
Drhe Real Deal
JM DJS 10790
(DJM)

Need It (35. 1976)

July 22

June 17

R0B,NS0N

&
Motown TMG 1076

W^'bprancis
0,rYNow
Polvri8^2066
839

This This
Week Month
TELEPHONE MAN, Itinerary, MERI
WILSON. Pye7N 25747 (A)
THE LAST THING ON MY MIND, We
Shall Not Be Moved, THE
SPINNERS. EMI 2676(E)
THEME FROM M.A.S.H., Tears
Behind The Mask, CALLIOPE. Pye
7N 46010 (A)

July 29

13 (191 105 (921 316 (195)
2 C) 17 (15) 63
(90)
4 (3 ) 26 (22) 94 (159)
4 (51 48 (44) 143 (185)
6 (5 ) 59 (53) 171 (151)
3 O) 38 05) 100 (92)
01) 124 (112)
31 G)
(5) 32
54 (511 135 (98)
5 (24) 162 (157) 482 (607)
41 (69) 541 (500) 1628 (1548)

PROMOTION

COMMENTS

by TONY JASPER

Full
listingHoney
is Sugar
SugarStory
(hit fcOfArch.-cs.
I 1969) (Narrative).
Disco
Dorcen,
Monster;
Honey Monster
Sready increase in sales resulting in uiow climb ol disc m outsuit
Top 50 chart ksting.

12" version for discos. General information to press and radio
stations

Almost charted with last singie into 30. Trock. as previous 45.
Mike Moran-Lynsoy do Paul composition.

January (87, 1976)

Record has been Tony Btockbum's. Record of the Week On
Radio One. Strong commercial airplay

Very
in vein
of previous
singles,should
with good
hook.much
Passage
of time
since tosthitrecord
aid thestrong
familial
to sound reasonably fresh. Likely good seller.

A(Soul)
Real Mother For Ya 9

12" pressing for first 15,000

Watson's foBow-up to I Need It. failed This single, as previous
two from album A Real Mother DJS 20505 A moderate chart
chance.

limiiori
12"plus
before
revettingQueen
lo 7" will
Trade,
advertising
interviews.
lendpress,
aid. radio

B-side
StewartIM.W
iwt. Sailing
K-Te'prospects
aibum forarc very
release inRodAutumn.
p.3 23/7Cut77)fromSales
good In-view of novelty ctemont.

Familiar
catch special
phrase push.
from hisSummer
BBC TVshows
series.in Scarborough
Are You Beingand
Served, gvos
Great Yarmouth

Track rs from July album. I'm Free (OJF 20510). A visitor from
space
w onder
whywJI
people
pay moneydotoso.hear such an
ordinarymight
phrase
but thc^
undoubtedly

ABC report good radio DJ reaction to advance copies of single.

Recorded in 1976 but second cut off 1977. UK. issued album.
Lovers. Fnends, And Strangers. 1A8CL 52281 The lady has
made considerable impression on British visits.

Aid
from Greats.
current press. TV advertising for chart hit album. 20
All-Time

Cut
B-side iscompetes
Lipstick Onwith
Yourfrom
Collar20(4,All-Time
1959). Greats
Single 12391
issued2901.
by demand,
Veta Lynn's c/w version for EMI.

Are
(39. You
1975)Being Served Sir?
Country listings
9 Top 50 hits Itom 1966-74.
fas?
'c-ssoe
Tea'shit.Of A Clown(34.of
19761

EMI
Decca
Pye
Polydor
CBS
Phonogram
RCA
WEA
Others
TOTAL

This
Year

WEEK ENDING AUGUST 6

(DJM)

July 22
Barbara
Q r 0l mandrell
AABC4188
B ' ' l But Not To Each Other
(CBS)

Singles issued by major manufacturers for
week ending 5th August 1977

Campaign in conjunction with Quaker Oats Honey Monster is
one of the biggest advertising successes of 1976/77. During
July,
two redeemable
million packets
Sugar30,Puffs
vouchers
untilofJuno
1978.have
Sugarcarried
SugarlOpcutoffone
of Sugar Puffs four TV commercials

Let
1977)Your Body Down (38.
4lust
TooA50Smae
hits, (31,
tost 19751
one was
Most famous hit s January
(1. 1975)

TOTAL ISSUED

Track 1. Love Huns (LP GteaiCsi Hits. TOP 108). 2 This Flight
Tonight (Loud 'n' Proud. Top 105) — as single, 11. 1973. on
Mooncrcst, 3. Broke Down Angel IRdAinann/ 10P 104) as
single. 9, 1973 on Mooncrest; 4. Hair Of The Dog (Hair Of The
Dog. TOP 107). Good value

July 22
LONDON
oohomianSYMPHONY
Rhapsody ORCHESTRA
'VKhor ANC 1041
(CBS)
^.OHNINMAN
' m Free
JM DJS 10793

S'COOL DAYS/ON A LINE. (I'm)
Stranded/No Time, STANLEY
FRANK/THE SAINTS. Power
Exchange 101 (ZLHR)
SHE'S GOT STYLE, What A Night, CITY
BOY. Vertigo 6059176(F)
SKYWRITER, I Want You Back/The
Love You Save, JACKSON FIVE.
Motown TMG 1081 (E)
STOLEN LOVE, First Love. Best Love,
TONY CHRISTIE. MCA312 (E)

6Thehits,last1973
wasonwards.
Holy Roller (36.
1975)

July 1

August 2
martyn ford orchestra
Going
ToTOP
A Disco
Mountain
30
(Phonodisc)
PILOT
GetUp And Go
Aiistoin

YOUR FEET'S TOO BIG, Take Another
Piece Of My Heart, SWEET
SUBSTITUTE. Decca F 13719 (S)

JAMAICA YOU ARE MINE, Jamaica You
Are (Vers.), HOPETON LEWIS.
Dynamic DYN 133 (ECR)

u
ilnl SINGLES FACT SHEET
US Charting
UK CHARTING
RELEASE
Highest
(W/E July 23)
DATE
(or last) entry

HONEY MONSTER
Sugar SugarEP
Warners K16937

QUIET VILLAGE, Voodoo, THE RITCHIE
FAMILY. Polydor2058912(F)

REGGAE IN THE SUN, Come Back To
Me, ERROLL DANIEL. Pye 7N 46007
(A)

LISTINGS

TITLE/Artist
LABEL/Number/Distributor

.^THE SKY'S FALLING IN ON OUR LOVE,
f Revolver, KURSAAL FLYERS. CBS
5498(C)
1-2-3-4, Lovemaker, MANDY B. JONES.
THE STROLL, JubBee, ROY WOOD'S
CBS 5031 (C)
WIZZO BAND. Warner Brothers K
16961 (W)
TRUE LOVE WAYS. Lady
Godiva/Someone Ain't Right, PETER
& GORDON. EMI 2645(E)
THREE TIME LOSER, Louise, BONNIE
PRETTY FLAMINGO, The One In The
RAITT. Warner Brothers K 17003 (WJ
Middle/Got My Mojo Working,
MANFRED MANN. EMI 2644 (E)

Vitamin U 22 (Soul)

(Phonodisc)
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WHO IS THE
FOREMOST DISPUAV
COMPANY TO THE

TOPIC DISPLAYS
?

OF COURSE

MUSIC (NDUSTPY.

CLEAR P.V.C. RECORD COVERS
Made from 500 gauge seamless tubing, giving
maximum- strength. Buy direct from the
manufacturer at keenest prices, by return delivery.
Samples, prices and discounts on application.

PR0TECT-A-DISC
COVERS

RECORD

M. Young & Co., Southgate
Avenue, Mildenhall Industrial
Estate, Suffolk. Tel: Mildenhall
712553
DISPLAY TITLES
BROWSER DIVIDERS
tor CLASSIFICATION of
ARTISTS, COMPOSERS, etc
Enquire for samples
HUNT-LEIGH
(Showcard & Display) Co., 119
AltenburgUQ.Gardens,
London
Tel: 01-223
3315 SW11
A quantity of EMI &
Broomhall Record
Browsers for sale.
Excellent condition.
For details: telephone
ROMFORD 40938
PVC ALBUMS COVERS
LP si/e ONLY C55,00 per 1.000
Double LP size from £95.00 per
1,000. 200 6 500 gauge Polythene
■Covers also at best prices, (plus
" VAT). C.W.O. to:
M £t G PACKAGING LTD
53 Pavilion Drive.
Lo!gh-on-Sea, Essex.
Tel: 0702 712381

RRES YRURIUIRRE IfflflK AS
EXCITING AS IRE
EANIASIIC YAMAHA HI-FI RANGE?

N
>
>

^ VOCAL

record dtVtius wtik
zntafi. LiltolTeg'ihlt
heabfrps (piud frriks/rM in- cotmr ifrep/ired). Unbvwahic
prices. Fzut terVLCZ.
SIGNS FAMILIAR
Howda/e,
Down ham Market,
Norfolk PE38 9AL.
Tel: (03663)2511/4
ROTARY RECORD
CUTTER
(PATENTED DESIGN)
Dinks all types of records
with ease
Money back assurance if
not completely satisfied.
£15 INCLUSIVE
C.W.O.
C.O.D. EXTRA
Mr. L. Bicknell, 19 Dune
View Road, Braunton, N.
Devon.
0271-812 793

WHEN
REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS
PLEASE
MENTION
MUSIC WEEK

■ :-<J\7l\3

-.

call in the experts...
nrumpet blowing is justified when you consider the many fine
shops designed and equipped by us. They amply show the
skill and expertise applied by the EMI SHOPFITTING
DIVISION. We offer you a free planning service backed by many years
research and know-how — plus David our trendy 'roving consultant'
who will see you anywhere to chat you up about a problem.
Our catalogue (which offers a very wide range of gear) has a cover
which says "We help you to help your customers" — well we certainly
drink to that!
Shop planning, fitting &
ACCESSORIES DIVISION,
1-3, Oxbridge Rd, HAYES, Middx.
RECORDS 01-848 4515V
PAGE 44
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ARIA SAIIS MANAGERS:

CLEAR POLYTHENE RECORD COVERS
IN HEAVY DUTY FILM
IP size; 1000, £25 including VAT and carriage.
Samples of all items available.
PLASTIC SALES (Leicester) LIMITED
10/12 DARTFORD ROAD, LEICESTER. LE2 7PQ.
Tel; 0533 833691
^ CLASSICS
S
r
TOP 20
s
r
GROUPS

Contractor as REuAfttt
AS Topic

Yow CAN.
TOPIC
exhibition
Contractors AS
V/tH-

POSITIONS

EQUIPMENT

CARDBOARD RECORD
COVERS
7" WHITE
C24.22 per 1000
For 5000 covers £21.41 per 1000
£38.65 per 1000
12-WHITE
For 5000 covers £34,12 per 1000
7" BROWN £22.94 pet 1000
For 5000 covers £20.15 per 1000
12" BROWN £33.90 per 1000
For 5000 covers £29.88 per 1000
AH prices include VAT £r Carriage
TERMS - Cash with order

\f ICOULP OMLY
nND^EYH'EIT'OM

of selling experience-possibly
Yamaha hi-fi is truly
management experience toosuperb. A highly successful
although this need not have
range of quality amplifiers,
come from the hi-fi field. And
tuners, record players, speakers
you'll be able to convince us that
and tape recorders, covering a
you have the drive, ability and
wide price spectrum.
dedication to take responsibility
The job we have to offer is
for our Sales Programme over a
equally exciting. Natural Sound
large area.
Systems, distributors of Yamaha
In return, we'll offer you a
hi-fi in the UK. need a Senior
handsome income. A company
Area Sales Manager-male or
car. Plus all the usual company
female-to cover our Scotland/
North of England area (excluding benefits. Yamaha hi-fi has a great
future. If you'd like to be part of it,
Manchester).
and feel you have the qualities
If you're the person we're
we're looking for, we'd like to hear
looking for, you'll already be
successful. You'll have had plenty from you right away.
H YAMAHA
Contact:J.N.Gazzard.Natural Sound Systems Ltd
10 Byron Road.Wealdslone
Harrow. Middlesex HA3 7TL
Natural Sound Systems Ltd.

1 SHOPS 1
Central position
popular South
Devon resort
LOCK UP RECORD SHOP
ideally fitted and equipped for trade
new
5 yr.
tease £8^00
Rent £1000
p.a.
Audited
accounts.
5 AV Near
offer considered. Wilkins b
Partners, 51 Victoria Street.
Patgnton. Devon TQ4 5DQ.
Telephone; Pa-gnton 559951 (STD
0803)
RECORD SHOP
FOR SALE
Large premises with lock-up
Record Shop in front and
additional space at back with
loading bay, for expansion of
business.
Good position in busy N.
England town.
Low rent for 5 years Lease.
Reason for sale — other
business commitments.
Asking price £2,500 +
S.A.V. o.n.o.
For further details
tel: — Glossop 63198 or 62311,
AGENCY
i

I

Change your boss.
Change your secretary,
Changes can do both.
If you need Changes
in your life.
Call: 937 8807
ACCOUNTING
SERVICE
offered to groups, managers
and agents by accountant with
extensive music business
experience. Reasonable fees.
Details to Box No. MW 429.

GOOSE'S RECORD CENTRE
Creative

Due to illness, there is an unexpected vacancy
for a

Display

MANAGER/MANAGERESS
at our record store in the Grosvenor Centre,
Northampton.
This is a successful and developing branch and
the Manager/Manageress should have had
sound experience of management in the record
trade.
Excellent salary, bonus and holidays. Apply in
writing to:
GOOSE & SON LTD.,
Salisbury House,
Station Road,
CAMBRIDGE

Representative
required by
well known RECORD Company
for
LONDON & SOUTH-EAST area
Experience and existing dealer contacts in
the Record Field would be an advantage.
Applicants must be capable of creative
window dressing, instore displays, merchandising, foyer displays etc, acting on
own initiative in obtaining window/instore
space within a controlled promotion.
Clean driving licence, must be prepared to
stay overnight when necessary. Attractive
salary, company car. up to 4 weeks holiday,
Pension and Life Assurance. Staff discounts etc.
Please write giving age and details of
career to date, stating any organisations to
which your letter may not be sent to:—
R. W. Hogsden (Ref. 838/ M W).

Whites
Whites Recruitment Limited
72 Fleet Street, London EC4Y 1 JS
Oflices/Associaies- Amsierdam.
Bnsiol Brussels Dusseldorf
Leeds. Manchester and Wolverhampton

The Essex Music Group
requires
PA/SECRETARY/RECEPTIOI\IIST
For professional department. Must be able to work on own
initiative.
Contact: ALAN JOHNSON. 01-734 8121
Could your sell a
FASCINATING CONCEPT
in Music Promotion?
to £4,400 p.a

in West-End

If you are a girl aged at least 21 please hear all
on 01-493 5332
DON'T SPEAK JUST LISTEN
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IN AT FIFY
LOOKING NIFTY
ORDER SIXTY

WE'RE NOT THE SAME
Ma

nu!aciured and dislribuled by Island Records Lid 22 Si Peiers Square L

YOU'RE NOTTHE SAME
PAGE 45
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CHART
FOR PERIOD
JULY 16-22

SE3
@

This Last Wks. on
Week Week Chart
1 1

8

2 3

2
20

4 5

8

5 2

18

6 6

7

16

2

8 7
9 8

14

7

24

10
11

13

9

12

11

9

13

14

36

14

17

9

15

9

32

16

15

33

17

18

13

18

10

7

19

21

72

20

12

5

21

24

13

22

19

12

23

20

23

24

27

26

25

35

3

31

4

27

29

28

28

22

29

26

1

29
32

NEW ENTRY
L
=r PLATINUM LP
(£ million solos)
= GOLD LP
(£300.000 on or
after 1st Jan. '77)
= SILVER LP
□ (£150,000 on or
after 1st Jan. 77)
1 = RE ENTRY

Q
#

16

i

TITLE/ARTIST/PRODUCER
LABEL& NO./DISTRIB.
THE
JOHNNY
MATHIS
COLLECTION
CBS 10003(C)
#
Johnny Mathis
Atlantic K 50379 (W)
GOING FORTHEONE
Yes(Yes)
CBS 95001 (C)
a LOVE ATTHE GREEK
Neil Diamond (Robbie Robertson)
Polydor 2391 290 IF)
# 20 ALL TIME GREATS
Connie Francis
CBS 86021 (C)
# A STAR IS BORN
Soundtrack (Phil Romone)
GTO GTLP 025 (Cl
1 REMEMBER YESTERDAY
Donna Summer (Giorgio Moroder)
ONSTAGE
Polydor 2657 016(F)
Rainbow (Martin Birch)
United Artists UAG 30045(E)
D STRANGLERS IV
The Stranglers (Martin Rushont)
Warner Brothers K 56344 (Wl
D RUMOURS
Flootwood Mac (Fleetwood Mac/Dashut/Caillat)
LIVE INTHE AIR AGE
HarvestSHVL816(El
Bo Bop Deluxe
EXODUS
Island ILPS9498(E)
Bob Marloy & The Wailors (Bob Marley & The Wallers)
PyeNSPH 19(A)
# THE MURPET SHOW
The Muppets (J im Henson)
Epic EPC 86018(C)
^ ARRIVAL
Abba (B Andersson/B Ulvaeus)
Atlantic K 80009 (W)
WORKS
Emerson, Lake & Palmer (Various)
Asylum K 53051 (W)
# HOTEL CALIFORNIA
Eagles (Bill Szymczyk)
Jet UAG 30017(E)
# A NEW WORLD RECORD
Electric Light Orchestra (Jeff Lynn)
Mercury 9102 502 (F)
D DECEPTIVE BENDS
10 cc (lOcc)
Arcade ADEP 30(D)
THE BEST OFTHE MAMAS & PAPAS
Mamas & Papas
Epic EPC 69218(C)
^ GREATEST HITS
Abba (B. Andersson/B Ulvaeus)
Island ILPS 9494(E)
STEVE WINWOOD
Steve Winwood (Mark Miller Munday/btevo wmwoou/onns
RakSRAK 526(E)
GREATEST HITS
^ Smokie (Mike Chapman/Nicky Chinn)
THE BEATLES ATTHE HOLLYWOOD BOWL
* The Beatles (VoyleGilmore)
Parlophone EMTV4(E1
Harvest SHVL815 (El
ANIMALS
* Pink Floyd (Pink Royd)
EMI EMTV 3 (E)
^ 20 GOLDEN GREATS
Shadows (Norrle Poramor)
MCA MCF2806 IE)
SORCERER
tangerine Dream (Tangerine Dream)
Mercury 6643 030 (F|
BEST OF ROD STEWART
Rod Stewart
Chrysalis CHR 1125 (F|
9 ENDLESS FLIGHT
Leo Sayor (Richard Perry)
Harvest SHVL 804(E)
^ DARK SIDE OFTHE MOON
^ Pink Floyd (Pink Floyd)
MCA MCF 2550 (El
HIS 12GREATEST HITS
Q

ABBA

EVEN INTHE QUIETEST MOMENTS
..13,19
49
22
43

BENSON. George
BONEYM
CLASH
58
COOLIDGE. Rha
50
COSTELLO, EK/fe
33
CROSBY, STILLS & NASH
3,29, 60
DIAMOND, Nen
. . 15, 31
EAGLES
16
ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA
14
EMERSON LAKE & PALMER ..
DISTRIBUTORS CODE. A - Pye, C CBS. W - WEA, E EMI, F

A&MAMLK 64634(C)

This Last Wks. on
Week Week Chert
31

23

32

25

33

28

34

26

35
36

38

37

44

38

36

39

43

40

30

41

50

42
43

33

44

46

45

56

46

47

47

40

48

34

49

57

50
51

37

52

41

53

60

54

-

55

39

56

-

57

49

58
59 llll
60

LABEL & NO./DISTRIB.
Asylum K 53017 (W)

TITLE/ARTIST/PRODUCER
^ THEIR'GREATEST HITS 1971-1975
35
Eagles (--)
AMERICAN STARS 'N' BARS
5
Neil Young (Noil Young/David Briggs)
CSN
5
Crosby, Stills & Nash (CSN/R&H Albort)
LIVE ATTHE ROXY CLUB
4
Various (MikeThorno)
NEWWAVE
Various
Q SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE
42
Stevio Wonder (Stevie Wonder)
STREISAND SUPERMAN
3
Barbra Streisand (Gerry Klein)
# GREATEST HITS
4
Hot Chocolate (Mickie Most)
WISH
YOU WERE HERE
#
5
Pink Floyd (Pink Royd)
I'M IN YOU
8
^ Peter Frampton (Peter Frampton)
a SILK DEGREES
10
Boz Scaggs Uoe Wissert)
LOVE FOR SALE
Boney M (Frank Farian)
IN
FLIGHT
11
George Benson (Tommy Lipuma)
BELLS
8 Q TUBULAR
Mike Oldfiold (Oldfiold/Nowman/Heyworth)
ATLANTIC CROSSING
14
Rod Stewart (Tom Dowd)
IN THE CITY
11
Jam (Vic Smith/Chris Parry)
FACETO FACE
2
Stave Harley & Cockney Rebel (Steve Harley)
LITTLE QUEEN
3
Heart (Mike Flicker)
GOLDEN G REATS
2 q 20
Beach Boys (Brian Wilson)
MY AIM ISTRUE
Elvis CosteDo (Nick Lowe)
HAWKWIND
5
Hawkwind
THE
CLASH
14
The Clash (Micky Footal
BOOK OF DREAMS
10
Steve Miller Band (Steve Miller)
THE
BEST OF LENA MARTELL
1
Lena Martol
IZITSO
13
Cat Stevens (Stovens/Kirshonbaum)
# A DAYATTHERACES
1
Queen (Queen)
ON THE TOWN
13 fv ARodNIGHT
Stewart (Tom Dowd)
ANYTIME. ANYWHERE
Rita Coolidge (David Anderle)
COMING OUT
1
Manhattan Transfer (Richard Perry)
HOT AUGUST NIGHT
1
Noil Diamond (Tom Catalano)

Reprise K 54088 (WJ
Atlantic K 50369 (W)
Harvest SHSP4069(E)
Philips 6300 902(F)
Motown TMSP 6002(E)
CBS 86030(C)
RakSRAK 524(E)
Harvest SHVL 814(E)
A&MAMLK 64704(C)
CBS 81193 (C)
Atlantic K 50385 (Wl
Warner Bros. K 56327 (W)
Virgin V 2001 (V)
Warner Bros. K 56151 (W»
Polydor 2383 447(F)
EMI EMSP 320 IE)
Portrait PRT 82075 (C)
Capitol EMTV 11E)
Stiff SEEZ3IE)
Charisma CDS 4008 (F)
CBS 82000 (Cl
Mercury 9286'455(F)
Pya NSPL 18506 (A)
Island ILPS 9451 (El
EMIEMTC 104 IE)
RIVARVLP1 (Wl
A&M AMLH 64616 IC)
Atlantic K 50291IW)
MCA MCSP 255 IE)

STAR IS BORN
5
54 ASTEVENS,
Lena
FLEETWOODMAC
9 MARTELL,Johnny.
Cat
55
1
...
FRAMPTON, Peter
40 MATHIS,
Rod
26,57,45
53 STEWART,
MILLER BAND. Steve
FRANCIS,
Connio
4
..
12 STRANGLERS
ALBUM CHARTS ARE CATEGORISED FROM
HARLEY. Steve & Cockney Rebel ...47 MUPPETS
Barbra
378 MW
35 STREISAND.
LISTING Of 120 RECORDS COMPILED BY BMR8
HAWKWIND
51 NEWWAVE
Donna
6 ONE
44 SUMMER,
OLDFIELD. Mike
ON
RETURNS
300 CONVENTIONAL RECORD
HEART
48
SUPERTRAMP
30 OUTLETS. SALESFROM
... 23,28.39 TANGERINE
FLOYD
HOT CHOCOLATE
38 PINK
THROUGH OTHER THAN REGULAR
DREAM
35
56 lOcc
QUEEN
JAM
46
SHOPS
AND
DEPARTMENTS
ARE NOT INDICATED.
17
7
LIVE ATTHEROXYCLUB
34 RAINBOW
RETAILING AT £1.49 AND
Steve
20 CHART COVERS LPSUPWARDS
27 WINWOOD,
Leo
LIVE IN THE AIR AGE
10 SAYER.
WONDER,Stevie
36
41
MAMAS & PAPAS
18 SCAGGS.Boz
24 YES
MANHATTAN TRANSFER
59 SHADOWS
322
21 YOUNG, Noil
MARL EY, Bob & The Wallers
11 SMOKIE.
Enterprise, K — K-Tel, D Arcade. B Ronco, M — Multiple Sound, V Virgin
Phonodisc. R RCA, S - Selecta
TA\GERI)VE dream

v

i'.x f- is
f ' ipr
^ )
1.
V
/
^
yiy ;
C y*

i

1

in the
charts
afii.25

Check your
stocks
TANGERINE DREAM
NOW!
MOV RECORDS
MCA Records. 1 Gmnt Pullenev Slceet. London W.I
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MARKETED BY DJM RECORDS LIMITED,
JAMES HOUSE, 71/75 NEW OXFORD STREET,
LONDON WC1A1DR
TEL: 01-836 4864 CABLES: DEJAMUS LONDON WC1.
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=FORECAST
= MILLION (PLATINUM)
CODEE EMI, F
= % MILLION (GOLD)
A - Pyo, CDISTRIBUTORS
- CBS, W WEA,
- Phonodisc, H - H, R. Taylor, L
= % MILLION (SILVER)
Lugtons, R - RCA, S - Selects, X
Clyde Factors, Z - Enterprise, CR
= SALES INCREASE
Creole,
T - Transatlantic, D — Saydisc, P
OVER LAST WEEK
- Pinnacle, V — Virgin.
MUSIC WEEK, AUGUST 6
ARTIST
This Last Wks. on TjTLE
LABEL & NO. PUBLISHER
PRODUCER
Week Week. Char
STAR BREAKERS
THEORY. Bootsy'a Rubber
GTO GT 100 Heath Levy
1
5 1 FEEL LOVE Donna Summer
Moroder/Bellotte PINOOCHIO
©1
Band, Warner Brothers K 16964
SOUTHERN COMFOR1, Borni Flint. EMI
4
Pye7N 45699 Tony Hiller/ATV
TonyHiller 2621
5 ANGELO Brotherhood Of Man
£ 2
I THINK ABOUT IS YOU. Nilsson
Atlantic K 10965 ATV
Frank Farian ALL
2
7 MA BAKER Boney M
@3
RCA PB 9104
WAY DOWN, Elvis Presley, RCA PB 0998
RAK 259 Island Music
Mickie Most I THINK I'M GONNA FALL IN LOVE WITH
5
8 SO YOU WIN AGAIN Hot Chocolate
®4
YOU. The Doolevs, GTO GT 95
DO ANYTHING YOU 'WANNA DO, Rods
FANFARE
FOR
THE
COMMON
MAN
Emerson
Lake
&
Palmer
Atlantic
K
10946
Boosey
&
Hawkes
Greg Lake Island
3
10
@5
WIP 6401
MOTORHEAD.
Motorhoad, Chiswick NS
WE'RE
ALL
ALONE
Rita
Coolidge
A&M
AMS7295
Heath
Levy
David
Anderle
9
7
£ 6
13I CANT GET YOU OUTA MY MIND
RAK 260 Chinnichap/RAK
Elliman, RSO 2090251
Mike Chapman Yvonne
4 IT'S YOUR LIFESmokie
O 7 18
DANCIN- IN THE MOONLIGHT. Thin
Lizzy, Vertigo 6059 177
Virgin VS 184 Copyright Control
Chris Thomas WHEN
6
5 PRETTY VACANT Sex Pistols
8
TWO WORLDS DRIFT APART
Arista 126 Leeds
Mike Hurst Cliff Richard. EMI 2633
15
O 9
3 YOU GOT WHAT ITTAKES Showaddywaddy
A&M AMS 7289 Alessi Music
Bones Howe
£10
8
9 OH LORI Alessi
DISTRIBUTORS A-2
Little Boogie Woogie In The Bock Of My
EASY
Commodores
Motown
TMG
1073
Jobete
Carmichael/Commodores AMind
£11
10
6
31F
Around The World
20F
£12 11
8 SLOW DOWN John Miles
Decca F13709 Velvet/Rak R. Holmes Widescreen Prod. All
Angelo
2A
A
Star
Is
Born
33C
Good Earth GD 7 Rondor/Tin Lid Richard Hewson/Tin Lid Baby Don't Change Your Mind
21A
13 20
5 THE CRUNCH Rah Band
Dancin' Easy
32F
Gun
45W
ABC 4187 Anchor
Woody Wilson/Fee Records Devil's
<>14 16
3 FLOAT ON Floaters
Do What You Wanna Do
35R
27W
United Artists UP 36277 April/Albion
Martin Rushent Dreams
2 SOMETHING BETTER CHANGE Stranglers
015 37
Easy
HE
Exodus
19E
Atlantic K 10945 Carlin Abrim Tilmon West Bound Records Inc. Fanfare ForThe Common Man
5W
8 FEELTHE NEED Detroit Emeralds
16 12
Feel The Need
16W
Float
On
14C
ONE
STEP
AWAY
Tavares
Capitol
CL15930
ATV
Freddie
Perren
6
£17 17
Give A Little Bit
42C
Old Fashioned Loverboy
22E
EMI 2616 Rondor/Blue Gum/Carlin/DJM J, Farrar Good
18 13
9 SAM Olivia Newton-John
I Feel Love
1C
If
I
HavoTo
Go
Away
B. Marley & Wailers 1 Just Wanna Bo Your Everything 47E
Island WIP 6390 Rondor
38F
£19 14
7 EXODUS Bob Marley & The Wailers
I Knew The Bride
29W
In You
46C
Polydor 2058 903 Andson
Chris Parry/Vic Smith I'm
£20 22
3 ALL AROUND THE WORLD Jam
It's Your Life
7E
Love's
Such
A
Wonderful
Thing
39A
Buddah
BDS458
Warner
Bros.
Van
McCoy/Chas.
Kipps
11
7
BABY
DONT
CHANGE
YOUR
MIND
Gladys
Knight
&The
Pips
@21
Ma Baker
3W
On Broadway
26W
EMI 2623 EMI/Queen Music
Queen Nights
Nobody Does It Better
43W
£22 23 10 GOOD OLD FASHIONED LOVERBOY Queen
Oh Lori
IOC
17E
Dynamic DYN 128 Carlin
Byron Lee One Step Away
023 25
5 THREE RING CIRCUS Barry Biggs
Peaches
28E
Pretty
Vacant
8V
4 ROADRUNNER ONCE ROADRUNNER TWICE Jonathan Richman
Beserkley BZZ1 Jonathan's/Warner Kaufman/Kolotkin, Prove It
£24 21
25W
Roadrunnor
Once
Roadrunner
Twice
.
24S
Elektra K 12262 Warner Brothers Andy Johns/Tom Verlaine Rocky Mountain Way
2 PROVE ITTelevision
40C
025 28
Sam
18E
Show
You
The
Way
To
Go
37C
Abigail/Flan
B.
Monaco/Rampro
Warner
Brothers
K
16972
27
3
£26
NIGHTS ON BROADWAY Candi Staton
Slow Down
12S
Better Change
15E
Warner Brothers K 16969 Interson Fleetwood Mac/Dashut/Caillat Something
5 DREAMS Fleetwood Mac
£27 30
So You Win Again
4E
Spanish
Stroll
i
49E
Albion/April
Martin
Rushent
United Artists UP 36248
Strawberry Loner 23
48C
28 19 12 PEACHES/GO BUDDY GO The Stranglers
Swallow My Pride
36F
What Friends Are For
30C
Swan Song SSK 19411 Rock
Dave Edmunds/Rock Pile Prod. That's
29 26
6 1 KNEW THE BRIDE Dave Edmunds
The Crunch
13R
Perfect Day
50E
CBS 5432 VIP New Bag M. White/C. Stepney/Kalimba This
O30 42
2 THAT'S WHAT FRIENDS ARE FOR Deniece Williams
Throe Ring Circus
23ECR
Tulane
44F
M. Leander We're All Alone
6C
Arista 112 Leeds/Rock Artists
£31
35
4 A LITTLE BOOGIE WOOGIE IN THE BACK OF MY MIND Gary Glitter
You Got What It Takes
9F
You
Made
Me
Believe
in
Magic
34F
Ensign
ENY
3
Air
Edel/Hensley
TonyEyers
032 50
2 DANCIN'EASY Danny Williams
Your Song
41C
CBS 4855 Warner Bros. B. Streisand/P, Ramone
©33 29 18 A STAR IS BORN (EVERGREEN) Barbra Streisand
Arista 127 Chrysalis
Harry Maslin
£34 44
2 YOU MADE ME BELIEVE IN MAGIC Bay City Rollers
© British Market Research Bureau
TKXC9109
Sunbury
Music
Cory
Wade/Alex
Sadkin
31
8
DO
WHAT
YOU
WANNA
DO
T
Connection
35
Ltd. 1977. publication rights licensed
exclusively
Music
Sire
6078
607
Chappell
Tony
Bongiovi/T.
Erdley
SWALLOW
MY
PRIDE
Ramones
broadcasting torights
to theWeek
BBC. and
Ail
36
rights
reserved.
Epic EPC 5266 Carlin
Kenneth Gamble/Leon Huff
@37 24 10 SHOWYOUTHE WAY TO GO The Jacksons
TOP WRITERS
RSO 2090 237 Chappell Albhy Faluten/Karl Richardson 1. Summor/Bellone/Moroder,
7 1 JUST WANNA BE YOUR EVERYTHING Andy Gibb
38 32
2 Tony
Hiller/Loe
Sheridan/Martin
Loe. 3
Pye 7N 45701 Open Choice/Peterman Chris & Eddie Amoo Farlan/Reyam, 4 Russ Ballard. 5 Copland.
£39 47
2 LOVE'SSUCH AWONDERFULTHING Real Thing
Boz Scaggs, 7 Mike Chapman/Nicky
Joe Walsh/Bill Szymczyk 6Chinn,
ABC 12002 Anchor
8 Jones/Matlocke/Cook/Ronen, 9
4 ROCKY MOUNTAIN WAY Joe Walsh
40 39
Gordy/Davis/Gordy, 10 Billy 8- Bobby
Philadelphia PIR5391 DJM
Gamble/Huff Alossi, 11. Ritchie, 12 Bob Marshall/Jones
4 YOUR SONG Billy Paul
41 45
Miles, 13 Richard Hewson, 14 M. Willis/A.
Ingram/S. 17Mitchell,
15 Stranglers, 18
16
Supertramp Tilman,
A&M AMS 7293 Rondor
7 GIVE A LITTLE BIT Supertramp
42 34
St Lewis/Perron.
Tarr/Marvin/Black,
19
Bob
Marley.
20
Richard Perry Paul Weller, 21 Van McCoy. 22 Freddy
E'ektra K 12261 United Artists
43E2SEiL5jB NOBODY DOES IT BETTER Carly Simon
Mercury. 23 E. Elli/V. Barren. 24 Jonathan
Polydor
2058
889
Carlin
Kenny
Laguna/Gold
Hawk Richman, 25 Tom Vorlaine, 26 Gibb
TULANE
Steve
Gibbons
Band
44
Brothers, 27 Steve Nicks. 28 Stranglers, 29
30 D. Williams/C. MacDonald,
M. Theodore/D. Coffey F.Nick Lowe,
Atlantic K 10956 ATV
DEVIL'S GUNC.J. & Co.
45 43
Baskett/Groves. 31 Leander/
Glitter/
Seago.
32 Dunning/Eyers/
Peter
Frampton
A&MAMS7298 Rondor
I'M IN YOU Peter Frampton
Hill/Gramgo. 33
B. Streisand/P.
46 41
Williams, 34 Len Boone, 35 T. Coaksloy, 36
Peate/Scott/Pyer Ramones. 37 Kenneth Gamble/Leon Huff.
Splash CPU Belsize
IF I HAVE TO GO AWAY Jigsaw
38 Barry Gibb. 39 Chris & Eddy Amoo, 40
41 Elton
Quincy Jones Walsh/Vitale/Passorolli/Graco,
A&MAMS7297 Sunbury
STRAWBERRY LETTER 23 Brothers Johnson
48 48
John/Berni Taupln, 42 Rick Davis/Roger
Hodgeson,
43
Carole
Bayer
Sager/Marvin
Jack Nitzsche Hamilisch, 44 Chuck Berry. 45
Capitol CLX 1003 EMI
SPANISH STROLL Mink DeVille
Blue/Rokor/Shury, 46 Peter Frampton. 47
Sutin Hayashi. 48 Yellowstone/Gibson. 49
Bailey/Kuepper
THIS
PERFECT
DAYThe
Saints
Harvest HAR 5130 ATV
50 36
Mink DeVille, 50 Bailer/Kueppor.
TOP SO compiled for Music Week, and BBC from a panel of 300 shops by British Market Research Bureau.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

]

PROMOTION
An experienced Promoiion Manager (m or 0 is
sought
Please note accent on experienced. Salary
negotiable depending on experience.

FOR SALE
3 Double-sided Gondolas
with storage. 6 4ft. wide
browsers.
First sensible offer secures.
Telephone: Romford (70)
47584 (evenings)

PRODUCTION
An experienced Production Manager (m or f) is
sought. Please note accent on experienced. Salary
negotiable depending on experience.

SI
INTERNATIONAL
MUSIC BUSINESS
Specialist consultants in
ROYALTIES
TOUR ACCOUNTING : AUDITS &
INVESTIGATIONS
Tel: 01-992 9784 (24 hours)
274 Horn Lane, London W.2.

r

BLACK RECORD ADAPTORS
C1.15 PER GROSS
5 GROSS £5.50
whne tccord coves tpaper I IfiOO
mil' CSi 1.000 C9 Discount Lor got
quantitresnun'inn?l.
white1.000023
hard covers '-tOO
EX-JUKE BOX RECORDS
Percent from boxes Limited Qly JMin
Sample 200. €261 400 €50
P.bP.+VAT. incl in above price.
C.W.0 IC O D, extra)
Kennedy's, "The Glebe", 6 Church
Lane, Outwood, Nr WnkefieldWFI
2JT. Tel. Wakcfield 822650. Leeds
35604

DISCS

Please write Mr. W. Rose, FCA Comm. Manager
B&C Recordings Ltd, 326 Kensal Road,
London, W10

Rondor Music
(London) Ltd.
due to expansion, a new position
exists for a young experienced
promotion person to join one of
the top U.K. Music Publishers.
Please Ring: 01-434 1575

]

GET IT NOW!
CHARMDALE LTD
ALL TITLES IN STOCK
NOW
All prices Inc. Royalty, add
VAT
SUMMER SALE
DONNA SUMMER
The Best of
£1.95
JOHN OTWAY & WILD WILLY
BARRETT
€2.05
BRYAN FERRY
In your Mind
£2.25
PETER GABRIEL
(Chart LPI
£2.10
MAN
Slow Motion
75p
OHIO PLAYERS
Honey
£1.45
JAN 6 DEAN
Gotta TakeThat One Last Ride
12LP)
£1.45
STATUS QUO
Blue For You
£2.25
PARLIAMENT
The Clones of Dr Funkonstcin . £1.85
Chocolate City
£1.45
RORY GALLAGHER
The Story So Far
£1.25
TRAFFIC
The Best of .
£.85
RINGO STARR
Rotogravure
£1.10
ABBA
Gotden Double (2LP)
£3.90
BEACH BOYS
40 Golden Greats (2LP)
£3.45
ROD STEWART
Best of Volume 1
£2.15
Best of Volume II
£4,50
A Shot of Rhythm
6 Blues
£2.40
BLACK SABBATH
Black Sabbath
£1.60
STEVE MILLER The Best Of.. . £1.95
THE MOTOWN STORY
{5LP Box Set)
AND MANY MORE
FREE STORY2LP
(BLACK COVER)
€3.75
IMPORTS
DELETIONS
OVER STOCKS
LPs and
CASSETTES
VISITORS WELCOME
Cash Discounts Available
Write or telephone for our
latest lists and advertising
posters.
CHARMDALE LTD.
3 SANDRINGHAM MEWS.
EALING.
LONDON W53DG
Telephone: 01-5799331-7
Telex. 931 945 HETREC
PAGE 50

SEX PISTOLS

EH
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

ANARCHY IN THE UK
95p each plus VAT
BONAPARTE RECORDS (WHOLESALE)
101 George Street, Croydon, Surrey
Tel; 01-681 3062/1490
P.S. Having trouble getting your New Wave/Punk?
Ring us — we may be able to help
P.P.S. Bonaparte says "Sell as much independent label product
as possible — it's our chance to fight back on our terms."

ape

When quality
counts
Exclusively from Selects (London and Manchester)
The Managing Director
of Rondor Music
(London) Limited
requires a

POSITIONS
SECRETARY/PA
Required for General Manager of UNITED ARTISTS
RECORDS LTD.
Varied and interesting position with good salary and
prospects for right applicant.
Contact: Carole Pini — Telephone 01-6361655

SECRETARY/PA
A high standard of secretarial
qualification essential.
Telephone: 01^34-1575

"We need
Two Important People"
Our Sales team are one of the many important elements that help to
explain why WEA Records Ltd is one of the fastest growing companies in
the music industry. Due to our policy of promoting from within, we have
vacancies for two Representatives to be responsible for sales in the
following areas: Wiltshire, South Wales, and a part of Gloucestershire and
Middlesex, Bucks 8- Herts.
You must have a proven record of success in selling, preferably
gained in the music industry, and obviously you will need a clean driving
licence.
Both positions require people who can work hard, but your rewards
will include a high basic salary, excellent fringe benefits, and the use of a
company car. You will also have the opportunity of earning substantial
bonus payments for sale targets achieved.
Interviews will be held on a regional basis, but firstly please write
giving brief details of age, experience and current salary to:
David Norton, Personnel Manager,
WEA Records Ltd, P.O. Box 59,
uuea Alperton Lane, Wembley, Middlesex.
Records Limited

ONLY A FEW
OF US LEFT!
We don't change our sales
staff often but we have a
vacancy in an individual
record shop.
State experience — apply
RECORD ROOM (in
confidence, of course), 27
Chequer Street, St, . Albans.
Herts. St. Albans 52242

lilKI
Incorporating Record and
Tape Retailer
A Morgan-Grampian
Publication
40 Long Acre.
Covent Garden, London WC2
01-836 1522
Editor
Bnan Mulligan
Deputy Editor
Adam White
Assistant Editor
(Production)
Val Falloon
Deportment Editors
Talent: Chns White
Audio. Ctemeni Brown
Radio/TV: Godfrey Rust
Studios: Tern Anderson
Soul: Adam White
Live Ents. ■ John Hayward
Publishing: Peter Jones
Production Asst.: Tonv B-adman
Charts & Dealer Services
Louise Fares
Managing Director
Jack Hutton
Publishing Director:
Peter Wilkinson
Advertising Manager;
Jonothan Ward
Assistant Advertisement Manager:
Nigel Siemens
Sales: Steve Rowe
Production: Rams.iv Gillie?
Classified. Felicity Bnski
Promotion- Avril Barrow
Subscription ManagerJeanne Henderson.
Morgan Grampian House.
30Ca!derwood Street.
London SE186QH
Tel 01 855 7777
Published by Music Week Limited.
40 Long Acre, London. WC2
and printed for the Publishers
by Pensord Press Ltd , Gwent
Registered at the Post Ofbce as
a newspaoet
Member of Periodical
Publishers Assoc. Ltd., & Audit
Bureau of Circulation
All material copyright
1977 Music Week Limited
\ lA I

CHARMDALE LTD

VAN SALES PERSON
WANTED
General Record Catalogue knowledge essential.
Good salary plus commission.
Telephone: 01-579 9331 for appointment.
CHARMDALE LTD.,
SSandringham Mews,
Baling, London, W5 3DG.
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Beach Boys
IT WAS certainly not Wembley
Stadium — but then neither was it,
to quote the Sunday Times, a
performance to "a sobscrsidcd
business audience decked in
ceremonial Beach Boys
Windcheaters".
Nobody who has ever attended an
American record company
convention would have ever made
such a ridiculous remark. For a start
there was not a windcheater in sight
and even after five nights of
stamina-sapping shows which
unfailingly ran on into the early
hours, the enthusiasm of the CBS
delegates at the final concert of their
international conference in London
remained undiminished. The
controversial Beach Boys
appearance behind closed doors at
Grosvenor House was a joyous,
wildly enthusiastic affair, a glorious
wallow in nostalgia which was still
going strong at 2.00 am and
provoked a response which could
not have been bettered from 70,000
at Wembley Stadium.
It was indeed tragic that for
whatever reason the Beach Boys
cancelled their tour, for currently
they are in superb form. The
repertoire may well be all our
Capitol yesterdays, but it must be
assumed that the group has
reconciled itself to being locked into
the past and has decided to make the
best of it. Of course, the total
package was not just a bland
recreation of former glories. It had a
substance and authority of its own.
There were for instance, no less than
five keyboards being utilised within
the line-up of the Beach Boys own
instrumentation and assorted horns
and percussion which put 14
performers on stage. It was almost
as though the aim was for a Spector
wall-of-sound approach and quite
thrilling the effect was on certain
occasions, none belter than a
stunning Help Me Rhonda which
had thundered along with
compelling power.
Behind one of the pianos was the
familiar, albeit slimmer, figure of
Brian Wilson, For a while it looked
as though he was to remain on the
sidelines completely, but eventually
he emerged front stage to take the
lead on Back Home, slightly
uncertainly but a good moment
nevertheless. He was also out there
again for the first encore, Our
Hearts Were Full Of Spring, sung in
four-part acapella harmony, which
led to further and more riotously
greeted oldies like Barbara Ann and
Rock 'n' Roll Music.
If the group can escape from the
past and gain acceptance for their
contemporary recorded output, then
Saturday night's reception should
have left them in no doubt that their
new association with CBS will be a
fulfilling one. Meantime they have
some dues to pay to disappointed
British fans.
BRIAN MULLIGAN

platform, but never proved unwieldy
as the set began to take shape.
Kicking off with a couple of
singles to gel the crowd going,
Scaggs moved easily through a
selection of material ranging from
an excellent big-band swing blues
treatment which was reminiscent of
B.B.King's Night Life Ain't No
Good Life, on which the leader
threw in some mellow fills on
Gibson, through practically the
whole of Silk Degrees.
Unfortunately, the sound balance
was not great. Scaggs had brought in
his own engineer who seemed to
have a penchant for cymbals so the
vocals were drowned in a wash of
sizzling metallic white noise.
Luckily, the bass was far enough up
in the mix to keep the insistent disco
rhythms going, but Scaggs' voice
was too often inaudible
The band cruised through a
moody version of Low Down, which
brought wild cheers from the
faithful and was soon bouncing
towards the finale with the best
number of the night, Lido Shuffle.
On this one the combination
seemed to come right at last, with
blaring brass pumping away, Scaggs
starling to move around well on
stage and the thick wall of sound
inducing a few members of the
audience on to their feet for a quick
bop.
He encored with a number he cowrote with Johnny Bristol some
years ago, and this maintained the
disco shuffle beat to the end, when
he introduced the band.
Scaggs is a peculiarly American
artist, in his elegant lightweight suit,
carefully styled hair and jazz-pop
vocals that owe as much to the likes
of Mel Tonne as they do to Van
Morrison. Like Britain's Robert
Palmer he seems more suited to the
Las Vegas cabaret circuit than the
Rainbow or the L.A. Forum,
JOHN HAYWARD

stars when there's whole world of
pop for them toconquer.
On stage they're pure teenage
fantasy: Billy (or was it Bobby?) in
yellow shin and white slacks behind
the piano, Bobby (or was it Billy?)
all in while fondling his guitar and
craning into his microphone, both
alarming pretty and unquestionably
sincere. At the end they nuzzle
together on the piano stool and sing
it's Goodbye For Now; The
Osmonds couldn't have done it
better and the Alessis could have
done a lot more of it, for apart from
Oh Lori, Seabird (their first single)
and the encore, I Love To Have
Your Love, which is on their
upcoming A&M album and is both a
harmless love song and a disco
record, their showmanship was the
only thing worth remarking on.
They might learn a thing or two
from the support act, Andy
Desmond. With just guitar and voice
he ran through two folk/rock
standards and eight of his own
songs, each simply conceived and
finely executed. He writes the kind
of songs you're convinced you've
heard somewhere before but can't
put your finger on, and two of them
— Each And Every Day and Just
Another Song In The Moonlight —
have the haunting quality that could
make them folk/pop classics,
Desmond needs only the right
producer. A song like Canada is
crying out for some solid West Coast
harmonics behind it. Maybe he
could use the Alessis. His folk club
manner doesn't quite stand up on a
big stage, but then the Alessis
proved that manners aren't
everything. There has to be some
meat behind it.
GODFREY RUST

D
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with which Twiggy scored a gold
disc, Here I Go Again.
As a finale, he took up his
trombone and with a quick
dedication to the Sex Pistols, began
to play with bum notes galore, our
very own National Anthem God
Save The Queen. Earlier he had
confided that he thought it would
phase the audience out, and even
produce a few people who would
stand up as soon as they heard the
opening bars. In fact the song was
greeted with a huge cheer which
bemused him greatly.
That incident probably sums up
Country Joe. He is able to mis-judge
his audience to a massive extent, but
still muddle through using his belter
songs to an ovation and general
congratulations.
JOHN HAYWARD
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Protheroe
THE MERMAID Theatre in
London's Blackfriars is not the best
of venues for a rock concert. It is
small, steep, and the acoustics are
more suited to a lone thespian
soliloquising than the full panolly of
a modern evening's musical
entertainment. But for Brian
Protheroe, the vehue was singularly
appropriate.
Protheroe's only major recording
success to date was his 1974 single
Pinball, and despite four albums
and a couple more singles, his
profile is still decidedly low as far as
the record buying public is
concerned. But his career has not
been purely concerned with the
concert and recording merry-goCountry Joe
round; despite a start in rock bands
in the early-Sixties, he has dabbled
in many things, most notably acting.
MacDonald
He played the lead in Leave Him To
ALMOST TEN years ago to the day.
Heaven, a musical incorporating all
Alessi
Country Joe McDonald was leading
the songs that are naturally and
his band The Fish in the infamous
instantly associated with the Fifties,
LIKE THE grin on the Sphinx and
F
Cheer at the Monterey
which he recorded in an album of
the smile on the Mona Lisa, it's one
Festival in Southern California
the same name. Indeed it was only
of those mysteries we shall probably
where it never rains and the people
the success of Pinball that helped
never fathom. Just how much do the
wore flowers in their hair.
Protheroe decide to aim more at
Alessi Brothers owe their success to
A lot of water has flowed under
records than theatre in his career.
their music and how much to those
the bridge since those halcyon days
Protheroe started the evening he
cherubic faces?
when the freaks thought they could
described as one of "music and
On the strength of a wholly
change
the
world
with
a
few
songs
entertainment"
well enough, with
unmemorable New Victoria concert,
and smiles, and most of the
first the B-side of one of his
the faces win hands down. Despite a
forgotten singles, Back Away. The
performers there have either died or
rapturous greeting from a packed
audience, small as it was, was
moved on to other things. Not so
house — made up it seemed of music
Country Joe.
responsive, apd the atmosphere was
biz aficionados anxious to see this
more like that of a folk club where
He still has a repertoire of cutting
new enigma and teenage girls
everybody knew everybody else than
political satire and he still likes to
looking for somewhere to be
that of a one-off concert. But
verbalise about what is going wrong
hysterical — the Alessis failed to
Protheroe seemed nervous, and his
in the world, even though this
deliver the promised goods. Of
between songs palter was almost
uncompromising attitude reduced
course the girls got hysterical
embarrassing. He rambled on, and
him from an underground superstar
anyway but the enigma lost a lot of
his band and backing singers, who
to a virtual pauper in the earlyits nig.
included Helen Chappelle, star of
Seventies.
To be fair, somebody up there
Let My People Come, seemed to
McDonald now takes the stage as
must have had it in for them. The
spend more lime wailing for
a solo artist playing guitar and a bit
backing band was wooden, the
something to happen than actually
of trombone, and he proved at
lighting patchy and the sound mix
singing or playing.
London Queen Elizabeth Hall on
lacerated those ethereal harmonies
Protheroe moved through the
until they sounded at times more like
Saturday that there is still a sizeable
songs easily enough — the
audience for his strongly folk and
The Chipmunks than West Coast
interesting Clog Dance, the fairly
country-based music.
popsters. And it wasn't the Alessis'
dull All The Sad Animals and
fault that the New Victoria should
During his hour on stage he ran
Money Love, but with a
through a surprising number of
choose that morning to lie down and
Boz Scaggs
combination of technical problems,
die but it can't have helped
songs which demonstrated both his
the terrible acoustics and the
FOR YEARS an obscure singerbackstage morale to know that they
wet romanticism and his sharpuncertainty of Protheroe's delivery,
were probably attending a wake, and
guitarist whose main claim to fame
edged way with words. The contrast
the evening began to wear
was his spell in the Steve Miller
between a song about Australia
an expensive one at that.
somewhat. Not even Pinball could
The Alessis didn't die but then
Band, Boz Scaggs has surged
called Southern Cross with lines
elicit the response one would have
they never really came to life. They
through into the limelight since the
about kangaroo moons and little
thought it would, although the
were on stage under an hour and
release of his CBS album Silk
koala bears hugging eucalyptus trees
audience was so obviously behind
played just a dozen songs, but it was
Degrees.
which was so puerile as to strain the
the singer all the way through.
long enough to be confusing. What
With that one, and the four
credulity, and his new song about
Protheroe's music is latter day
exactly are they trying to be? Oh
the new wave was enormous.
singles taken from it that have been
folk in the Ralph McTell mould, and
Lori, their current hit and the best
His current passion is for the
hits in the UK, he finally put
each song is heavily dependent on its
song of the night, is a pleasant bit of
ecology and saving the whales, so his
together a slick white disco approach
lyrics, most of which are culled from
summary fluff — first class pop.
Save The Whales number was
coupled with a sassy vocal style that
"life on the road" as a travelling
But they seem intent on dressing
delivered with a rare fire while
has gone down well as Radio One
singer-actor. But the problem is that
up lamb as mutton to reach both
others of his classics like Tricky
fodder and the hits have just kept on
none of his songs has enough of a
rock and pop markets — like lOcc,
Dicky and the Fixin' To Die Rag
coming. When at the Rainbow on
musical hook, and none of the lyrics
sounded good, but a little out of
perhaps, but without either the
Friday, he sauntered out on stage to
are
interesting enough to make his
date in 1977 when the war in Vietmusical grasp or the imagination.
front his first concert here in some
music attractive to more than a
Nam has been over for two years
Maybe they've been feted into
years, his current status was
small coterie. Protheroe proved his
and Nixon safely out of office.
believing that harmless love songs
reflected in the size of the band
talent at the Mermaid, but he will
Country Joe's love songs sink to
plus a riff or two equals meaningful
spread out behind him.
have to go a long way musically
the level of plain ordinary folk-club
music. Maybe on the West Coast
No less than 11 musicians — two
before he attracts a larger audience
material, but that high, clear voice
these days it does, but it's hard to
drummers, three back-up singers,
on this showing.
can be alarmingly effective on the
escape the conclusion that the
atwo keyboard men, bass, guitar, sax
TONY BRADMAN
better stuff, which includes the song
Alessis arc just playing at being rock
nd trumpet — occupied the
Published by MUSIC WEEK Lid., 40 Long Aero. London WC2and primed for the publishers by Ponsord Press Ltd.. Gwent. Registered at the Posl Office aso newspaper.
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Dave
Bromberg
TAKE A gawky New York Jew with
a quavering voice, dress him up like
a Hoffnung cartoon, mix him in
with a bunch of talented but
apparently
incompatible
musicians and programme the whole
thing with the history of American
music and what will come out at the
other end, give or lake an Irish jig
or two, is the David Bromberg
Band.
Bromberg's performance at the
Festival Hall was what his small and
enthusiastic British following has
come to expect; an entertaining,
bewildering and occasionally manic
display of virtuosity and humour
with Bromberg in the middle more
or less holding it all together.
He is splendidly untypical. He
doesn't have musical influences —
he plays the lot: folk, country, jazz,
bluegrass, rock, ragtime, blues, jigs
and reels, swing. The speed with
which instruments appear and
disappear is frightening. The band
spreads across the stage like a firing
squad; George Kindler (fiddle), Dick
Fegy (guitar, fiddle, mandolin etc.)
Hugh McDonald (bass), Curt Linberg (trombone) and John Firmin
(saxaphone) with Lance Dickerson
on drums lucked in behind and
Bromberg in the centre like an evil
genius calling his weapons into play
one after another. You never quite
know where a song is going next.
It's hard to find the highpoints in
this systematic demolition of
musical preconceptions — the whole
thing just rages on and on — but if
anything stands out it is Kindler,
Fegy and Bromberg fiddling
together on Yankee's Revenge and
the finale, Will Not Be Your Fool,
the vitriolic ramblings of a hurl
lover. What was missing, maybe,
was a softer song or two from his
CBS Midnight On The Water
album, but then it's to Bromberg's
credit that he never stays in one
place too long.
Most of the Festival Hall material
is covered on his current Fantasy
double album How Late'll Ya Play
'Til? It would be a freak if Bromberg
ever had a hit single over here and
he's probably quite happy about
that because three minutes of vinyl
could never do him justice. More
than most Bromberg sells on live
performances, and after some
dismal turnouts on previous visits it
must have been gratifying to see a
comfortably full hall this lime. The
cult has reached respectable
proportions.
GODFREY RUST

Business flat?
Then read Music Week.
The only trade weekly
covering the entire UK
music scene In depth.
Articles, features, facts and
figures. All you need to
know. Reported relevantly
and factually to help you
run your music business
more effectively.
Music Week every week
To keep you in tune and
stop business going flat
MlflCISiiilll
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Ben Bunders, managing director of
WEA Netherlands, is a landmark unto
himself. He's been a music critic. A disc
jockey. The A&R director of Phonogram
International in Holland. Since Ben set
up WEA Netherlands in 1975, the operation's
market share has nearly tripled.
WEA Netherlands has the best of two d;
worlds: such American WEA artists as
/!
Randy Newman. Shaun Cassidy and
PAGE 52

Ry Cooder are stars in Holland.
And Holland's biggest stars—Maggie McNeal.
Jan Akkerman—are WEA artists.
Those are quick reasons thcri WEA International
is the hottest records action in international
markets. A worldwide 1976 growth of 240% is
another big reason. But people like
Ben Bunders are the biggest reason.
(The Continental Factor at
WEA International, Inc.")

